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Authors Note 

When the idea for a hook on Baba Ram dev and 

bis company came up* it seemed promising, 1 had 

followed Ranidevh rise ten years ago when 1 was at 

Minly meeting him on multiple occasions, covering his 

Ganga campaign in Ka.npug hanging around his kutir 

while he asked questions about swadeshi economies to 

Rajeev Dixit, his late mentor. I enjoyed listening to their 

easy banter and all the idealism in their conversation 

at the time, 

tvach time we met, 1 had found him earthy, self- 

deprecating and disarming,generous with his time ami 

deft in steering conversations to what he wanted to 

say But I never felt that I had really got to know him. 

Beyond his carefully cultivated public persona lay a 

masterfully guarded person of tremendous will 

dlie only way to tell his story; I believed, was to tell 

it through the voices of all the people he worked with 
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along the way to building his empire, those who’d had a 

chance to meet him in unguarded moments. I imagined 

that their memories, anecdotes, talcs of how Ramdcv 

inspired and transformed their lives would he a far more 

interesting story than Ramdevs own version of it. 

So 1 began at the beginning. I spoke to members of 

Ramdevs family: from his mother, Gulabo Devi, and 

brother Devdutf Yadav to his uncle Jagdeesh Yadav/(hey 

gave me a rare glimpse into Ramdev s childhood and 

adolescent years, i spoke to his triends: from his junior 

at the gurukul he attended in his early twenties, Acharva 

Abhavdev, who shared anecdotes about RamdevY 

tenacity, to his lifelong deputy, Ac h ary a Ralkrishna. 

I interviewed long-time Ilaridwar residents Sushant 

Mahcndru andTarun Kumar, who have known Ramdcv 

and company since their early days selling chawanprash 

on bicycles there. I spoke to Radhika Nagrath, who 

helped design Ramdevs first logo, and to Professor 

Veena Shastri, another Ilaridwar old-timer, who has 

witnessed at close quarters Rarndcv’s phenomenal rise 

and remembers, tor instance, the old days when Ramdevs 

brother used to go on a cycle to deliver fresh milk to 

his sister in the hostel where she stayed in Haridvvar. [ 

spoke at length to his first mentor, Karamveer Maharaj, 

with whom Ramdev later fell out, and, when he was still 

alive, to his second mentor, Rajeev Dixit, the architect 

VI It 
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of Ramdev s swadeshi campaign. I met people who had 

worked for Ramdev at different points of time from 

Vipin Pradhan, ail aide ol Ramdev's between 2002 

and 2005, before Patanjali Ayurveda Ltd was even 

established, to S.K. Patra, the CEO who helped lay the 

foundations for Patanjalfs phenomenal growth. I hunted 

down Kirit Mehta, a bitter former ally of Ramdev s, and 

one of the founders of AasthaTV; and the Pitties, still 

devoted Ramdev supporters. I interviewed Rarndcvs 

adversaries and officers investigating him and his firms 

for various alleged lapses — from firinda Karat, who 

levelled the sensational charge that Ramdcv’s Ayurvedic 

medicines contained unlabelled human and animal 

hones, to Jitendar Rana, who investigated Ramdev for 

sales tax evasion. All in all, 1 spoke to fifty-two people 

to unravel the mystery. JV1 y sources corroborated - and 

dismissed - information that 1 had gathered Irom other 

primary sources, helping me fill in the gaps tin til a clear 

narrative began to emerge. 

Some of my interlocutors — Karamveer, Kirit Mehta 

and S.K. Patra, tor instance — are important new voices 

in rhe Ramdev story, who agreed to taped interviews 

and spoke for the first time on the record about their 

time with Ramdev. For a complete list of inverviewees 

and sources for each chapter, please refer to 'Sources'at 

the end of the hook. 



A tj tiler’s Nil re- 

] had set off expecting to discover a rags-fo¬ 

ndles tale, of how a hoy with no formal education 

became a national hero and tycoon through sheer grit, 

determination, hard work and conviction, i did find a 

portion of that story. But I also found much more. 

X 
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lhe lycoori 

IFaritfaiar, 2016 

On a low stage, sunlight streaming from u high skylight, 

he lies Hat on his stomach, props a shaggy face on his 

palms, peers into the crowd and laughs, A. thousand 

people mimic his vogie pose and laugh back indulgently. 

There never was any doubt about this nimble, 

orange-robed mans ability to grip an audience. He has 

held millions enthralled, day after day, for more than a 

decade. 1 ,lke any good performer, Baba Ram dev knows 

the trick is to keep surprising. 

So, sitting beside towers of products made by his 

company, Patanjaii Ayurveda, during one of his telecast 

yoga camps, this improbable business tycoon with an eye 

for dntma smiles and s;iys,‘ffit,inj.di has become a great 

brand, 1 heat. But you’ve seen nothing yet,'lhere are two 

1 
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things that I have to do. Make all foreign companies 

do sirsliasami [headstand] within five years* and put 

Mother Indvi on the throne of the world. Kifm maza 

ayegtf [What fun it'll be]P 

Cheers and cruhu&iamc apphiu&c greet the 

tmnouncemenL lie holds everyone spellbound in kU 

theatre - some are smitten, others cynic ah hut hardly 

any are indifterent* Ihjw can they be? Baba Ramdevk 

story and his rise arc simply stunning. 

Bom Ram Khan Yadav, the ill-educated son of 

an impoverished fanner from Said Ah pun Haryana, 

Ramdev began his tenuous journey to fame and fortune 

as w yoga teacher struggling to help his I amity make 

ends meet sometime in the fare 1980s. Three decades 

later* Baba Kamdev is the powerful tycoon at the helm 

of Pataniali Ayurveda Limited, the country's fastest™ 

growing FMCG, or 'fast moving consumer goods5, 

company that employs about 20,000 people. 

If the big three FMCG companies, Unilever, Colgate 

and Nestle, am worried and frequently looking over their 

shoulder, it’s for good reason. 

Revenues at Pataryali Ayurveda multiplied fifteen 

times from Rs 317 crorc at the end of 2010™ 11 to 

an awe-inspiring Rs 5000 e.rore in 2015-16. Ramdev 

declared that this number would double by the end of 

2-016-17.lt did -to a staggering Rs 10,000 crore in May 

2017. While announcing this stupendous achievement, 

2 
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Ranukv set the company's next audacious target: Rs 

20,000 crore in revenue by May 2018, 

A 2017 Assodiam-TechSei research report put 

thin growth lit perspective thus: Pafanjaii h "the most 

disruptive force in the Indian FMCG market. While 

Patau jail is growing at over 100 per cent annually* 

"its peers including FTC, Dab up Hindustan Unilever 

(HUL]t Colgate"-Prd mo live and Procter &* Gamble 

struggled to get ft growth much less than double digitk 

In September 2016 the Hu run Rich List, a ranking 

of dollar billionaires in the world, ] is ted Baba Rarmk vk 

closest aide* Aeharya Ralkrishna, as the twenty™sixth 

richest Indian* with a persona! wealth of Rs 25,600 

cm re ($3*8 billion), lie owns 94 per cent of Patuoaili 

Ayurveda l ad, Swamts,sueh as Baba Ramdev, who have 

taken s any As And wear saffron clothes as a mark < it their 

re n u rna a t i o n of rfi e p u r$ u i t o f wt irl ti! y th i n 1 i kc weu! t h 

and fame and forsaken their families are prohibited by 

the code of ascetics from owning companies* if Baba 

Ramdev accepted a direct stake in Fatanjalt Ayurveda, he 

would violate that sacrosanct cade of religious ethics and 

lose credible tv with his followers/1 hats why Rulkrishmu 

the deputy whom Ramdev keeps on a tight leash. Is 

P&t&nktii Ayurveda primary shareholder* 

When you first meet Ramdev one of the nm things 

you notice h Ins flowing hair and beard, lightly shot with 

silver* In keeping with the tenets of sanya&fo he wears a 
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uniform of a saffron dhoti and oscs another unstitched 

piece of saffron cloth to cover his upper body, like one 

would with a shawl. Ramdev s skin glows and he seems 

like a beacon of good health. Hes constantly smiling 

and cheerful, and is a fast and energetic talker. Ramdev 

always strives to put the person at the other end of the 

table at ease, he wants you io like him, and will put 

up a little show full of humour, bombast and coyness 

to reel in his audience. He shares his grand vision and 

grander plans, and ft is hard not to smile back and like 

this beaming mam Kver the adept conversationalist, 

Raimi ev can skilfully steer conversation to where he 

wants it logo. At (he end ofanhours-long meeting with 

him, yon first feci warm and fuzzy, bur then you may 

feel that you've been outwitted, that you know nothing 

at all about Ramdev. 

When Balk .rishna is in Rarndevh im^ence?fhi%shou\ 

stocky man with a boyish face, always dressed in white, 

stays quiet He respectfully cedes the stage to Ranidevt 

On the wholes Balkrishna, who, like Ramdev, lias 

glowing skirt* seems less confident and more tentative 

than. hh boss, \ k% too, is desperate to be liked but bod 

as outgoing or energetic as Ramdev, When you meet 

Ralkrklma one on one, he is haughty and a bit cagey. 

Not as worldly-wise as Ramdev* B&lkrishna cun fly into 

a. temper and even yell at you for asking ‘inappropriate' 

■4 
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questions — something the cautious Riimdev would never 

do. Balkrislma is a hard-working deputy anti looks up 

to Baba Ramdev. Slightly insecure, he seems to covet 

Ratndev’s Fame and stature. Perhaps that’s why lie’s so 

active on social media, building up his own presence. 

And maybe it is Ralkrishna who’s responsible for the 

gradual change in the culture of Ramdev s empire: 

people who work there always used to touch Ramdev s 

feet but now they touch Batkrishmis too. 

Rut do not mistake Ramdev lor just another safFron- 

robed sanyasi, warns S.K. Patra, former CKO of Patanjali 

Ayurveda and president of Patanjali Food Park from 

2011 to 2014, and architect of the company’s astonishing 

growth. “He has a prodigious imagination and terrific 

business sense. He may have a squint eye. hut he knows 

where the money is.’ 

Offering over 500 FMCG products ranging from 

creams, shampoos and household cleaners to biscuits 

and clarified butter, Baba Ramdev has found a wide 

consumer base at the bottom of the pyramid that other 

companies had not even noticed,let alone made kin effort 

to cater to. His products, made from natural ingredients, 

including soap made from cow dung ami lloor cleaners 

made from cow urine,have expanded and deepened the 

market and brought a new consuming class from the 

fringes into the marketplace- Nearly 56 per cent of his 

S 
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company s revenues come from the food and health-care 

sectors. The rest come from toiletries^ dental and hair 

products, and cosmetics. 

An outspoken critic of western capitalism, Ramdev 

sees his competitors as mortal enemies and invites his 

followers to do so too. During televised yoga lessons 

on the television network that he owns, he deftly adds 

a twist of iair-mongcring among Indisk newly minted 

consuming classes that believe him to be a godman: 

the products made by competing foreign companies arc 

slow poison/ be say^e 

Embracing protectionist rhetoric in a global economy, 

he compares foreign companies presently working and 

generating jobs in India to the East India Company, 

the English company that established the British Raj 

in Indk that would continue for two centuries. "Ilicy 

take away millions of dollars from the country in profits 

... they are looting our nation/ he alleges energetically. 

In a country whose freedom struggle was underpinned 

by Gandhi s ‘swadeshf movement, where the word 

‘swadc-shi1 evokes emotional memories of British 

dombiiukm - images of destroyed local industry; of 

craftsmen whose hands were cut off,-of people carrying 

British miadcgiKxh out of their homes and tossing them 

on to huge burning pyres - Rauidev cleverly crafts his 

rhetoric to yoke his commerce to a lofty and noble ideal. 

Although it is believed that Ram dev enjoys the 
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support and encouragement of the current government 

in h\s drive to expand his empire, it is also true that his 

economic agenda docs nm &Ugn with the economic 

agenda of Naretidra Modfs administration. While the 

prime minis re r has travelled to over thirry countries to 

drum up international interest in his Make in India 

campaign ro induce foreign investors to manufacture 

here^ Ramdev enjoys: ihocki rig people by threatening 

to drive foreign investors out, 

X&Igste ka gate Mi band h#ga, Pantene ka to pmf. gita 

hone eoolti ban Unilever An lever hhi bm.the.ga aur Nestle 

ki chidiya bhi ndegi, [The “gate33 of Colgate wall shut* 

Pantene will wet its pants, the lever of Unilever will 

break down, and the little Nestle bird will fly awayjf 

Kamdev said in 201.6, declaring war on the country's 

three largest KMCG multinationals whose combined 

revenue is nearly nine tinted his own. 

But these companies have remained stoic amid 

Ramdevs relentless attacks- A senior executive at one 

of these companies! on the condition of anonymity, 

said d We have been here tor a century and will he here 

for another one. We are as Indian as anyone else, IBs 

company has shown that there is untapped market 

potential and we see that. Why engage In a verbal, war 

with anyone? Let actions speakf 

Well, their actions are speaking: Hindustan Unilever 

and Colgate have learned from Ramdev and have 
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begun injecting, their product ranges with a herbal 

and Ayurvedic dose. For instance, HUL bought over 

Indulekha,an Ayurvedic hair oil company, in 20i 5 and 

will once again compete in the hair oil category that it 

had left ten years ago when it sold Miliar, its coconut oil 

brand, to Marico, L’Orcal, die French cosmetics linn,is 

researching on Ayurvedic herbs in a laboratory'in south 

India, In August 2016,in a direct challenge to Fatanjali 

Ayurveda, Colgate-Palmolive launched a brand-new 

‘natural’ toothpaste, made with lemon, cloves and salt, 

and with a truly Indian name: Vedshakti, In April 2017 

D'.tbur announced the launch of Ask Dabur»a call centre 

where doctors will advise callers on Ayurveda and help 

consumers sift through a bewildering array of‘natural" 

and ‘herbal"products and medicines. 

In ways that he may not have foreseen himself, 

Ramdev has managed to make the world sh up and take 

note of yoga and Ayurveda and may well have changed 

the market forever in India. 

Yet, the battle has only just begun. Baha Ramdev, 

while forcing global giants to follow his lead, has set an 

even more audacious target for 2019—20: to multiply 

Pahinjulis revenue to Rs 50,000 crorc by that years 

end. ]f he manages that he would have outstripped all 

three conglomerates put together. In May 2016, 

stroking his wiry,untamed heard, he said mysteriously, 

‘I have plans/ 

R 
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It was easy to believe that ™ the surprises have already 

begun. 

1 n August 2016 Baba Ramdev birthed another brand, 

Asrh&j under the Paumjah umbrella to compete in the 

Rs fiOOO crore category of home worship products. 

Sold online on Shuhlikurncorm Astiu has hundreds 

of products, belonging to eighteen different categories, 

irieluding Indian clothing, idols for worship at home, 

Vaastu aiui fengshui products* shaligrani (holy stones)* 

rudrukshu (holy beads) and even fresh packaged prasad 

shipped from a doyen popular temples around the 

eouutry. 

dhe very ne*t month, in September 2016, Baba 

Ramdev was on stage again unveiling kwadeshi* jeans 

lor Indian women - loose™fit ting punts that cover up 

curves in a culturally appropriate manner. Balkrishiou 

who is gradually emerging from Ramdevh shadow, said 

In an interview to the l^asnomk Timest' We got this idea 

to roaiiufuemre swadeshi jeans because every year there 

is a lot thm Indians spend on buying jeans, that largely 

come from big companies. We want lo make sure all the 

jeans we wear are home-made/ 

Within two months. Baba Ramdevh PaoanjaU 

Ayurveda had entered two new categories - apparel 

and home worship. There is no telling wVau he might 

do next, or which sector he might decide fo enter with 

a slew of new products. 

9 
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‘With Bab it Ramdev, all bets are oiiy says Adhya 

Pittie, son of an old partner and disciple* who holds 

exclusive distribution rights for Potanjalt Ayurveda 

products in AJumhai The Plittks are also Patanjatik 

exclusive distributors to organized retail stores and have 

global distribution rights to the home worship category. 

'He takes very quick decisions and is never hung up 

About what he had said he would or would not do. Look 

at noodles, .He had said he would never sell them. He 

rolled them out in three months* time [by November 

2015,when Nestles Maggi noodles was embroiled In a 

controversy and was banned for a while by India's food 

safety authoritiesJ. He will do whatever is needed for 

the good of the people and the country5 

Pittie is right. Baba Ranulev has never felt encumbered 

hv what he may have said in the past - and while the 

spiritual world may frown upon such rapid changes of 

stanag adaptability is not a bad ihfog in the asU world of 

business. At one time, Baba Ramdev was adamant that 

advertising was a waste of money. It is easy to sec why 

he had thought this: he owns Aa&iha and S&rnk&g the 

two largest religious television neiworks in the country; 

So why would lie want to pay far product exposure" 

But then, by November 2015, he changed hi? mind. 

Soon after Paumiali launched noodles* Ramdev began 

spending on traditional advertising in a big way for 

nine ot the following twelve weeks, Ihmmjali topped 

10 
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the weekly list ok total ad insertions, according to the 

television viewer ship measurement agency Broadcast 

Audience Research Council (BARC) India- Its weekly 

television ads more than doubled horn 11,897 in the 

first week of January 2016 to 24,050 in the week ended 

25 March, During the same period, Ramdev appeared 

2,34,924 times across TV channels, which means he was 

on atr every 30 seconds an one channel or another. He 

never jcxiked back, A year later, in the week beginning 

6 May 2017 and ending 12 May, Parartj.ili Ayurveda 

Limited remained among the top ten advertisers hr India. 

Each of these advertisements prominently features 

a beaming Baba Ramdev, and, of late, Ralk.ris-.hiui too. 

Other than Lee Lreocca for Ford, Steve Jobs for Apple 

and Bill (dates tor Microsoft, there are very few examples 

of proprietors or CEOs becoming successful brand 

ambassadors for their companies. ’ 1 here were none in 

India, Until Labs Ramdev became the face of Patau jail 

Ayurveda, 

Questioned during a television interview if a 

sanyasi should he running a business empire, Baba 

Ramdev responded, in his trademark style, with a faux 

aggressive counter “question, smile on his face, Archa,’ 

he demanded, tilting his head in that Urniliar way, Vaow 

me where In our scriptures is it written that a sany,m has 

to retire to the I Jiirialayas and do nothing else? I am a 

karma yogi and a rashtra yogi ... The purpose is not to 

11 
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accumulate any great wealth for myself. Look, there is 

an empire worth crores, no, hundreds of crores around 

us today [referring to Patanjalfs assets], but even today, 

I sleep in a hut on the floor. Whatever 1 have got from 

the country, it is for the country.The wealth of Patanjali 

is nor for any one person — it is for the country It is all 

for charity’ 

It is difficult not to admire the sentiment. Or the 

devotion with which lie set off to bring yoga and 

Ayurveda to millions of Indians - not the kind that 

live in Delhi and Mumbai alone hut also the ones who 

live in Tier 2 and 3 cities. Baba Rumdev kindled rhe 

resurgence of yoga in the country at the turn of the 

millennium when he would appear on television every 

morning to teach yoga in his homely and practical way. 

Yet, after fifteen years of seeing him on television 

networks, at the helm of a national anti-corruption 

movement that threatened to topple rhe United 

Progressive Alliance (UPA) 2 government and, of late, 

in newspaper ads and on billboards, questions about 

him stubbornly linger: Who is Baba Ramdev? Where 

did he come from? How did he go from contorting his 

body into yogic poses on television to creating India’s 

fastest-growing FMCG companies? Are his products 

really as good as he claims they are? Is he a visionary? 

Is he a fraud? What drives him? 

12 
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The Boy Ramdev 

Said AhpiiK 1965-75 

Said Alipur, Haryana, is a bleak place. 

'The village itself is a huddle of ill-kept mud and stone 

houses surrounded by brown fields and an arid, treeless 

country. Here, the earth has to be coaxed, wheedled into 

birthing. For the farmers, a bad monsoon determines 

their precarious fate — life or death. 

In the receding light of day, returning camel carts 

knockabout its tortuous alleys,so roiled by the elements 

that they look like craters on the moon. After dark, the 

women withdraw behind doors. Youths with powerful 

shoulders emerge from the shadows of lantern lights 

and join the men drawing deeply on hookahs with 

glowing embers. 

A tew decades ago, sometime in the years between 
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1965 and 1975, a fierce farmer named Ram Nivas Yadav 

sat among them. For a month, his wife, GuJabo Devi, 

lay in a tiny, windowless chamber - awaiting the birth 

to their second child* 

When he came, they named the boy Ram Kbam 

Ram Kis&n Y&duvjater Rah a Ranidev, is reluctant to 

share die date or year of his birth. Various hirthdates are 

mentioned on unofficial websites —25 December 1965, 

January 1968 and even as late as December 1975 - hut 

none arc verifiable. 

To these and many other questions about their past 

during an interview, Ramdcv and Balkxbhna responded 

by repeatedly telling me to look for the answers jii 

iiri ‘official* biography written in Hindi, titled Swami 

RtiMtkv: Ek Yogi Ek YoJhha^ by rim journalist Sandcep 

Bajkrbhna helpfully gave me a copy during the 

interview* 

San deep Dev recounts the struggle to get Rani dev 

to answer the question about his date of birth: "1 begged 

him to tdl me his birthdate, nearly fell at his feet, but he 

only smiled at me and said, ”1 really was born only on 

April 9,1995, the day my guru, Shankar Devil Maharaj, 

gave me sanyas deeksha [ that is, the day Ramdev donned 

his saffron robes and renounced the world]* So it is better 

to keep that only as my birthdate.™ 

A search at the public records room at the civil 

hospital in Nani&oi (where birth and death records for 
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Said Alipui are kept) yielded nothing, VI le was born at 

home. Maybe his parents never bothered registering his 

birth? It was not uncommon all those years ago. Record¬ 

keeping was not as good as it is today/said Mohit Soni, 

clerk in the small record room* as we pored over names 

of babies from Said ARpur village bom in the years 

suspected to be die birth years of Baba Ramdev. 

Said Alipur is a part of Mahwndmg&rh district* one of 

the most backward in the country even today, according 

to the ministry ot panehayati rah which included it in 

the Backward Regions Grant Fund Scheme. 

While the national sex ratio in 2D11 was 919 women 

for every 1000 men, the sex ratio in Mahendnigarh was 

877s down from 918 in 2001, lx was even worse in the 

(F4 age group* where \t felt from 818 In 2001 to 778 in 

201L Such sharp declines are- considered by experts to 

be a dear indication of sex selection and female, foeticide 

and infanticide, Maryam h also a state with very low 

groundwater reserves and the number ot farmer suicides 

here was five times that in the neighbouring states of 

Himachal Pradesh and Punjab in 2014 alone. 

By ah accounts, conditions in Said Alipur were 

similar tn the decade of Ram dev s birth. After Riimdev 

was bom, two more children - a hoy and a girl were 

13 
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born to his parents* who did not have the resources 

to raise four children. Tne children slept on the floor 

and played with a ball made of tightly rulled-up rags. 

Still, three hoys were \i welcome addition to a farming 

household - sturdy farmhands to help their father put 

food on the table. 

Except that R&rndev was not a strong boy. Rather, 

he was a sickly, accident-prone child who very nearly 

died several times in his infancy and eldldhoodl "Had 

it not been for the diligent tare of my m&usi )mothers 

dsterj and my mother* 1 probably would have/he say>c 

Aceordmg to some accounts, soon after he was bom* 

it was noticed that something was wrong with the babyk 

hire. A, paralysis set in at infancy that permanently 

damaged his face and left him with a twitching eye. 

His mother discreetly went to a doctor m the 

nearby town to get heT son some medical attention* 

any medicine that could help her hoy. Discretion was 

paramount because she did not want her mother-in- 

law to know that she; had sought a doctor's aid. "My 

grandmother believed the paralysis w;-i> the result of the 

wrath ot a goddess. When my mother returned with the 

medicine* my grandmother forced her to throw it out/ 

remembers his older brother* Devdun Yad&v* standing 

in the desolate courtyard of their childhood homes 'So 

he was given no treatment and my mother had to watch 

as the paralysis claimed half his ikeef 
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This was just one of a series of afflictions and 

accidents that marked young Ramdevk childhood. 

When he was two, he leaned far over the edge of a high 

rafter in his house to watch his aunt working behw, d 

toppled, head first, on ro the ground* h was a miracle 

that l survived wUh just this mark/he says,pointing to 

a deep scar or* his forehead, Rumdevk official biography 

makes no mention ot this ineidenu but in the official 

documentary about his life, Yog Yamt, the accident h sail 

re, have happened while he was playing with his sister. 

Not long after he took this tumble, Rum dev nearly 

drowned in rhe village temples poml while playing with 

some hoys, ft a passer-by hud not dived in to rescue him, 

it is said, he may have died, 

Durimr his early childhood Rairnkv also became 
^ ; * 

so obese 'that 1 hud to he carried about, 1 had massive* 

painful boils <m mv legs/he says, cupping his hands to 

demonstrate rheir golhball hzc, d still have marks on 

my thighsf 

Rut bom into a poor farming huffily am I with U 

rattier hard man for a father. Ram dev was not lei ofl' 

the he aw farm work because of his infirmities. As parr 

of !hs chores, he had to till the land, care for the farm 

animals and carry heavy pans of cow dung on his head- 

dliis apparently deformed his skull a disfigurement, 

he asserts, the practice of yoga eventually lineal 

So Ranidev had a partially paralysed face, he was 
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unusually fat and accident- and illness-prone — it is not 

surprising then that he preferred his own company as 

a child. People from his school and village remember 

teasing him. He was called Kaniya, a derogatory term 

lor squint-eye, which hurt him as a hoy. 

When Ramdev got into middle school, he had to 

walk a couple of kilometres to the village school in 

Shabajpur, in unstable slippers made of tyres, and with 

second-hand hooks and a scrap of jute to sit on. Ihe 

school was in a ramshackle building with doors that 

swung on broken hinges and classrooms that doubled 

up as a shelter for stray animals at night. 

It was not an easy life for anyone in the village ol Sgid 

Alipuu While Ramdev s family struggled and survived, 

many others didn’t. Farmer suicides were common then 

too, and according to his family, they distressed Ramdev 

very much. 'I Ie used to cry and demand to know why the 

government did nothing to help us,' his father recalled. 

Ramdev s father was not just a tough taskmaster. I le 

was also given to bouts of rage that marred Ramdcvs 

childhood. When Ramdev was about fifteen years old, 

some supplies were found missing from the school 

kitchen, A few hoys had stolen oil to make pakoras. 

When the theft was noticed, the hoys blamed it on 

Ramdev. 

According to some accounts, Ramdcv’s father was 

furious on hearing the allegation, lie did not: stop to 
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ask his son (or an explanation. lie simply tied Ramdev s 

arms, strung him up from a ceiling beam and began 

heating him mercilessly with a massive stump of wood. 

Ramdev recalled, d kept screaming and shouting that 

I had not stolen anything- My mother was crying, but 

nothing affected him* He told my mother that if she 

tried to protect me, he would hit her too. My poor 

mother kept crying. He only stopped when he was so 

exhausted that he could hit me no more t * * after a few 

days, the real culprits were caught. Hut it made no impact 

on my father. lie did not seem to realize that he had hit 

rue without cause. In fact, it seemed as though it made 

no difference to him at all.’ 

Old neighbours remember this was not an unusual 

event* Ram Nivas Yadav often beat his children for 

transgressions - real and imagined. 

Hemmed in by desperate poverty, a violent home 

in an unfriendly village, and reeling under financial 

difficulties and caste prejudices, Ramdev was bright 

enough to see what the rest of his life would he like if 

he stayed in the village: marriage would swiftly follow 

an inadequate education, more years of sleeping on the 

floor of the same low nuid house, lighting his brothers 

tor his portion of their father's land to eke out whatever 

meagre existence he could for himself and his family. 

All this would unfold in the eternal shadow of debt. 

Ihis was not a life he could accept. 
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He says he found himself drawn to wandering 

Ary a Samaj pracharakft who seemed calmer and 

more purposeful than anyone else he had met. dhe 

Aryu Smn&h suited by Swain i Dayanand Ssraswati in 

1875, is a Hindu reformist movement, its proponents 

opposed the caste system, idol worship and elaborate 

rituals* but taught yoga and the Vedas, Its missionaries 

travelled from village to village, mobilizing support for 

its nation Hist and religious initiatives* 

An impressionable Ramdev took refuge in their 

books and their tales of men who rose to greatness 

against iosurmoiintable odds, perhaps seeing some of his 

own struggles in their stories/A hrahmadrari lent me 

a hook on Havana rid Saraswatijik life , « rit influenced 

me. I realized western education was nor true to the 

heritage oHndlu, that it was meant to enslave our minds 

into thinking all western things are better than our 

ownf remembers Rimidev/Be was a great promoter of 

gurukuls and 1 was very inspired by his life7 

The reenaged R am dev began to see a way out for 

himself - run away from home. Was it the material 

and intellectual poverty or the violence of hts home 

that drove him sway? Or was he, as he claims, running 

towards the ambition to stand on the grand stage oi 

nation-building? Or was It a bit of this and that? It is 

impossible to know. 

So one fine morning, he left And here, obfuscation 
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flirts with craftsmanship, again, for there are two 

competing narratives to tins talc. 

Ihe first is Ramdev’s own version that he refuses to 

talk about now. He directs you to his biography where 

the story goes as follows: On the morning of 4 October, 

when he was sixteen, Ratndev stole out of the house 

while his family slept. He wore khaki trousers anil a 

blue shirt. An unnamed friend bore hint away on a evde 

to the nearest bus stop, of Nangal Chaudhry, about six 

kilometres away. Rattidev recollects the day, the month, 

his age and what clothes he wore, but like all key life 

events before 1995, he is not keen on sharing the year. 

He says he does not remember it, Ramdcv s biography 

goes on to enumerate the struggle, hunger and hardship 

he encountered during Ms lonely search for a gumkul, 

a residential school that reaches disciples Sanskrit and 

Hindu scriptures, across northern India. 

However, his uncle Jagdeesh Yudav, who was a part 

of the joint family and still lives in Said All pur, tells a 

different story. Jagdeesh Yadav said that on u summer 

morning in 1988, about a year after they had installed a 

tube well in their fields, after a scolding from his father, 

'Rain Kisan came running to me because he wanted 

to go away. I took him to the gumkul at Khanpur, 30 

kilometres away.' It Ramdev was bom in 1965 or 1968, 

as some suspect he was, he would have been in his early 

twenties. 
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One way ar another, Ramdev found himself ar the 

doorstep of Khanpur gunikufan educational institution 

that awarded no degrees, 30 kilometres from his home. 

Tire Vedie gumkul system of education, where students 

live in the establishment of their rt^ehen was said to 

he the primary educational institution in India before 

British rule. Students from all dashes of society would 

live with their teach a* learning from him and also 

helping him with household chores. 

Aeharya Ahhaydey the currant headmaster of the 

institution, remembers the boy Ramdev vividly: When 

1 went to meet him, the sun was slipping behind the 

single-storey school building that rose amid flat,brown 

fields* Parrots: chirped in trees above and cows lowed in 

their stalls. "Ramdev was my senior when I came here/ 

says Abhayeky sitting in the courtyard of the school that 

Ramdev had once studied in, dept hi and often cleaned* 

dhe boys used to tease him about his squint eye 

> , > but he was an angry determined young man. Once 

our teacher wanted to make a toilet in his mom for his 

personal use. When some boys laughed at Ramckv's 

after to lid p, he dug *i fifty foot pvt all by hicmdf,al most 

with Ink Imre bauds/recollects AWuaydev;still marvelling 

at. his stubborn determination, 'Hu took a bucket, tied 

it to a rope. Ihcn he tied die rope to a pole, Heel fill 

up the bucket with earth, climb up to the tup of the pit 

u^ing the rope, pull the bucket out behind him and toss 
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out the dirt. Then he'd throw the bucket back in,slither 

hack down into the pit, and start filling up the backet 

id! over again.’ 

From there, Ramdev proceeded to gurukul Kalwa, 

another institution of learning that didn’t award formal 

degrees and that, like the Khanpur gurukii.!, was nor 

recognised by the govern to cut. These were the places 

where he learned Sanskrit grammar, tended cows, 

collected alms from the nearby villages, performed 

headstands and other complex vugic kriyas, or breathing 

exercises and postures. 

This was also where Ram dev formed a friendship 

with his future deputy-to-be, Aeharya Ralknshna, 
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llaridwat, early 1992 

Acharya Balkrishna, a young man with a high-pitched 

voice and protruding teeth, was born Balkrishna 

Suvcdl Still a few months shy of his twentieth birthday 

Balkrishna was Ramdevs junior at GurukuJ Kalwa and 

used to occasion ally learn Sanskrit grammar from him, 

I he Montkid was a harsh place, frill of hardships, and 

Balkrishrtfi’s heart was in the countryside, in the forests 

and mountains. So every now and then, when the rigour 

and discipline* of gurukul life became too much to bear, 

Balkrishna set oft on his own. Between the late 1980s 

and early 1990s he often left his guru kills to wander the 

country learning Ayurveda from Ayurvedic doctors, or 

vaidyas, by serving as their assistant. 

Little is known about Balkrishna. Although it is 
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claimed that he was horn in Kankhal,Ilarkhvar, no one 

can say for certain whether he was indeed born there, 

or in Nepal, as is widely believed. In 2011 the Central 

Bureau oflnvestigatlon alleged that he had submitted 

fake educational degrees to the government in 2005 in 

order to procure an Indian passport, dlvat case is still 

ongoing. 

On this particular interlude from gurukul life, he 

had gone to Kankhal in Haridwar, where his father had 

worked as a guard and heel lived as an infant with six 

brothers, with a goal: he wanted to reach Gaumukh, 

the glacier where the Ganga is horn. But his timing 

was wrong: the caverns of the Gangotri that birthed 

the Ganga were deep-frozen spaces at that time of yean 

Passage was impossible. Kven the Gangotri temple, 

dedicated to the river, was closed through the winter. 

As Balkrishna walked along the canal fed by the Ganga 

in Haridwar, looking lost and seeking someone to give 

him direction, a man called Karamveer noticed him, 

d was cycling to my university from the ashram where 

I was living at the time, when I first noticed an earnest 

young man in white clothes and large wooden sandals 

too big for him/ recalls Karamveer. ‘Very nice kid, Id 

thought to myself. But I was late for class and had no 

time to stop/So Karamveer cycled on, unaware that he’d 

just seen one of his two future partners, a stones throw 

from an ashram they were destined to inherit. 
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Destiny wasted no time — that very evening, it 

contrived a meeting between the two future partners 

of Fatanjali at an ashram called Patanjali Yog Dham. 

Karamveer often called on a swumi there. 'When 

1 went alter college ... [1] found Balkrishna sitting 

with him, stubbornly insisting that he wanted to go to 

Gangotrif Finally, ted up with Balkrishna's obstinacy, 

the swami passed him on to Karamveer/Hes been going 

for fifteen years. Why don't you talk to him?' 

Delighted, Balkrishna turned his attention to 

Karamveer. 'I told him he simply could not go, all roads 

are snowed under and it is very cold ... But that I would 

be going there in the summer again. I saidT “It you like, 

you can come with me this year.”’ 

Ihus, an unlikely friendship sprung up between 

Karamveer and Balkrishna — an erudite academic 

from one of India's premier traditional universities and 

the earnest boy with a middling education from an 

unrecognized, no-name gurukul in the backwaters of 

Haryana. 

Karamveers story is important because he was 

instrumental in giving Ramdev and Balkrishna the leg- 

up they needed to become who they are today. 

A stoic, soft-spoken sanyasi with startling blue eyes, 
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Karamveer thinks deeply before he speaks* He has a 

certain gravitas,a self-assuredness that makes it apparent 

that he docs not care if his audience likes him or not. 

Family, friends, acquaintances and teachers corroborate 

all the key facts of his life* 

Like Rarndev, Karamveer too does not reveal his birth 

year. Like Ramdev, he grew up in a tiny village, Titoda 

in Uttar Pradesh. Like Ramdev,he found himself drawn 

to the teachings of the Arya Samaj. And like Ramdev, 

he was also a bit of a loner. 

But the similarity ends there. 

Karamveers family was better off His father, also 

a farmer, supplemented his income with a transport 

business. I led hoped his son Karamveer would inherit it 

some day, not knowing that a householder's life did not 

appeal to his son* Karamveer attended school, and went 

to college in the mid 1980s. His heart was in studying 

ancient Indian texts so he studied Sanskrit at Meerut 

University and by 1988 he had arrived in Haridwar 

where he would pursue three postgraduate degrees in 

yoga, Indian philosophy and the Vedas from Gurukul 

Kangri Vishwavidyalaya, one of the most prominent 

institutions for Vedie education in the country* 

Mn fact, it was at Karamveers insistence that we 

designed a postgraduate course in yoga in the first place/ 

said Professor Ishwar Bharadwaj, who has been the 

head of department of human consciousness and yogic 
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sciences it the university since the 1980s. Bharadwaj 

remembers Karamveer as a diligent student who aspired 

to take yoga to the masses. 'Karamveer had a much wider 

canvas in mind for yoga at the time.'It was Karamveer s 

vision for yoga that enlivened Ramdev and laid the 

foundations of his empire. 

Gurukul Kangri Vishwavidyalayas postgraduate 

course in yoga, the first in the country, was started in 

1991 - it was around this time that Karamveer met 

Balkrishna. Hi at year just three students took up the 

course. One of Karamveer s two classmates, Surakshit 

Goswami, later became an acclaimed yoga teacher and 

writer at the 1'imes of India.41 don't see him often any 

more, hut I remember Karamveer was a gentle, well- 

respeeted man. He has remained a moral man/ says 

Goswami. 

The improbable friendship grew as the months passed. 

When Balkrishna faced financial difficulties, he asked 

Karamveer for Help - a letter of introduction to some 

members of the Ary a Samaj Society in For bun den 

Armed with this introduction from his well-regarded 

friend, Balkrishna treated several patients in Porbunder 

with Ayurvedic medicines and quickly became famous 

there. 
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‘lr just happened,' Acharya Balkrishna says with a 

smile. His prognoses for some patients turned our to 

bo -accurate, and "Suddenly, hordes of people, Hindus 

and Muslims, were coming to me in my clinic there 

[in Porhundcrj. In Nepal, while growing up, I had not 

always want to become an Avcrvrd.i doctor, you know.’ 

'Ihe success ful stint in Pothunder buoyed Balkrishna, 

made him hopeful of things to come. Still, even as late as 

in 1993,BalkrWiria did not know what he really wanted 

to do with his life. ‘I’d never dreamed of becoming a 

vaidya or anything. It just happened,’ he says. 

Around that rime, towards the end of 1993 or in 

early 1994, something happened in the faraway gurukul 

Kishangarh in Haryana that would bring their third 

to-be partner to Hand war. 

After graduating from guruku.1 Kalwa, Acharya 

Ramdev - he had adopted the name Ranidev when he 

joined die Khanpur gurukut - took up the post ot teacher 

at another Atyu Sanmi guruku.1, Kishangarh Hhaseta. 

The hardened son t>f a hard man, Ramticv now wielded 

power in an institution that allowed him to beat his 

students when they disobeyed him in anv wav. 
*m * r J 

‘Like everyone eke* even l had heard ot ins tamed 

propensity for mge and violence,1 .said the author of 

Ramdev's official1 biography, Sandecp Dev. d ie may 

not share it now/ says Dev, but Ranulev had told him 

of an incident that illustrated h\$ furious temper and 
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led u> his exit from Khhangark it has been recounted 

in Devb book: 

At Ins gttrukuL one id. his students had stolen 

>o me thing, Seething with rage* Ramdev picked 

up a rheesham stick and began beating the boy 

so hard and for so long that the boy was kit in a 

critica! condition* The boys body was in shreds, 

blood flowing lively imm his wounds. Seeing the 

hoyb condition, Ramdev Rr.lt u sudden eompas&iuie 

lie said he was very upset and angry with him&elk 

remorse gripped him. So- lie Sett 

Others nay Ramdev fled from a fight in Kishangarh. 

An uncomfortable si knee descends on Kishangarh 

residents when staked about the .incident. They tin: 

un will mg to discuss Ram dev as he has taken over the 

gurukul and is now their employee 

Whatever his masons for departing from Kislvangarh, 

Rumclev soon arrived in llaridwag where his junior 

from gurukul Kalwa* Aeharya Balkrishmg had found a 

men tog Karamveegand a place to live in, 

Ramdev managed to seen re a place in K am m veers 

coterie through the recommendation ot RalkrishnadHc 

[Ralkrkhna] came to me and said there was another 

p erson h v. knew, w ho sang ve ry wel 1,1 tli*>ught it wil 1 he 

good to li-avc a singer in our midst, s, so I said,M Well, go 
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get him then,** recalk Ksiramveer/When he [Ramdev] 

came* I told him that if he wanted to stay with me, he 

would have to take two oaths: lifelong celibacy and 

free service of the people* He would not accept money 

in exchange for his service or teaching. Those were my 

conditions , *, Ramdev took the pledged 

Ramdev's arrival in Hariehvar brought the east of 

characters together, Aeharya Kanimvccr took Kamdcv 

and Balkrishna totally under his wing, arid taught them 

many things, including how to reach yoga* especially 

to large groups of people, K&ramveers instruction and 

the legitimacy that Ramdev and BalkrGhoa derived 

from their closeness to fling a respected academic, were 

invaluable for them, especially as they themselves did 

not have recognized degrees. 

dhough It was to he a short-lived partnership, the 

curtain was about to rise on a riveting performance that 

would grab national attention. 
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Kankhfil, Ihrichnar, 1990-95 

Situated along the old Ganga canal, the Kripalu Hagh 

Ashram complex had become a fruit orchard where 

litchis and mangoes grew/lhe omr^husditig ashram 

that had sheltered revolutionaries lighting the British 

Raj had fallen silent. 

While a gumkul is an institution of education, an 

ashram is a monastery; spiritual retreat or hermitage. 

An ashram can sometimes operate a gurukul under its 

umbrella, hut their primary purposes are distinct. Each 

ashram can have its own rules, regulations and its own 

set of spiritual beliefs and traditions. 

Bereft of young blood, Kripalu Bagh Ashrams 

descent into irrelevance was slow and steady, A lifelong 

ECanklml resident reminisces, Td been seeing Shankar 
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Dev at that Kripalu Bagh Ashram for over forty-five 

years. As children, we spent afternoons swimming 

downstream in our shorts and raiding orchards on both 

sides of the stream. An old ascetic used to live there, hut 

we hardly ever saw him. It was always his disciple and 

the ashram caretaker, Shankar I )ev, who chased us away, 

wildly waving a stick at us/ 

When that old sadhu died, Shankar Dev had to 

shoulder the responsibility of running the ashram. 

Born in Aim ora in 1929, Shankar Dev took decks ha 

(initiation into a religious order) from his guru sometime 

in 1958 and began to wear saffron robes. He came to 

Haridwar in 1968 and stayed there for the rest of his life* 

'Shankar Dev was illiterate and not a worldly man/ 

says Sushant Mahendrn, another lifelong resident of 

Kankhal whose grandfather Om Prakash Jigyasu was 

an old friend of Shankar Dev's. Shankar Dev played an 

important role in helping install the three new friends 

into Kripalu Bagh Ashram. ‘Mahanj Shankar Devji 

came to our house for breakfast every day for twenty 

years until my grandfather passed away in 2002. With 

him, Ramdev, Karamveer and Balkrishna also came. 

After my grandfathers death, Shankar Dev came less 

often, hut he still came. We saw it all happen to him, 

up close/Mahendru trails off. 

Shankar Dev was a man of simple needs, but he had 

to make ends meet. So he took on tenants at the ashrarm 
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Ihirtccii to fourteen tenants lived in hodgepodge rooms, 

built one on top of the other in the ashram complex 

and The rent they paid was enough for Shankar Dev, 

He didn't need more. He didn't even want more,1 says 

Mahendru/Hc hardly had any expenses, so the money 

had just kept accumulating over the years. He travelled 

around on his cycle. By 1994, he’d told my grandfather 

that he had accumulated a tidy four to five lakh rupees 

in his account to look after him in his old age.1 

Nearly seventy years old, Shankar Dev was brooding 

on the late oi his ashram. ‘H e was worried about the 

tenants/remembers Mahendru/He believed they would 

usurp the property after he was gone. He did not want 

that to happen, I Ie was looking for someone deserving 

to give it to. At this late stage, he was looking for a 

disciple/ 

Shankar Dev used to sit on a cot and watch the world 

go by. He was especially aware of, and had observed, one 

young man who frequently rode by on a cycle, on his 

way to university: Karamveer, Shankar Dev had made 

up his mind. He would leave the ashram to Karamveer. 

‘Maharajji [Shankar Dev] was very kind to me,’ 

remembers Karamveer. T ie used to tell me how worried 

he was that the tenants would usurp the ashram. He 

wanted me to become his disciple and take it over/ 

But Karamveer politely declined: ‘Maharajji, you 

worship idols and ring bells and all that. I could never do 
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it. [ am an Arya Samaji. We won t he able to get along.1 

Shankar Dev was not dissuaded. Maybe Karamvcers 

refusal to accept the ashram, when others would have 

grabbed the opportunity, only made him surer ot his 

decision. 

Shankar Dev noticed the young mans newly acquired 

friends, ihey were a hard-working trio: renting utensils 

to make ehawanprash at the Tripura Yog Ashram of 

Swami Amlanand in Kankhal where they lived, hawking 

it on cycles, collecting herbs from nearby forests. 

‘We were trying to see if we could build something 

together/ recalls Karamveer. Over those eighteen to 

twenty months between 1993 and 1995, they travelled 

once to Gangotri and conducted at least two medical 

camps in the tribal regions of Assam, where they offered 

medicines for diseases typical to the region. 

‘It was in the winter of 1994, during our second camp 

in Assam, that Ramdev said to me that if we wanted to 

offer free services ... to people, we should have a base 

of our own. I Ie asked, “Why dont you accept Shankar 

Dev s offer? We will be able to do more if we have a base 

to operate out of.” His question made me think. It was a 

practical idea and it did make sense/recalls Karamveer. 

So, from the jungles of Assam, they wrote a letter to 

Shankar Dev telling him that they were willing to take 

over the ashram, that they would take on the tenants 
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and drive them out, and revive Kripalu Bagh with action 

and industry. 

Shankar Dev was delighted that Karamveer was 

willing/111 don’t know your friends, but I know you. I’m 

trusting you,” lie had told me/ says Karamveer, staring 

fixedly at some long-ago moment. 

On 5 January 1995 Ramdev, Balkrishna and 

Karamveer registered rhe Divya Yog Mandir Trust in 

Kankhal, Haridwar. Swami Shankar Dev was listed in 

the trust deed as its Sanrakthak (convener), Aeharya 

Ramdcv as its Adhyaksh (president), Aeharya Karamveer 

as its Ufnidhyaksh (vice-president) and Aeharya 

Balkrishna as the Mahamanlri (general secretary). 

Immediately, a legal battle was commenced to drive 

out the tenants, Shankar Dev’s old friend Orn Prakash 

Jigyasu, who was also a board member listed on the trust 

deed, put them in touch with his lawyer, Vijay Kumar 

Sharma, to help them. Mahon dm recalls that an out-of- 

court settlement was arrived at with the tenants. 

(Divya Yog Mandir was ready to start out on its listed 

mission: ‘Teaching yoga to the masses in practical way, 

in order to help people achieve the good health, sound 

minds and great bliss/ Well, almost ready. 
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Kankhal\ Baisakhi day, 9 April / 995 

One order of business was still pending. In keeping 

with tradition, someone had to accept disc ip 1 es h ip from 

Shankar Dev to become heir to the ashram. 

According to the Hindu ashram tradition, only a 

disciple can lead the ashram after the guru dies. Hi is 

ensures that the ashram's traditions and founding 

precepts don’t fade away. Karamveer had already refused 

to become Shankar Dev s disciple because he was an 

Arya Sain a j follower 

Ramdev was also from the Arya Samaj school of 

thought and, on the face of it, had the same ideological 

differences with Shankar Dev. But ever-pragmatic, 

Ramdev understood that refusal to accept discipleship 

could mean losing the ashram. If there were ideological 

differences, Ramdev was willing to lay them aside and 

compromise in order to consolidate their tenuous new 

hold on stability 

So he agreed to accept the saffron robes from 

Shankar Dev and become his shishya. Despite Ramdev s 

hardheadedness and cool pragmatism, this decision 

must have been sobering. Still in his twenties, Ramdev 

was agreeing to a life of sanyas, complete renunciation. 

Although various Hindu religious texts have different 

interpretations of what life after renunciation entails, 
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there are some basics they all agree on, Ramdev knew 

he was closing some doors forever: he would have to be 

celibate for the rest of his life, was forbidden to marry, 

would have to withdraw from his family, shim material 

wealth, willingly embrace poverty, and never seek fame. 

Rut being a renunciate came with its own benefits: 

Ramdev s new saffron robes would automatically confer 

upon him great respectability and ensure that people 

would judge him by a different yardstick. After all, he 

was giving up everything personal to serve humankind. 

On 9 April 1995, Aeharya Ramdevs family, friends, 

teachers, colleagues and students gathered on the hanks 

of the river Canga in Kankhal to witness the ceremony 

in which he would cast off the white clothes of the 

brahmachari — which denote celibacy before marriage, 

but also hold the promise of family life in the future - 

and adopt the saffron robes of the sanyasi. 

Professor Ishwar Bharadwaj, Karamveers teacher at 

university, remembers warning his student at that time, 

'You may be Ramdev s mentor. But now you are wearing 

white clothes. He is wearing bhagwa [saffron]. People 

will touch his feet — not yoursf 

Karamveer recollects scoffing at the cautionary words, 

i planned to do so [take sanyas] at some point, but 

back then, I did not feel I was ready to take that step. 

It would have been dishonest and hypocritical if I had 
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taken such a hig step for the sake of appearances alone/ 

says Kuramveer; who eventually did take sam-m 

But Ishwar Bharatlwaj s comment was prescient of 

things to come. 
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Krtpahi Bagh A thru m, J 996- 9 7 

Work began in earnest. Old residents of Maridwar 

remember them well - eyding around towm making and 

selling ehawartprasly going to people's homes to perform 

Havana ;Rarmlevji had a good voice/recalls Dr Veena 

Shastrfi principal of the Mahila Mahuvidyalava womens 

college in K&nkh&LThey were also busy organizing the 

first of their yoga camps. 

At first Ratmiev and Ka mm veer toured Gujarat; 

Karamveer taught yoga and Ramdev sang bhajans ~ all 

the while observing, learning the art of reaching yoga. 

He was a quick learner. When they returned to the 

ashram* they began to hold local yoga camps as wdh 

Shamil Kumar Gupta, owner of a Bharat Gas agency 

m H arid war, remembers attending the first local camp. 
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Home time in 1997. 'About ter^twclvc people had 

gathered at Kripalu Bagh Ashram hi Kankhafi where 

Ramdev was setting up his class under Ikehi trees/says 

(junta. 

At that camp, Rain dev did the teaching* while 

Karamveer stepped back and watched his student evolve 

as m instructor. Many remember Karamveer taking 

note while Ramdev taught yoga - keeping track of the 

em>rs he made while teaching the class. 

The ashram seemed to run on a shoestring budget 

hack then: another resident recalls that while Raimi ev 

sat on some pieces of plastic, his students did yoga on 

the hate ground* 

When the week-long camp ended, (Junta says lie 

donated a blue tarpaulin for die next batch of students 

to sit on/llie second camp began the day after the first 

ended/Ibis time thirty people attended* Gupta also gave 

Ramdkv a microphone and speaker? to make teaching 

a larger gathering possible* At their third camp, 150 

people showed up. Soon there was not enough space 

to accommodate everyone who wanted to attend their 

camps. 

As Ram dev and Karam veer steadily built their 

rep n tar ion tor yoga, Balkn shn a was busy too. Although 

he held no medical degrees, his interest in Ayurveda 

drew him to its practice. He tern cm be red the success 
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heel ha & in lArhander And was trying to establish a 

clinic within the ashram. 

But then: was a problem. $.tm:e he had no formal 

degree or training, under the provisions of the Drugs 

and Cosmetics Act, 1945, he could not get a licence 

to run cither an Ayurvedic dune or a irinnufkehirmg 

unit. The problem did not stump him for long. By 

December 1995 itself they had round a silent partner 

and convinced him to let them use hh Ike net: as cover 

for Divya Yog M audit Tryst h Divya Pharmacy* As long 

as the licence bidder remained a deehnicai supervisorb 

the manufacturing unit would he legally clear. 

In a small single™storey house up the eamil from 

their ashram, on the other side of the bridge, there lived 

an ageing vaidva, a salty as i called Swam! \ogan inula* 

Formerly N.K Singh, he was mimed as an Ayurvedic 

Hhisug, or physician/Ibis quid died him to practice as a 

v:tfdya and manufacture Ayurvedic drugs. 

According to Karamveeg lSwamj Yogananda was 

a friend of mine from Aligarh -md he agreed to allow 

ns to register Divya Pharmacy using his licence. It was 

important: to keep one vaidy-i on the registryriorY'This 

was the only way the government would allow them to 

re g i s to r th e p h a r m acyr 

Arrnecl with Yoganandah licence and Kar am veers 

mentorship, Balkrishna set up a tiny fin-shed 
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manufacturing unit of Divya Pharmacy in the ashram, 

in a long room, qualified Ayurvedic doctors whom the 

pharmacy had hired would diagnose patients. Advertised 

as a free clinic, the medical consultation was indeed free 

“ but the medicines were nor, 

Tn 2002, when I joined them, the doctors were 

instructed to write up medicines for no less than 1500 

rupees,’said Vipin Pradhan, Karamvecfis nephew and a 

former aide who left the team in 2005/What they were 

told to charge in the years before that, I do not know.’ 

While Rs 1500 may seem like an awful lot to he charged 

for medieine at an Ayurvedic clinic in 2002 in H arid war, 

Pradhan insists that he has got the figure right. 

This economic model remains unchanged even today: 

at any of the 5000 Patanjali chikitsalayas, or clinics, t hat 

dot the country, the consultations are free but medicines 

are charged for. 

At first, they did not have much manufacturing 

capacity. It is an open secret in Haridwar that Divya 

Pharmacy medicines were sourced from some other local 

pharmacists. Karamveer confirmed that Divya Pharmacy 

did not produce all their medicines themselves and 

bought some from other Ayurvedic pharmacies, such 

as Adarsh Pharmacy, and sold these forward. 

But Divya Pharmacy still managed to build up quite 

a reputation. People from around Ilaridwar, from as 

far as Dehradun, heard of the unusual, free Ayurvedic 
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clinic where the doctors did not charge consulting fees, 

and made their way to Kripalu Bagh Ashram. Most 

Ayurvedic doctors, including the promoter of Adarsh 

Pharmacy, had more conventional practices, where you 

paid for the consultation as well as the medicine* 

Shankar Dev looked on with quiet satisfaction as 

his derelict ashram began to resonate with the hum of 

new industry 

Dehradim, 1998 

Radhika Nagrarh was a bright, young computer 

programmer at Aptech in Deh radii n when she first 

brought her mother to Kripalu Bagh Ashram for a 

check-up in 1998. When Balkrishna discovered that she 

was a computer engineer, he begged her to make their 

website for them. Six months later, she agreed to help. 

Nagrath remembers simpler days. She 'helped them 

design their logo . . . told them what a logo was, why 

they should have one . . .They were lovely days, before 

it got so big. We d go to the jungles around Ilaridwar, 

talk about medicines, they were very carefree days,’ she 

reminisces. 

Still, money was tight and Balkrishna kept close 

tabs on the expenses* M remember once Swamiji [Baba 
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Ramdev] took a paper with a letterhead to scribble 

something . - - Aeharya Balkririmaji yelled at him and 

sakt> Aeh kliarab kar diya .., do rupaiya ka paper! [You 

have ruined this - Rs 2 worth of paper!]”* 

Over the next decade, the soft-spoken Radhika 

Nagrath became more and more intertwined with 

their enterprise and watched it grow Even though 

she continues to work with Diwa Pharmacy, while 
sC C 

ako hcelan-drig lor major English-language national 

dailies, she remains an outsider and a cool observer of 

Balkrishna and Ramdev h phenomenal rise, though with 

obvious affection tor them, 

"Soon after Baba Ramdev set up, his family moved 

here. His mother and brother came to live m KankhaL 

From the very beginning. bis brother Ram Bharat was 

in charge of the money,' Nagrath remembers, 

R&mdevY sister also soon came to live with them, 

‘Groundwater levels were depleting hist in our village/ 

remembers Devdutt Yadav, Ramdevs older brother, 

"Living off the land was becoming harden Every year, 

the well had to he dug deeper to find the receding 

groundwater under the earth , . , so the family had to 

find another way - go to 11 arid war/ 

Yhe brothers put their young sister in a women's 

college , in the care of Dr Veen a Shastrh ‘Ramdevji 

requested me to take care of her. Since there were 

many young men at the uslmmi, he felt it was not an 
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appropriate place for his sister. I remember her brother 

Ram Bharat used to bring milk for her from the ashram 

in the morning. He used to come on a cycle to the hostel 

gate to deliver it,’ says Dr Shastri. 

Locals watched as the new owners oi Kripahi Bagh 

Ashram grew into money during those years - their 

cycle swiftly replaced by a brown Hsijsij Chctak scooter, 

then a white Gypsy,a cherry-coloured Ma.ryH and so on. 

Ramdcv ami Karamveer were still building their 

reputations as yoga teachers and most of their cutups 

were free or charged nominal lees. The money at this 

stage Wits said to he coming from Divyu Pharmacy. Tvc 

deposited sacksful of cash, donations and loans, I think, 

for them during those years,’ recalls Mahendm, who was 

seventeen at the time.‘Handing them to me, Ramdev 

used to say, "Beta, go drop these off at the bank while I 

talk to your grandfather.’"’ 

It did not escape young Sushant Mahernlrii’s notice 

that their gurti Shankar Dev, former owner of'Kripalu 

Bagh Ashram, still travelled on his bicycle. 
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Aastha Television 

Mumbai, April SOCK) 

Far from I I arid war and the fledgling Divya Yog Mandir 

Trust and its pharmacy, a meeting was taking place that 

would transform RamdevY life- 

Madkiv Kaiit.Mishra, an Allahabad journalist from 

u devout family, had an idea. In a television landscape 

dominated by soap operas - unending dramas of 

beautifully dressed mothers-in-law ;uul daugluers- 

inTrw ♦♦ he saw an opportunity for something quite 

different. "From a very young age 1 was drawn to 

spirituality and I felt this void needed to be tilled, I was 

carrying around die idea of Aastha in my mind for a 

very long timed he says. 

He took tlie Idea to Kirit Mehnu chairman and 

managing director of CMM Broadcasting Network 
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Limited, a production studio with mounting debts and 

11,000 square feet of space. But Mehta had other plans, 

I Ic W;is about m launch the music channel CMM Music 

- those were the heyday of MTV, Channel V and VI11- 

and laughed at Mishras idea. And he wasn't the only 

once Tlveryone* all my friends, were asking me, "What 

arc you doing? Who is going to watch sonic dhtmim- 

karani channel?" At that time 1 told him [Mehta]; “In 

six months' time, your music channel will shut down 

and this channel wnl rim your show/" 

Mehta, a seeorRbgenuninon businessman ™ whose 

assets were under dispute at that time, with several 

lenders, including tDBl Bank, demanding repayment 

ot loans ™“ slowly came ro see the potential in Mishrah 

vision. He decided to invest in this new venture called 

Aastha Broadcasting Network Limited* Bur instead ot 

invesring in Aasfha. directly he routed his investment 

through companies owned by his wife, son and daughter* 

adding up ?o 50 pet cent of Aasrha/Ihe other hah."of 

the capital came in April 2000 from Santosh Kumar 

jam, a Kolkata-based chartered accountant and investor. 

Mehta and Jain each handed over one per com of 

iheir shares to the broker Hiren Harshad Dos hi, who 

helped hammer the deal through which the company 

was formed. 

On 18 Jum: 2000* the day Aasfha went live tor the 

first time, the three promoters performed a h avail hi 

so 
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Delhi, A new chapter of Indium television was about 

to unfold, 

VI knew there was a market. But even f did not 

anticipate (tow successful it wcmld become/says Mishra, 

who was appointed Aasrhas North India editardn-chiet 

based in Delhi> handling content, creating shows and 

also scouring the northern countryside for new faces to 

fen ru re on the chan nek Six months later, Aastha made 

history when it telecast the Maha Kumbh Mela live 

from Mishntb hometown of Allahabad, When ratings 

shot up, a realisation sank in; they may have something 

big on their hands, after all 

Within a month of A as thus launch came Sanskrit, 

another religious channel, llt was only a difference of 

days," says Ddip Knbru, a key promoter of Sanskau 

Clearly, religious broadcasting was an idea whose rime 

had come and by 2006 there were no fewer than ten such 

channels in India. Madhav Kani Mbhrus prediction 

I'jait come true. 

Soon after Aastha Broadcasting Network I/united was 

set up, Kirit Mehta set up Aastha Intenufion-ii which 

in turn owned Aastha UK and Aastha USA, Aastha 

Internationa! was a totally separate company from 

Aastha Broadcasting Network. Ltd, or Aastha India for 
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short* The former was wholly owned, run and set up by 

Mehta* It exclusively beamed Aastha India's content in 

the US and UK* 

But trouble was brewing for the promoters ofAastha 

India, especially Kirit Mehta: a sudden jump in the price 

of Aastha shares - from Rs 9.70 in November 2000 to 

Rs 39.10 in February 2001 - raised the suspicions of 

the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI). 

Upon investigation, it was found that the promoters 

had indulged in illegalities and grossly violated SEBI 

regulations* As a result, in an interim order passed in 

September 2005, SEBI time the sale or purchase of 93 

per cent of Aasthas shares till January 2007. 
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The TV Star 

HaruhoaTy 2000—02 

At the turn of the millennium* yoga hud a moment of 

runaway success. Suddenly, it was cool again to be a 

yogi. After the heady love affair that the west had with 

India and its godmen in the 1970s, things had cooled 

off considerably. This was, if you will, a second fling. 

Celebrities in the west embraced its practice and 

yoga captured the world's imagination. In an interview 

on Oprah Winfrey’s talk show in 1998, Madonna said 

discovering Ashtanga Yoga while she was pregnant 

had centred’ hen Oprah, then one of Americas most 

significant and powerful taste makers, also brought 

renowned yogi Rodney Yee on her show in 2001, She 

was so taken by its practice that she started a company- 

sponsored weekly yoga class for her employees. An April 
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2001 Time magazine story, ‘The Power ot Yoga T featuring 

supermodel Christy Turlington on the cover, estimated 

that about 15 million Americans were practising voga+ 

Naturally, the growing American obsession renewed 

Indian interest in yoga. 

And while well-heeled Indians acquired yoga 

instructors, the rest of India had neither access to good 

yoga teachers nor the money to pay for them. dine 

travelling yoga teachers Ramdev and Karamveer did 

not miss the surging crowds clamouring to attend their 

yoga camps. 

Seeing the increasing curiosity about yoga, especially 

among the elites, in 2000 Ramdev and Karamycer 

organized a free yoga camp lor local authorities in 

Haridwar. The Ilaridwar superintendent of police and 

the district magistrate attended this very successful 

week-long session at B hull a College. From this point 

on, befriending government officials and politicians, 

both in and out of power, would become a trademark 

growth strategy of Baba Ramdev’s. 

All the ingredients were in place: a global momentum 

was building behind yoga, religious television channels 

were on the rise and there was a huge dearth of good 

yoga teachers/Ibe stage was set for the right yoga guru 

to take his place on the stage, 

Madhav Kant Mishra was paying attention. T 

knew that just having swamis talking and lecturing on 
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television was not going to be enough ... Anything to 

do with yoga and health would do well/he remembers. 

So he went looking for the right yoga guru for 

Aastha* T had three choices/ he recalls* Karamveer, 

Ramdev and a third local yoga teacher based near 

Ilaridwar. 'But only one of them was a saffron-robed 

guru/he says, smiling AI he optics of that were promising 

because 1 knew our audience would prefer to learn from 

a sanyasi/ Karamveer, Ramdev s mentor, bad lost out to 

his protege. 

Mishras hunt for an orange-robed yoga teacher 

brought him to Kripalu Bagh Ashram. 'When I saw 

Ramdev do that nauli kriya, churning his stomach . . . 

I knew he would be a big hit/ says Mishra, lie made 

a recording of Ramdev teaching yoga and sent it to 

Aastha’s promoters in Mumbai for the green light to 

put Ramdev on air. 

Mumbai* 2002 

Unimpressed with what they saw of Ramdev on that 

tape, Aastha promoter Kirit Mehta and CEO Ajit 

Gupta refused to air it. They simply saidt £What boss? 

lie moves his stomach around like that... it wont work/ 
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It is not dear how Ramdev handled their rejection, 

but the idea of teaching yoga on television had fired his 

imagination. Within a few short weeks of discovering 

how the television business worked for swamis like him* 

he wont to the rival Sanskar channel and secured himself 

twenty minutes of airtime at 6.45 a.m. by paying for it. 

Religious television channels had an unusual business 

model at that time. Unlike normal television networks 

that have to rely on advertisers, religious channels had 

access to a never-beforc-tapped revenue stream: the 

godmen themselves. Flush with funds from donations, 

these gurus saw in Aastha an opportunity not only to 

rally their bases, but also to recruit new converts. r 

According to Mishra, within a year of its launch, the 

idealism that had spurred Aastha had faded. Religious 

gurus had quickly understood that TV was the most 

powerful way to reach people - inside their homes. ‘A 

situation evolved where religious gurus believed that if 

they wanted to survive in the religious marketplace, they 

had to be on Aastha. 1 will not take names, but religious 

gurus used to come to us and discuss their rivals - “Oh, 

you are running this guy? How much is he paying you? 

1 will pay more/” Aasthas and Sanskars airtime was 

being auctioned, offered to the highest bidder. 

' lhe real gurus never made it on the channel. Even if 

they made a brief appearance, they didn’t survive. They 

could not pay, you see,’ says a matter-of-fact Mishra. 
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"The channel simply became a medium for campaigning 

for new devotees. The promoters of all those channels 

thought there is no better business than this. It is 

unfortunate that they made no effort to exploit the 

aspects of their trade that were viable. No effort was 

made to get advertisers and focus on content.’ His voice 

is still sad at the lost promise and opportunity. Rack then, 

there were few takers forMishra’s principled reflections. 

Money was pouring in. And no one was complaining 

about where it was coming from. 

This business model made it simple for Ramdev to 

shop lor airtime with Sanskar channel, where a twenty- 

minute slot cost Rs 1,50,000. Kabra, a key promoter of 

Sanskar, remembers his first meeting with Ramdev in 

Delhi with his manager, Copal Maheshwari. Ramdev 

told them he could not pay the entire amount right away 

but he assured them that he would generate enough 

viewership to be able to pay them back. 

Where Mehta had refused to venture, Kabra decided 

to plunge in and take a chance on Ramdev. 'There was 

something compelling about Ramdevji from the very 

beginning/ he says. 

The first of Ramdev s yoga shivirs, or camps, to 

be telecast on Sanskar was conducted in Ilaridwar. 

Knowing how much was riding on it, Ramdev must have 

been nervous, hut his performance was sensational and 

his chemistry with the audience undeniable. I le was the 
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saftrmuelad Pied Piper who could make lib stomach 

churn and ripple, wrap his legs around his neck and 

tW/de viewers with dreams of eternal youth and instant 

good health, His audience was enchanted, and followed 

him into a dream land where cancer, horrmscxualiry and 

HIV could he Vu red'by yoga, ipey hair turned black, 

and the divine experienced* During that first riiivir 

itself, he appealed to people for donations and was not 

disappointed. Two people in the live audience gave him 

cheques for Rs 5 lakh each* several limes the amount he 

owed Sanskar tor that time slot. 

When Rarndevk slot helped drive up SanskarkTRP 

ratings, the folks at Aastha wondered: Had they made 

a mistake by passing him up? By July 2003 Television 

Audience Measurement Media Research reported that 

Sumk&r had 6.9 million viewers. Aastha traded behind 

at second position with 5.7 million viewer* Raimlevk 

trademark nauli kriya* an entrancing rippling of the 

stomachJiad clearly worked/Ihe viewers were hooked. 

Realising their mistake in letting Rarudev go,Muslim 

swung into action m convince Ramdev to abandon 

Sanskurand come to Aasfha instead. Sometime towards 

the end of 2003 Ramdev left Sanskar due to personal 

differences with one of its promoters and started 

appearing on air exclusively on Austha* Rcal.vring it was 

a huge blunder to ki Rarndev go, Kabra Told SanskaiA 

hoard they were making a mistake* 1 knew Swamyis 
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star was rising and he was only at the beginning of it. 

He was about to take oft like a rodketf But' despite his 

best etlons, ICabra could do nothing to stop Ranidevs 

departure- As he had predicted* millions of viewers 

migrated with Ramdev to Aastlxa* Sunskars owners in 

turn decided they would never feature Ramdev on their 

channel again. 

Over the next lew years, mornings in India changed. 

Millions of tan lilies which could not afford to hire a 

personal yoga trainer and did not even possibly know 

where to hud one woke up early to greet Baba Ramdev 

- the swami who came to teach them at home on the 

' television, 

Ramdev stripped ancient teachings of their obscure 

trappings and made them accessible again. Unlike 

other swanmSj he did not mystify yoga and pmnayama 

as sacred, rircs that unlocked the doors of spiritual 

realms. His was a simpler urged th&l said: hem is an 

easy code using which you can live in a healthy body. 

If you have a healthy body, you can do whatever you 

like with it. He steered dear of religious controversy or 

r ecu m m e odati nns. 

The ancient texts on yoga and pranayamu are 

powerful tools left to us hundreds of years ago. dhe 

breathing techniques prescribed in ontu&yama have 

made their way into the global arsenal to battle diseases 

such as diabetes and heart problems, Heullh coach Matt 
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Tr a verso in his book Reverse Diabetes Now! says optimal 

breathing’or ‘deep diaphragmatic breathing'reinstates 

the oxygen supply in the blood and ensures lymph 

stimulation. Both these are wonderful tools in allowing 

your body to fight chronic diseases, clinical studies show. 

The technique for ‘deep diaphragmatic breathing’ is 

one of the pranic kriyas prescribed by the ancient sage 

Patanjali, who wrote the Patanjali Yog Sutras 1600 years 

ago, H is Ashtanga Yoga, or the eightfold path of yoga, 

is the foundation of Baba Ramdevb teachings. 

Working primarily with the first four steps of 

Patanjali’s eightfold path — yarn a, niyama, asana and 

pranayama — Ramdev taught people that they could 

master their own health. Coming from a world of 

poverty himself, he understood that making ends meet 

was a full-time job. He knew that it left no time to 

meditate and ponder the imponderables of existence 

and contemplate the truths oflife. So he kept it simple 

and down to earth. He taught Indians that being healthy 

does not have to be expensive or time-consuming. He 

reminded them that their own heritage offered solutions 

-■ ranging from anulom-vilom (deep diaphragmatic 

breathing) and kapalbhati pranayama (releasing toxins 

from the body through forceful breathing) to a series 

of asanas for a variety of ailments - that could easily be 

adopted in a modern world to live a healthy, peaceful life. 
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How could such a formula, rhis confluence of ancient 

and modern, not work? It truly was an idea whose time 

had come. Millions of people benefited from Ramdevs 

teachings on the television. Millions learned how to 

manage their ailments. 

And those whose lives he changed became incredibly 

grateful and devoted to him. Ramdevs success is of 

course a testament to yoga and the power of mass media, 

but it is also a credit to him. He was unique in that he 

sold people a dream of good health* And Ramdev’s path 

to it was practical, simple and cost-effective. 

It is hard not to speculate what he must have felt 

about his heady success* Where others might have lost 

their head with all the attention and frittered away 

opportunity, Ramdev clearly didn't. He saw the power 

of television and worked his way towards becoming a 

media house owner.Today Ramdev owns both Sanskar 

and Aastha, the mediums that made his success possible. 

'There is no greater illustration of the great business of 

religion than this/says Mishra. 
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Friends in High Places 

Dchradun, Uttarakhand, 2003-04 

While Ramdev was busy with his television appearances, 

Balkrishna was hard at work consolidating and tweaking 

their Ayurveda enterprise. 

Ihe 1 kxncc of Divya Pharmacy had come up for its 

yearl y renewal in 2003. After eight years of operating 

under the licence of N.P Singh (known then as Swami 

Yogananda), the alliance was abruptly dropped in 

2003. The Divya Pharmacy licence was renewed using 

the credentials of other vaidyas who were now their 

employees. Vaidya Yogananda was said to be unhappy 

and feeling neglected and bypassed by Ram dev and 

company, but amid the first flush ot success, no one had 

time for disgruntled old allies. 

Ihe Divya Pharmacy website claimed to possess 
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cures for 140 diseases - including HIV, cancer,diabetes, 

epilepsy and impotency. Under Balkrishnas watch, 

the Kankiial pharmacy was running like a well-oiled 

business machine. Two dozen hired vaidvas inspected 

patients swiftly - for free - and prescribed medicines 

that had to be purchased from Divya Pharmacy. Tie 

pharmacy always made sure that its patients signed legal 

disclaimers, releasing the ashram from consequences in 

case ol adverse reactions. 

Ramdevs soaring popularity meant that more and 

more people from all round the country came to attend 

his voga shivirs. In the encampments would he doctors 

from Balkrishnas team who travelled with Ramdev, 

ready to diagnose ailments and treat as many people as 

possible after the yoga sessions/1hen there wrere those 

patients who went straight to the source, the Kankhal 

ashram, and waited in long queues outside its walls, 

looking for natural cures ro varied illnesses. Beyond 

the gates of Kripalu Bagh Ashram waited Balkrishna 

and his team of physicians, ready to translate Ramdevh 

growing fame into profit. 

Politicians and businessmen were quick to sense the 

new power rising in Haridwar. They came bearing gifts, 

offers of friendship, proposals for alliances. Ramdev 

shrewdly recognized the two people who could do 

the most for him - the colourful chief minister of 

Uttarakhand, Narayan Dutt Tiwari, and fellow Yadav 
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and chief minister of Uttar Pradesh* Mulayam Singh - 

both of whom took him under their wing. 

Ramdev also started making canny and strategic 

donations on behalf of the Divya Yog Mandir Trust 

to politically connected NGOs, perhaps to gain favour 

with influential men in the establishment. The Indian 

Express reported that one of his tax-free donations, of 

Rs 25 lakh, was made to Himjyoti, an NCO founded 

and run by a foundation set up by the then Uttarakhand 

governor, Sudershan Agarwak 

'Business boomed/ recollects Vipin Pradhan, who, 

as mentioned earlier, lived and worked in the ashram 

between 2002 and 2005TI.be number of doctors on 

Divya Pharmacy's rolls increased, but medicines bought 

from other pharmacists were simply not enough, 

Pradhan recalls, 'We were all, all of us young men 

who worked there, watching a trickle of money swell 

into a stream that year. We sat around every night for 

hours counting money. I remember counting Rs 22 lakh 

in one single night. By May 2004, we refused to count 

any more. So they brought in a note-counting machine,’ 

But that financial year, 2004-05, Divya Pharmacy 

filed yearly sales of only Rs 6,73,000 and paid sales 

tax of Rs 53,000. When a suspicious sales tax office 

investigated, they found enough evidence (2000 kilos of 

papers) to initiate a raidTflhere was a clear-cut case of 

evasion. Trading, sales, so much of his business activities 
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were just not recorded on his books,1 said the then sales 

tax deputy commissioner Jitcnder Kan a, who headed 

the investigation. 

According to Rana, Divya Pharmacy had evaded 

sales tax to the tune of Rs 5 crore. This would put their 

estimated sales somewhere in the ballpark of Rs 60 erore. 

But after the raid Governor Sudershan Agarwal 

allegedly got involved on behalf of Ramdev. Kan a says 

he came under tremendous pressure: ‘The governor 

began breathing down my neck, asking me to meet 

hi m. Such a request was highly improper because as an 

officer heading an investigation, I could not go to him 

to discuss an ongoing case. I informed the chief minister 

about the governor wanting to meet me. The governor 

then demanded an enquiry into the raid/ 

Such vehement opposition from a high-ranking 

constitutional official apparently knocked the morale 

of the investigating officers. Eventually, says Kana, T 

was forced to leave. 1 took VRS [voluntary retirement 

scheme] even though I had (our years of service still 

left because it became very difficult to live. Too many 

people in power were protecting Ramdev ... I came to 

rny senses and left/ 

'dliere was no dearth of people who wanted to give 

land and resources to Babaji/remembers Pradhan, He 

had well-connected patrons among the business houses 

as well. The Poddars, Hindujas and Subrata Roy/ 
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Friends in High Places 

As Ramdev was transforming from a simple 

travelling yoga teacher to a celebrity of sorts, it became 

clear to everyone be was not someone to be messed with. 

Kripalu Bagh Ashram was also no longer large enough 

to accommodate their growing business and ambitions- 

So when the sick and bankrupt Yogi Pharmacy s 

building by the railway tracks in Haridwar went up for 

sale that year, Ram dev and Balkrishna emerged as its 

new owners after the gavel fell. 
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Mystery 1: The Ally’s Murder 

KankhaL\ 27 December 2004 

A day al ter the Asian tsunami swept up the shorelines of 

fourteen countries, killing nearly a quarter of a million 

people, an intriguing event occurred in KankhaL In the 

darkening winter evening of 27 December 2004, a scuffle 

broke our in the single-storey Yogananda Ashram, 

home to Swatni Yogananda, the man whose licence had 

enabled Divya Pharmacy to function and grow for eight 

years since its inception in 1995 till 2003, 

Yoganandas neighbours are cagey about discussing it 

even today but they say t hey heard raised voices coming 

from his house that eventful evening* No one imagined, 

though, that Yogananda - the lonely man who lived 

without a telephone or even electricity — was being 

knifed to death. One Vasant Kumar Singh discovered 
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his lifeless body shortly after and called the police. Along 

with other neighbours* the young Tarun Kumar went 

in with the police* ‘I remember it still. He was there, in 

that dark room when I went in * > „ lying in a pool of 

bis own blood,1 

As mentioned earlier, in 2002 Dhya Pharmacy hud 

abruptly changed the vaidvu on its regisinrtkm from 

Swarm Yoga nan da to Sri Saty Pul Singh. Yogartandu is 

said to have had a falling otit with Ramdevb increasingly 

powerful enterprise but ihe reasons for this ane still 

unknown. 

With Yhgmi&ndas deaths a key associate who had 

provided critical help to Ranuffiv ?n his early days was 

gone.Ihe murder remains unsolved till date.Ten months 

later, on 25 October 2005* invcsrigafirig officer B.B. 

juyai hied hU final report .in the case - Case unsolved, 

l Y i' pet r a tors u n k n own. 



A New Mentor Enters 

Bhopal and NmhiK 2004 

Within a year or two of Ms debut on television, Ramdev 

instinctively knew hh audience. He ako knew that 

his content had to remain fresh if he hoped to keep 

his growirig following. His hunt for new content and 

the necessity to keep hk TV appearances nave! and 

interesting led hmi to Rajeev Dixit. 

Few in cosmopolitan living rooms of India would 

have heard of Hus charismatic young mail. But Dixit, 

a wd Freed and compelling orator with a round face 

and large, kind eyes, drew thousands of followers from 

all around the country into a Gaud hi an organization 

called Azadi B&ehao And ohm, hs website declares it is 

a o&rkmal movement in India to counter the onslaught 

of foreign multinationals and the western culture on 
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Indians, their values, and on the Indian economy in 

general’. Sounds remarkably similar to what Ramdev 

says today, 

Dixit is considered the architect of a modern 

swadeshi movement in India and Ramdev openly 

accepts that his own swadeshi rhetoric and narrative are 

drawn from Rajeev Dixit’s research. Ramdev’s current 

attack on multinationals is just an echo of Dixir swords. 

Born in Nah village in Uttar Pradesh, Dixit was 

pursuing a BTech degree in Allahabad when the Bhopal 

gas tragedy occurred. lie began thinking and asking 

questions about what had brought Union Carbide 

to India in the first place and about the economic 

compulsions that forced Indians to allow multinationals 

to set up their plants in the country.These questions led 

him to Dharampal, a Gandhian thinker, who shaped his 

economic worldview. 

Seven years later, in January 1992, Dixit founded 

the Azadi Baehao Andolan in YVardha/lhe khadi-clad 

Dixit took to touring the country, giving thousands 

of lectures and speeches in elegant Hindi. Over the 

next several years, he stitched together and refined his 

argument against multinational companies and claimed 

that liberalization and globalization were the modern 

faces of colonialism. Ilis organization recorded his 

speeches, and sold cassettes and later CDs of them 

wherever they could. 
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With 10 erore supporters and a presence in 1500 

tehsils across the country, the Azadi Bachao Andolan 

became an object of envy for anyone looking to build 

an army of followers. 

Cleary, Dixit would be a valuable ally lor Ramdev 

to have. 

Sometime in February 2004, according to K.\, 

Govindacharya, then a Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh 

(RSS) ideologue, 4 ran into Ramdev somewhere in 

Bhopal and he told me he was looking for Rajeev Dixit. 

So 1 made a calif Shortly after that, Ramdev met Dixit 

in Xasik. Ramdev agreed to sell Dixit’s CDs at his yoga 

camps for a commission* remembers Roopesh Pandey, 

a long-time friend of Dixit’s and member of the Azadi 

Baehao Andolan who was present at the meeting. 

That was a difficult year for Dixit, his colleagues 

remember. In 2004, around the time of the wedding of 

Dixit s younger brother Pradcep, a sensational allegation 

rocked the Andolan. 'Suddenly, his brother Pradcep 

constructed a house for thirty-forty lakh, a lot of 

money at the time. Everyone believed Rajeev Dixit took 

money belonging to the trust and gave it to his brother/ 

recalls Ram Bahadur Rai, a Padma Shri recipient and 

former news editor oijansatta and close associate of the 

Candhian socialist Jayaprakash Narayan. ‘There was a 

big backlash ... Rajeev began to get isolated within his 

own organization/ 
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It was under these circumstances that Ramdev met 

a vulnerable Dixit, and a bond developed between the 

yoga teacher and the battle-weary swadeshi campaigner 

and deepened over the next three years. By 2007 Dixit 

would become Ramdev s mentor and a trusted aide 

guiding his political ambitions. 
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The Old Mentor Exits 

Ilariihmr; 2003—05 

Fame, success and money brought its own share of 

troubles/Ihe inherent differences between Ramdev and 

Karamveer came to the fore. Fissures that they hadn't 

even known existed started to deepen* 'Idealism is easy 

when you have nothing/says Karamveer/It's what you 

do when you have fame, money or power that matters* 

As a sadhu, it is even more important that it must not 

influence yon ... Unfortunately, I saw it changing them.’ 

Those closest to Ramdev say he wasted no time 

monetizing his new-found fame. The yoga camps 

stopped being really free. Tie closer you wanted to sit to 

the stage at the camp, the more you had to pay* People 

who attended the camp lor free were accommodated 

in the furthest enclosure from the stage. In time, the 
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tickets ako became costlier. Karamveer says this; troubled 

him: "We had vowed to serve people selflessly, taking 

only what they offered so we could continue offering 

services to others/Remember, when Ramdev first came 

to stay with Karamveer in Ilaridwar the latter had two 

conditions to take him on us his protege, and Rarndev 

had committed to a Hie of celibacy and to servo people 

for five, without seeking payment Tor hh work. 

But Madhav Kant Mishra, the bruins behind Austha, 

offers another point of view: T did not mind u because 

he had singk-handedly revived yoga in the country. 

In parks, in homcsf every morning people were up and 

about, doing yoga , „ . he may not have invented yoga, 

hut he certainly popularized in People all around the 

world were crazy about yoga and they were corning 

in droves. In the morning, if you walked down any 

mohalia [neighbourhood], you could hear his voice 

boating out of open windows. In bazaars, offices and 

on trains, people would vigorously rub the fingernails 

of one hand against the other's in the hope of turning 

grey hair black ,, „ He took advantage of his popularity 

Anyone would have/ 

Rannievk attachment to his family was also becoming 

hiereasinglyappureriL As mentioned earlier, shortly alter 

Ramdev setup the Divya Yog Mandir Trust* his mother, 

sifter and younger brother came to live with him. By 

2003 except for his cider brother, Devdutt, who stdi 
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lives in their ancestral village, his entire family - hh 

mother* father,younger brother and sister-in-hw* sister 

and brother-in-law — were settled in Haridwar 

actively involved with Kripalu Ragh Ashram and Diva 

Yog Mandir Trust, His father still helps out in Ramdevk 

business empire and, as mentioned earlier, Ram Bharat 

plays a major role as controller of the cash and finances. 

This may not seem odd to a layperson but it h an 

egregious violation of the holy oaths Raimkv had 

taken, including the condition of forsaking bis family 

Remember, Ramdcv was compelled to accept saffron 

robes from Shankar Dev - and take these oaths - in 

order to be able to inherit Kripalu Ragh Ashram, 

Ail this deeply troubled KarairiVcer, who believed 

a sadhuS life was to give, not take. He believed that 

there should have been no place for moneymaking and 

self-dri re test in Ramdevh hftVt saw the idealism dipping 

award he sap. 

Then, sometime m the years 2003-04, according 

to Karamvecr and several other Ilaridwar residents, 

Ramdcv bought a bike and a house for his younger 

brother, Ram Bharat, using hinds from the trust. He 

also bought a house lor his sister and her husband, 

Yashdcv Shasith in Vulva Vihat Colony in Kankh&h 

Haridwan Karamvecr recalls how much thk had 

bothered Kalkrishna at that time. Prone to in security 

and ambition in equal measure, Balkrishna may have 
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been jealous or RamdeeA ascendancy and upset at 

his own relative tmimportance, Rug Karamveer says, 

‘Ralkmhna was &til! holding mi to his ideals. Since he 

was closer to me at that time, as I had mentored him 

for longer, he came to me ... I commdkd him to let it 

go, hut Kalkrishna was adamant.’ 

Yet, the temperamental Rdkmhna was not the only 

one who was upset. Others m Kankhiu recall what they 

call the'Thai-hhatxjamolon of the trust arid Karamveers 

disdain ofit. lie openly used m say T1 his money belongs 

to the trust and is for public good. Why was it handed 

over to any one individual?' According to Dr Vee.mi 

Sha&ril the trust was being commercialized and turned 

into a business. 

From this point on the differences only sharpened. 

Early one morning. Karamveer confronted Ramdev/lhis 

is his version of their eoiwersarion: 

‘Until yesterday, you protested against family 

members getting too involved with the life of sadhus. 

When &&&dhu brings in his family the ashram gets lost 

to the family Today what are you doing?’ Karamveer 

demanded an explanation, 

Ramdcv refused to engage in a debate and told 

Kanmiveer/The conditions in my village are very had. 

There is no water, I am sorry; hut I cannot abandon my 

family.’ 
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"Then von should nor have become a sadhu,' 

Karamvcer replied. 

T Jonh want to argue with you. You do not 

undefsland. I a sadhu -tor my family; 1 cannot 

leave tbcird 

‘Then lwill have 10 leave you/ 

Kanmweer told their guru Shankar Dev about this 

exchange. ‘lie belt betrayed and heartbroken, "Tib k 

very, very wrong/ he had sale Id re calk Karamveci/ 

Ihe year 2004 had nearly drawn to -a close. And so 

had Kaiamveerh part in the tale of Karmic vs rise - he 

had helped Ramdev acquire an ash rang taughi him 

how to teach yoga and now there was nothing more 

for him xo offer his protege who wars striking out on his 

own. Besides, a new mentor was making his mark on 

Ramdevk life: the Swadeshi activist Rajcev Dixit who 

would help Ramdev sculpt his politics and economic 

worldview. 

On Friday, 25 March 2005, the day of HolR 

Ka ram veer quietly and with our telling anyone left 

Kripalu Bagh Ashram in a cur, never to return. He got 

off at Roorkee and sent the car and hk mobile phone 

back with the driver. 

It is not dear how Ralknshnak unease with R&mdevh 

conduct was tin ally resolved or what undcrstandiiya: they 

came xo, Manv vears at shared history have locked the 
_/ j / 
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two men together* and neither cm break free easily. 

Mfoishna and R&rndev simply know too much about 

each other. Perhaps? Ralkrishrmh ambit ion left him 

hanging cm to the coat-Tails of Ramdev. In exchange 

for burying the hatchet and soldiering mi, Ramdev 

eventually rewarded Ralkrishurfs ambitions. When the 

time was right, Ramdev lent hh vassal fame, at the helm 

of his yet“to-be"hom empire. 



The Seeds of an Empire 

2005 

Ranulev sev/^d every opportunity to expand and grow. 

Tarim Kumar, Rnmdevs neighbour who often took 

morning walks down the canal with Karamveer and 

Rumdev, says/I was only a teenager; hut even It! noticed 

Rani dev take every chance to meet visiting dignitaries, 

he it politicians, religious guru?;,businessmen, Htxl meet 

them, attend to them, build a bond . . * that is after all 

how people become big. He was really good at seeing 

an opportunity.' 

Rarmievb instinct was leading him to dream biggei 

and wilder dreams. Politicians such as JVIulayam Singh 

Yaduvhad approached him with proposals to set up his 

clinics in the bundled townships drat the Uttar Pradesh 

government was planning to build at the time. Even 
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though that plan did not get off the drawing hoard, 

his relationship with chief min brers Mulayam Singh 

Yidav and Narayan Durt Tiwari continued to deepen. 

It ensured mnumuJ government interference in his 

expansion plans and made govern men t permissions 

easy to come by. 

Around this time, Ramdevb friendship with Subram 

Roy — who would go an to he sentenced to jail by die 

Supreme Court in August 2012 for defrauding three 

crave investors of Ks 17,400 erore through a Ponzi 

scheme - was also solidifying, A visible sign of those 

deepening ties was that Suhrafa Roy's financial adviser 

0*12 Srivastava began advising Ramdev and Balkrishuu 

on how to manage and invest their new wealth. 

Kamkhal residents remember Srivastava often arriving 

in I lurid war to hand-hold hh new friends as they made 

their first hind purchaser Srivastav&s wife* Remg tied 

a rakhi on Ramdevy wrist - symbolic of them treating 

each other as brother and skier. This further cemented 

the bond between the two men♦ 

One of their key early deririom under SrivasuvA 

watch was m found a new trust* PatanjaH Yogpeeth* A 

number of factors may have triggered the decision to 

create a new trust: the riff with Kaiamveer who was 

vice-president of the Dtvya Yog Mandir Trust, the fact 

that there were too many trustees on the earlier trust¬ 

or the fact that their benefactor and convener of the 
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Di vva Yog Man dir Trust, Shankar Dev, was becoming 

increasingly withdrawn and tad turn. If may also have 

been flat having already run into trouble with die sales 

tax million ties, Rumdev amt B&lkrishna wanted to start 

afresh, on a clean slate, k may even have been dial dieh 

new political friends wanted to do business only with 

iheni and did not care for the strings attached to the 

old trust. 

So on 4 February 3005 Ram dev and Barkrishim 

founded Patanjali Y>gpeeth/Ih<:y were no longer willing 

to be fettered by old allies. The future was here* their 

plans were ready and they were ready to strike out alone, 

co-owners of a shared empire, 

Srivasrava also brought in other businessmen to 

explore the possibility of alliances, collaboration and 

investment, according to Sunil Pandcy* a lifelong 

resident of Haruhvnr and long-time reporter stjawg/ta 

who wrote about R&mdevk rise as it was unfolding, 

Ramdcwand B&Ikrishnaako began buying l&mUhwn 

the river from their Kankhal ashram, just off an arterial 

highway connecting the national capital of' Delhi to 

the religious capital of Ilaridwan Here, construction 

began for their ambitious 200-bed Ayurvedic hospital 

and college. 
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Delhi, 2004 

llic wheel of fortune was not only turning in favour of 

Ramdev and Balkrishna. Earlier* in May 2004. in New 

Delhi, the Congress returned to power .liter eight years 

when the Bharatiya Janata Party (BjP) government was 

voted out, further consolidating Ramdevs loyalties with 

Congress leader N.f), Tiwan and party ally id Uttar 

Pradesh Mukyarn Singh Yadav. 

Two months after the Congress-led UPA government 

was sworn m, Subodh Kant Sahay, minister of state for 

food processing industries, announced in New Delhi 

that a comprehensive law was going to he formulated 

fora tingle regulatory authority ibrthe food processing 

industry. Until then, the food processing industry was 

a harrowing maze of regulations, governed by eight 

different laws and orders; the Vegetable Oil Products 

(Control) Order 1*147, the Prevention of Food 

Adulteration Act 1954, the Fruit Products Order 1955, 

the Essential Commodities Act 1955 (in relation to 

food), the Solvent Extracted Oil, De-oiled Meal and 

Edible Flour (Control) Order 1967, the Meat Food 

Products Order 1973, the Milk and Milk Products 

Order 199.2 and the Edible Oils Packaging (Regulation) 

Order 1998. 

Under the proposed new Food Safety and Standards 

Act, the government would overhaul all eight laws 
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and orders and bring Indian food professing op to 

international standards - including by introducing 

legislation on packaging and labellings 

‘Given the potential of India to reed the world, it was 

necessary to create a regulatory framework that would 

allow Indian entrepreneurs to compete effectively. We 

planned to set up five hundred food parks to ensure 

higher growth,’ says S&hay, ’lire government promised 

a grant of Rs 50 crore to entrepreneurs to set up the 

infrastructure for these parks for food processing. 

Sahay’s policy initiative found its way into India’s 

Eleventh Five Year Flan (2007-12) as a specific goal 

tor the ministry of food processing industries: to set¬ 

up a food park in every state. The first phase would 

involve construction of ten food parks, including in 

Uttar Pradesh and Uttarakhand. 

Even h.f i;iv did not know then that he was sowing 

the seeds OS Ram dev *■ FMCG empire arid Patanj alt’s 

food business. 

Mumbai, end 2005 

Kvcn though Aastha’s owners were in trouble with 

SEBI, Ramdey had become a sensation. M il lions were 

listening to every word he uttered each morning, us he 
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exhorted them to hdteve ui themselves, believe Hi at 

they coaid be well, again through pramty&im ami yoga 

alone, believe that they could he rid of allopathic doctors 

and their medicines. It surprised no one that from the 

love and adulation of His followers flowed seemingly 

inexhaustible wealth. 

Within rhree years of his first televised appearance 

on Aastha in 2003, Ramdcvh empire - whose assets 

included the IKvya Pharmacy building, Patanjaii 

Yogpeeth l that housed hh Ayurvedic hospital and 

college, mid Pamrijali Yogpeeth II that housed a nursery 

for growing medicinal herbs - was worth about Rs 

100 crore. Money poured in every week in the form of 

donations from well-wishers and followers. 

hi January 2006 the Irihune newspaper wrote about 

hmv, buoyed by continuing western interest m yoga, 

people all around the country were taking it up and 

yoga, gurus were ‘raking in fame and forty nek ILimdcv s 

name led the rest. Comparing his Bangalore yoga camp 

(7800 people attended it) to a Shah Rukh Khan live 

programme, the repeat claimed that tickets to Ramdevh 

camp cost between Rs 500 and Rs 2100, and so Rani dev 

was estimated to have made a cool Rs 7S-80 lakhs'-ar 

the seven-day camp, i I is Nadk camp in 1 )oeomhet 2005 

reportedly mopped up Rs 3 crore. 

Aastha, meanwhile, devotedly live-cast his camps. 
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Towards the end of 2005 Krishna Kumar PLttie* 

an admiring Mar wars businessman who traded and 

man ii factored commodities such as silver and steel and 

dabbled in real estate, organized a hugely successful 

yog vigyan shivir for Ramdev in Mumbai. The Pi tries 

financed, organized and managed the entire event in 

the business district of Handra Kuria Complex, Its 

proceeds*estimated to be around Rs 4-5 erore by Pitric* 

were donated entirely to Raindew 4 knew it would be 

successful hut even ! was blown away when 40*000 

people came in the morning and another 40—50,000 

people earne in the evening,'says Pit tie, who went on to 

become a key distributor for Patanjali products. 

During rhe camp, Mumbai celebrities and socialites, 

musicians and busmessmen . including Bollywood 

actors Anil Kapoor* Shekhar SumamiMaHika Slierawah 

Herna Malini and even the classical flutist Pandit 

llaripmsad Chau rash? - aU made a beeline to pay their 

respects to the emerging yoga guru- Shortly after this, 

Ramdev would even coach Ammihh Badichao ami his 

son, Abhishck, in yoga and prurmyama. 

‘No one came without a donation. Most of Ids 

Mumbai meetings during those days used to happen 

ar my houses He never met anyone for tree/says Kbit 

Mehta. 'Some gave R% 1 lakh, some gave two. But no 

one ever came enmryTandedL 
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T.ven those who could not afford it wanted to 

contribute ... because everyone benefited from his yoga 

and pranayama in some way or the other/ says Pintle* 

By this time, lifetime membership to Baba Ramdev s 

yoga centre in Haridwar carried a price tag of Rs 1 lakh. 

For a patron membership/ people had to fork out Rs 

2,5 lakh. 
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Enter Brinda Karat 

Ilaruhvar, 2005-06 

Ramdev and Balkrishnas enterprise was thriving and 

expanding. Trucks filled with packaged and labelled 

Ayurvedic medicines rolled out ceaselessly, bound for 

stores across the country. 

But trouble wasn't far behind. 

Not long after Karamveer left the ashram in March 

2005, there were huge lay-offs — 113 ol 400 workers of 

the pharmacy were sacked, 4hese were mostly women 

who received about Rs 1200 in wages every month/the 

statutory minimum wage in the state was Rs 1740 at that 

time. The trigger for the sacking was that the workers 

went on an indefinite strike. They were demanding 

official letters of appointment, the wages that were 
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lawfully due to them and benefits of the provident fund 

and the employees state insurance schemes. 

Until then, friends and family ran much of their 

enterprise, Balkrishna and Ramdev, still relatively 

new to playing the role of formal employers on such u 

scale, faded so see the strike as an opportunity 10 build 

g^dhvill or share some ai their good fortune with others. 

Instead they saw it as a threat and in response fired the 

sinking workers. It was dear that they wanted to make 

an example of them to ensure that awh a thing did not 

happen again and to send out a clear signal that they 

were not going to get bullied. 

Not unexpectedly, the workers turned for help to 

the Centre ot Indian Trade Unions (Cl l V)t a union 

politically affiliated with the Communist Party oflndm 

(Marxist), or CPI(MkThc workers, including the voad 

Sushma Mishny Chandra Pal Duhey and Ranm Pal 

Singh, lodged a complaint under the Industrial Disputes 

Act with the deputy labour commissioner, governmenr 

of Uttarakhand, C1TU, with its reputation for fiercely 

protecting workers' rights, was a formidable opponent 

tor Ramdcw 

To diffuse tensions, Divya Pharmacy management 

representatives attended a tripartite meeting with the 

workers and district administration to resolve the issue 

on 21 May 2005, In an article published on 15 January 

2006 in Pe&piv’s Democracy ^ the weekly newspaper of the 
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CTIfMX the CITU declared the meeting a rebounding 

success* Tn the meeting, the management committed 

themselves to pay minimum wages to the workmen 

its per the government notification and the workers 

agreed to restore normalcy from May 22,2005/Ihe trust 

mimagemerit agreed not to take any disciplinary action 

against the workers/ 

That should have been the end of the affair* But 

the following morning* the nurnagemeot did not allow 

the workers to return to work* Instead* the article m 

Peapk\ Dan nr. racy claims, ‘they implicated 46 workers 

in fictitious police rased, lire agreement was never 

implemented and the workers were never reinstated. 

But what; Ranulcv s team did nor know was that 

while exiting, some of these workers had procured 

sum pi of' two medicines - ECuliya him soy a drug to treat 

epilepsy, and Yjttmmffibnti, a drug fv> cure impotence 

- from Ram deck hospital* Bmhm&bdp Chikttsaky* 

in Haridwur as well as some mgrcdUmts from the 

pharmacy s manufacturing unit* 

The workers went to the CPl(M) leader Brtnda Karat 

with these items. According to Karat* what the workers 

brought to her were ‘the testicle of some sort of wildcat b 

She contirutes: 'They told me this is what was imported 

from Afghanistan and put into the medicines* They also 

told me that deer horns and crushed human skulls were 

regularly used in their medicines. 1 was horrified not 
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because these things were used, 1 was horrified because 

there: was no mention of these things on the ingredient 

lists/ 

On 3 January 2006 Brinda Karat brought serious 

allegations against Kamaev and the Dtvya Yog Pharmacy 

Backed hy a letter from Shiv Rasany then a joint 

secretary in the health ministry* she accused Ramdev of 

adulteration - specifically of adding human and animal 

bones in his medicines - anti labelling violations. 

Earlier, the medicine samples procured by the 

agitating workers hud been passed from one government 

office to the next. When the principal, secretary, health, 

of Uttaranchal* Sujit Das,refused to take the samples for 

testing, as the state did not have the requisite facilities 

for this* the samples were sent to the Union health 

ministry Prom there* they travelled to the department 

of Ayurveda, yoga, naturopathy unanfi dddha and 

homeopathy (AYUSHy 

In December 2005 AYUSI l released the findings of 

its lab tests/They had found traces of human and animal 

DNA in the samples. lire final report said that Ayurveda 

allowed the use oi these materials, but the pharmacy 

was in violation m lie.easing and labelling laws under 

the Indian Drugs and Cosmetics Act, 1940. 
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Karat also accused Divya Yog Pharmacy of not 

honouring the tripartite agreement to re-employ the 

113 sacked workers and nav them the minimum watte 

that was due to them. 

Tire Href set of charges, those to do with, adulteration 

and mislabelling, were very serious indeed. If proved they 

could have resulted in jail rime for Ramdcv. 

But Ramdcv, ever the skilful smooth talker, and 

master of theatre, successfully managed to turn the 

issue on Its head, He did not address the allegations of 

the sacked workers at all, and instead claimed that the 

samples' of Divya Pharmacy’s medicines and ingredients 

had been deliberately tampered with. He attacked Karat 

and accused her of colluding with ‘foreign com panics’ 

to attack not just him but yoga and Ayurveda itself. 

In a brilliant sleight of hand, Ramdcv made himself 

synonymous with these great Indian traditions. Karat 

was painted as the disbelieving communist conspiring to 

tarnish India's great heritage by attacking him. Rarndev 

had a huge advantage that Karat did not: he could 

marshal Rajeey Dixits vocabulary and plank of swadeshi. 

he could invoke hurt Hindu pride and sentiment, and 

he could speak directly to millions of television viewers 

via Aastha. Ramdcv portrayed Karat as a stooge of 

multinational companies Hut peddle colas, pizzas’ and 

expensive treatments, 

Ramdcv s recasting of the issue - and the media's 
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wUlmgng&$ to play aloiip- worked like a charm. Karats 

charges of wrongdoing were imran tiy forgotten, instead, 

she found herself vilified, in the eye of a political 

maelstrom, A curious coalman of politicians from across 

the country -* the BJP, Shiv Sena, Nationalist Congress 

Party; Samajwudi Party (Mukyam Singh Yadav) and 

Kashtrip Janata Dal (Lain Prasad Y&dav) - coalesced 

around Ram dev and extended him their unqualified 

support. 

Rrinda Karat believes that the case was deliberately 

mishandled by the political brass, mainly because 

KarodevY powerful friends did not want any harm 

to come to him. During an interview with 

magazine in 2013, Karat said, ‘Instead of looking at 

the facts of the ease the assumption was that a person 

who had so malty followers was automatically above any- 

wrongdoing. _. |B lecause the then Chief Minister, who 

was a Congressman, was himself hiking medicines from 

Riundev, even a police report by worker-witnesses was 

not allowed to he filed. So, instead of an investigation, 

what happened was a massive cover-up and permanent 

destruction of all evidence to ensure that there could be 

no case even in die future.’ 

Recounting her meeting with the then Congress 

chief minister, N.D. Tlwari, Karat says, ‘I had gone to 

appeal to him to please allow the police to question the 

workers and take their testimony -about the ingredients 
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pur in his medicines. He flatly refused to do that. He 

toki me."I will do anything you ask for the workers. But 

please don’t ask me to do anything against Ram dev. 1 

will not be able to do if.’” 

It was a clear signal of Ramdcv’s clout in the ruling 

Congress party that a sitting chief minister had no 

trouble admitting that Ramdev could not be touched. 

This Is especially telling given that Karat’s CPM was 

no ordinary party at that time.lhe UFA governments 

smooth survival depended on The support it was getting 

from the communists. 

Ramdev has a natural talent for reading the pulse 

of the people and a flair for showmanship and giving 

people what they want. And so when the Shrinmi 

Institute of Industrial Research laboratory later gave 

his medicine samples a clean chit, instead of letting 

the issue die, he pressed his advantage. Ramdev had 

turned Karats attack on him into a sensational and 

high-visibility opportunity to attack multinationals, and 

he wasn’t going to back down, 

Ramdev, the outsides- with a clean image, realized 

that his constituency of believers and the ready stage 

that Aastha channel provided him made him powerful 

enough to take on people high up.in the establishment. 

Ihe incident was a warning to political leaders. 

Ramdev was no ordinary yoga teacher. He was a political 

force with a pan-Indian constituency. As politicians 
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across the country began speaking in his defence, it 

was difficult not to speculate: Were parties pledging 

allegiance to Rarndev because they were also sensing an 

opportunity for a political alliance? Were they thinking: 

Stay on his right side today and he can swing voters for 

you tomorrow? 
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Patanjali Is Bom 

ff&rhhiwr, 13 January 2006 

ten days alter Brindst Karats allegations, while Ramdev 

was still engaged In a messy public battle with her, 

Balkrishna incorporated and lightered a new company -" 

Patanjali Ayurveda Private Limited - with the objective 

to carry on the business of lnanufacture,process, refine, 

tonmifoie, import, export, buy, sell and otherwise deal in 

all kinds ot pharmaceutical products, ayurvedic, ununi, 

homeopathic, allopathic medicines and herbal cosmetics, 

herbal and life saving drugs*■ Patanjali Ayurveda had an 

authorized share capital of Rs 10 lakh that was divided 

into one lakh shares of Ks JO each, Atharya Balkrishna 

hdd 90,000 shares and Swami Muktananda^a close aide, 

held 10,000 shares. But over the years this shareholding 

structure would change several times.The only constant 
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is that Ralkfishn&+ R&mdevf: controllable deputy, is 

and was always the largest shareholder by miles. As 

mentioned earlier* it would have caused a scandal for a 

renuncrate to have shares in his or his fondly members' 

names. 

The formation of the company signalled Ram dev 

and BalivtishiuiV- readiness to break away from the 

limitations of the structure of a trust, They were marly 

to work towards the clear goal of earning profits lor 

its -shareholders. During the course of the year, five 

other companies would be incorporated by Rulknshnm 

Some of them still exist; others have been dosed down. 

The year 2006 marked the beginning of a company- 

formation spree and over the following decade 

Halkrishna would serve as director of no fewer than 

thirty-seven companies. 

But the company at the centre of Ramdevk story 

and the one destined for fabulous success was PutanjaH 

Ayurveda, 

When the ministry of food processing industries 

began accepting applications for its food park scheme* 

R&rndev and Balkrkhna wasted no time hi sending 

their proposal, Putanjali Ayurveda quickly received the 

necessary approvals to setup a food parkin Uttarakhand. 
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The Yoga Roadshow 

London* July 2006 

Kirif YTschtu. had watched lUttiKtev ra kc 11country by 

storm sir id command the beans of millions around the 

world. As the owner of Aastha International, which 

beamed Aastha India's content to flic United Kingdom 

and the United States, Mehta had a global audience he 

needed to take care of and nurture. So he decided to 

nudge Ramdev to take a global tour, 

Khakti Mehta, Kint’s daughter, remembers: ‘I was 

present during that conversation between Ramdcv and 

my father. My father told him that there are our people 

there as well who need you.’Rhakti was closely involved 

with the business then and now runs another religious 

channel in the United Arab Emirates. ‘At that time lie 

[Ramdevj would do whatever my Esther told him to.’ 
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Ramdev hud never been abroad ;md so passports 

were prepared for him and his team/lhe Mehtas also 

helped Rarndev and his team of forty secure visas/Ile 

could not have done that camp without us. In England, 

we held yoga shiviis in Leicester, Coventry;Manchester 

and Harrow/says Kirit Mehta, 

Rumdevh foreign rour was a bigger success than any 

of them had imagined in their wildest dreams. At a small 

ceremony in a House of Commons committee room, 

Ramdev was given the 'M ahaveer Award.’by an Indian 

organization for his contribution towards the promolion 

of Indian culture and values. One can only imagine how 

he felt when, within a month of getting his first passport* 

he found himself in the gardens of Buckingham Palace 

at a tea party hosted by Queen Elizabeth. 

Soon after the palace garden party and his successful 

yoga c a nips in the UK Ramdev addressed, M the 

invitation of the United Nations secretary general 

political leaders frmn 150 naftoiis gathered in New York 

for a conference on poverty alleviation. 

But those camps in the UK also brought out a darker- 

side of Ramdew Accor ding to Rhakri Mehta, she saw 

Ramdcvs men tampering with the scales before -and 

after the event to give people a sense that they had lost 

more weight than they actually had. At the end of the 

camps, Ramdev encouraged people to share their new 
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body weight. ‘When some simpler people made some 

outrageous weight-loss claim. Ramdev would call that 

person to speak to the camera and egg hint on. Excited 

by the cameras trained on them, people weak! say they’d 

lost unbelievable amounts of weight . . . later, these 

people, Ramdev and his cronies, would all laugh at the 

man,1 Bhakti recalls. 

But Raradev fudging yoga camp weight-loss results 

was not the only thing the Mehtas observed that 

summer. ‘We saw how money "-hungry, power-hungry 

he really was,’ Bhakti says. According to Bhakti, who 

organr/ed the event, tickets cost GBP 500.Then at the 

end of each day of the shivirs, Ramdev visited homes 

of people who made donations of GBP 11,000 for the 

honour of hosting him. It was during these visits that 

Bhakti asserts they saw some troubling things, Mt was 

common practice for hosts to place a large, stretched 

doth under the sofa by his feet/she says. Visitors, friends 

and family of the hosts would come and touch his feet, 

and when they emerged from rhe nosedive, there would 

be notes - pounds and dollars - at Ramdev s feet. At rhe 

end ot a uicct-and-gTect, 'his two assistants .. . rolled 

it [the doth with the offerings] up into a hall, tossed 

it in the c;o_. lie made his men sit every night - cheek 

every note, check every counterfoil, count it all the very 

same night h was really important to him to know how 
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much he had brought in every night and, lot the first 

time* we saw how attached he really was to his money/ 

Bhukt: recalls. 

Ram dev and \m team returned home* mopping up 

two million pounds ™ about Rs 17 cam at the then 

prevalent exchange rate of Rs 85 to a pound, according 

to the Mehtas. It is not clear ift he money was repatriated 

back to India or left behind in the PtUanjali Yogpeeth 

Trust that Raoidey formed in the UK during that trip. 

Raimiev was beginning to understand how powerful 

he was. He was well aware of the influence he wielded 

thanks to his army of supporters. He was also dear-eyed 

about how rdhm Aastha now was on his star power - 

not the other way around. He wanted to control the 

medium himself and not in the least be fettered by it$ 

owners- 

And so a plan was cooked up: three months after their 

return from I *ondon, in October 2006, Baikrishna and 

Muktanatidhg directors of one Swami Healthcare Pvt. 

Ltd,changed the company s name to Vedk Aarogya Pvt, 

Ltd.The new memorandum of association changed the 

company's defined objectives to include *in formation 

and technology, telecommunication, satellite, internet, 

networking etc/activities* 
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Clearly, Ram dev was taking preparatory steps m 

become a media house owner. 

According to a notice filed by the company at 

the Registrar of Companies, on 21 May 2007, an 

extraordinary meeting of the shareholders (i.e., Ac Iv,try a 

Balkrishna and Swami Muktananda) was held at the 

registered office of the company (i.c„ Kripalu Bagh 

Ashram, where both of them lived and worked). During 

that meeting the stated objectives of the company 

were altered, making their intention even clearer: 

‘To undertake, carry <m and conduct the business of 

proprietors and operators of Television stations. Radio 

broadcasting, transmitting and receiving stations. 

News channels, religious and educational channels, 

health channels and any other stations used for visual 

and/or sound transmissions or reception by any other 

contrivance or means whatsoever,’ 

The next day,on 22 May 2007, the company changed 

its name again, from Vedie Aarogya Pvt. Ltd to Vcdte 

Broadcastings Pvt. Ltd, finally dropping all pretence 

of being a health-care company. As with their other 

companies, Bal Krishna was the biggest shareholder of 

this new company too, 
j. j 

With the form at ion of Vedie Broadcasting, Ramdtav 

and his closest aides were ready in the wings, prepared 

to move in to take over Aastha* 
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Mystery 2: The Gurus 
y 

Disappearance 

Htfridwan June 2007 

A year after Ramdev had a successful tun in the United 

Kingdom and delivered a speech at the United Nations 

in New York came plans for a yoga tour of the United 

States, India's foremost yoga guru was scheduled to start 

hts tour in New' York on 30 June 200? and wind it up 

in C oventry in die UK on 8 August> rumbling through 

New Jersey, Chicago, C Glasgow and London in between. 

Animesh Goenka, then president of Heritage India, 

a small charitable organization that was involved with 

the planning of Ramdevs tour, had told the media that 

the US kg of the tour, estimated to cost $350,000, was 

to he funded exclusively through chad table donations 

irons private individuals and corporations. The sale of 
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tickets to the yoga camps, priced between $100 and 

$500, was expected to rake Haifa million dollars. This 

money, Goetika had averted* would he hmtudled into 

research on amla and developing a product tor which a 

patent could be sought. 

While Ramdev prepared for his international tour, 

Balkrhhna was making certain critical and far-reaching 

changes. On 18 May 2007, fifteen months after its 

formation, Putatmli Ayurveda Pvt, Ltd dropped the 

word private" from its name. Ibis was a critical move if 

the company wanted to list itself on the stock market. 

Pat&njali s shareholding also changed around this 

time, as would happen frequently over the years, with 

several of Ramdevk key associates coming on board as 

shareholders, rdbeir minor ones, at this point. As before, 

and as with Vedie Broadcasting Pvt, Ltd, Ramdevs 

pliant and trustworthy Balkrishna remained the largest 

shareholder by far. 

Notable among these new shareholders were 

Krishan Kumar Pittie and Sarvan Poddat, Pitrie would 

eventually play a major role in RamdcvA quest for media 

domination and Poddar would buy a Scottish island. 

Little Cumhnie* for GBP2,1 million in September 2009 

and donate it to Patanjali YogpectIA UK trust, 

Ralkmhna also converted Vedie Broadcasting Pvt, 

Ltd into a public limited company 

Kirit Mehta and his partners at Aastha were too busy 
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struggling to survive to notice the dramatic changes that 

were taking place in Vedic Broadcasting’s story. Had 

they been a little more alert they would have sensed 

that something wasn’t quite sitting right. Ramdev was 

preparing to take over Aastha. 

But Ramdev himself missed something brewing in 

Ins own backyard. Amid his heady successes, and hectic 

travel, he failed to see that his guru Shankar Dev was 

ailing, increasingly unhappy and isolated in his own 

home, Kripaiu Bagh Ashram. For inst ance, Shankar Dev, 

who tv as the convener of the ] )ivv:i Yog Man dir Trust, 

was not on the boards of any of the new companies that 

were set up by Ramdev, 

But what Ramdev could not see, though it was in 

plant sight, many in Ilandwur saw. Several remember 

the swiftly ageing Shankar Dev, ravaged by spinal 

Tuberculosis, becoming increasingly frail and forlorn. 

Spinal tuberculosis causes the patient to cough blood, 

lose weight,get night sweats and chills, and experience 

a Joss of appetite, fatigue and fever, and it can sometimes 

impair mobility as a result of pain in the spine and 

damage to the joints. 

1 -ike in many small towns, friendships and kinship 

survive long years in Kankhal. Sushanr Mahemiru’s 

family, friends ot Shankar Dev, continued looking out 

for him even after he stopped coming to their house 

when his old friend died.‘I have seen 1dm several times 
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during those months when he had TB. He was alone 

and ignored in a little room in Kripalu Bagh Ashram 

. . . cooking for himself, washing his own clothes and 

utensils.The only difference was that he took rickshaws 

to commute because he could no longer cycle because 

of the TB. But even that was difficult for him * . . 

These people | Ramdev and Balkrishna] had a Nissan 

Terrano at the time, but not one person in Kunkhal 

has any memory of Shankar (Dev sitting in any of their 

cars. He was always on a cycle or in a rickshaw,’ says 

Mahendru. 

dhe anguish of watching Shankar Dev deteriorate is 

etched on Mahcndru’s face. From being the master of 

his ashram, Shankar Dev was reduced to a sidestepped 

has-been in Kripalu Bagh. 

Shankar Dev is still the subject of hushed conversations 

in Kankhal today, lhose who remember tell ofhis trials 

and speak of his tribulations in lowered voices - no one 

wants to cross the now all-powerful Ramdev. I n a small 

place like Kankhal,word can get around.They are right 

to he worried. For instance, when I asked about Shankar 

Dev s deteriorating standard of living Balkrishna became 

positively belligerent and furious at me. 
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Chicago, 14 July 2007 

Ramdev s tour began successfully in New York when 

a thousand people, mostly Indian Americans already 

familiar with his yoga through Aastha USA, attended his 

inaugural camp at Nassau Community College - some 

from as far as California. 

At the Garden State Exhibit Center in Somerset, 

New Jersey, there was a groundswell of tan support — 

3000 people attended/lhe state Senate and the General 

Assembly passed a resolution that ‘this Legislature- 

honors Swami Ramdev for his firm belief that good 

health is the birthright ol all human beings, and extends 

best wishes for a successful yoga camp in the US’. 

It was when Ramdev was in Chicago that news 

came from Kankhal. On 14 July 2007, Shankar Dev 

disappeared. Vanished without a trace. He left that 

morning for has usual walk and simply did not return. 

It may have been devastating news for Ramdev. 

Or maybe it was just inconvenient timing. With the 

Chicago schedule drawing to a close, Ramdev had to 

choose: Should he go on to London, where the House 

of Commons planned to receive and honour him, or 

should he send his regrets and rush back to Kankhal to 

lead the search for his missing guru? 

Usually once a disciple takes deeksha, or initiation 

into the sacred, from his guru, he establishes a bond 
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with him. Ramdev had not just taken deeksha from 

Shankar Dev but also accepted saffron robes from him 

- that is, he renounced the world. From the moment 

he took tire saffron robes from Shankar Dev, that guru- 

shishya relationship was meant to become the central 

fulcrum of his life. From that moment onward, Ram dev 

was supposed to consider his guru as his spiritual and 

temporal father and mother. 

There is no way of knowing what Ram dev truly felt 

when he heard of the disappearance or if he struggled 

with the decision or for how long, but in the end he 

decided to carry on with his tour,The day after his aides 

filed a missing persons report at Kankhal police station, 

on IS July 2007, Ramdcv attended a ceremony at the 

British 1 louse of Commons in his honour. 

An investigation began in India, but clues were 

scarce. A cryptic note was found in Shankar Dev's 

room: T have taken some loan from you for this trust 

hut 1 cannot repay it. Please forgive me. 1 am leaving/ 

He was seventy-seven years old. 

Hie note raised more questions than it answered: 

Exactly how much did this old mao who continued to 

live as simply as before Ramdev's meteoric rise borrow1 

that he could nor repay the sum? Why did he borrow 

it? When had he taken the loan? Arid from whom? 

More Importantly - why did Ramdcv, sitting atop an 

empire worth at least Ms 100 crorc, not repay the loan 
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on his behalf? Why did Shankar Dev not ask him for 

help? Or had he? 

Even though Karamvcer hud left the orgamzutiosi, 

Shankar Dev, who missed him dearly, often called him 

™ sometimes fur rtnaneial help, T used to send whatever 

little I could so lie could gee by,’says K a ram veer. Vlpin 

Pradhan, a former aide and Karamveer’s nephew, 

says, lBy then, the trust was being run by . . . relatives 

of jRamdev who had come in from outside and had 

no intention of serving any interest other than their 

own.‘They treated Shankar l.)cv badly and he was very 

unhappy',' 

Kiiramveer says that once when he was visiting 

Hat id war and staying with an old friend In Tripu.ru 

Ashram,'Shankar Dev came to meet me.They had sent 

two people at ter hnn to do his C1D [that is, to spy on 

him j. They waited at the gates while we met. I’m not 

sure why ... they fRanulev and BalkrisimaJ had doubts 

iahm.it Shankar Dcv| in their minds at the time .. .who 

knows what doubt . . . what they were thinking at the 

time. It must have been a very difficult situation tor 

Shankar Dev.’ 

But it. is Pad I Vika Nagrtirli V appraisal of the situation 

that is most damning. Remember, Nagraih is the one 

who designed Divya Pharmacy’s website in Its early 

days, She is still associated with Patanjuii and has an 

obvious soft spot ibr Ramdev, whom she speaks of with 
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affection, though she is unhesitatingly honest. She says, 

'Shankar Dev was a real saint - a very gentle guy. He felt 

ousted in his own home. He did not get any compassion 

because these people were in a race for something else. 

It was once his home, his shelter. He used to sign all 

the expense cheques for the trust at first [but] now the 

authority was taken away from him and he was not 

happy with the way things had shaped out. He had given 

these people shelter and now they had no time for him 

♦, ■ they had no use tor an old man any more/ 

An uneasy silence always follows questions about 

Shankar Dev among Kankhal residents. People always 

ask,‘Can I trust you? Are you writing for him or against 

him? You see, Ram dev has become too powerful. And 

look what happened to his guru .. 7 

After his pit stop at the House of Commons, Ramdev 

continued his tour, travelling to Glasgow then back 

to London, and finally ending his tour in Coventry 

on 8 August 2007. When he returned to India, more 

than three weeks had passed since Shankar Dev s 

disappearance.To outside observers it seemed as though 

Ramdev was too busy chasing fame and fortune, making 

them wonder: did he even care? 

After his return, Ramdev summoned a press 
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conference in ITaridwar, remembers the Jansatta 

reporter and Haridwar resident Sunil Pandey. At the 

press conference he was saying how Shankar Dev was 

like a father to him and how sad it was . * -1 asked him 

that if he really was like a father to him, why didn't he 

come back?' 

'1 was in the UST conducting camps,’ answered 

Ramdev. 

'Well, if a family member disappeared, one would 

eomc back, isn’t it?’ Pandey pressed Ramdev. 

‘If I knew he was alive, I would have,'replied Ramdev. 

‘So you are admitting that you know that he is dead?’ 

demanded Pandey. 

That was the suspicion in everyone's minds. 

Stunned, realizing he had misspoken, Ramdev fell 

silent. 

'Then his people just took over and changed the 

subject.Though a lot of people were present at the press 

conference,' recalls Pandey. 

Little of this murky business was reported in 

the national media at that time. Across the country, 

Ramdev's star was ascendant. 

It was only in October 2012, five years after Shankar 

Dev's disappearance, that the Central Bureau of 

Investigation (CB1), India's apex investigative agency, 

initiated a probe to find him. In his inimitable style, 

Ramdev welcomed the investigation on the one hand, 
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blit also attacked the CB1 and the government, accusing 

them of a politically motivated conspiracy to frame him 

in the case. Given the sour relationship between Ramdev 

and the Union government at that time, his allegation 

did have some credence. 

Whatever the CRTs ini ti al motivations, it was widely 

reported that it initiated a move to close the ease in 

December 2014 - by this time the Narerulra Modi-led 

government had taken charge at the Centre - because 

the agency had failed to make any headway. The special 

CBI magistrate in JDehradun set the date for the next 

hearing as 12 January 2015 hut this is where the public 

case file goes cold. 

Its hard to ascertain what happened thereafter. 

While a right to information (RTI) request I hied with 

the CBI in Delhi met with the response that the CBI 

was not covered by the RTI, another filed m Dehradun 

met with the response that the CBI does nor answer 

questions on open cases. Ergo, the case is still open. 
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The Reinvention 

Haridwar, 2008 

Ramdev s yoga camps and tours were beginning to seem 

dated and were losing their appeal. I le planned a "yoga 

cruise' around Singapore and Id along Bay in Vietnam 

to liven things up, but even that did not seem enough 

to hold viewers, 

Ramdcv needed something new, a fresh hook to red 

in and keep hk audience. 

Amid this sense of ennui and 'what next?* Ramdev 

was becoming closer to Rajeev Dixit. Over the past 

couple of years Dixit had taken to sharing the stage 

with Ram dev dor mg yoga camps. His speeches had an 

electrifying effect on Ram decs audiences* Ramdcv must 

have sensed the alchemic potential of mixing his yoga 

with Dixits swadeshi economics,. 
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R&jeev Dixit himself had been feeling that his mckr- 

economic message,powerful as it way not reaching 

enough people. Additionally, as mentioned earlier, 

Ms alleged misappropriation of funds had led to an 

estrangement of sorts with his organization, the Azadi 

Buchan AndoUiru Disillusioned with the iirujor political 

parties and isolated in his organization, he was hunting 

for a platform to take his campaign against black money 

and multi national companies in India to the next kvel- 

In 200S this search brought Dixit to Ftanav Pandya, 

leader of the Guyana Pan war in I hi ridwar, whose global 

following exceeded 90 million followers. 'Bid' 1 had to 

re 11 him that 1 am an apolitical man and my followers 

would not want mu to launch politic:d partiesf says 

Pandyu, 

While Randya .rebuffed Dkit, Ramticv courted him, 

Ramdcvk political ambitions were surging- By 2007—08 

Ramticv Telt that yoga done had reached its maximum 

potential and that sw&deshl could help him expand his 

sphere of influence * * , hut Ramdev also believed that 

he did nor have the capacity to do what Rajecv Dixit 

was doing alone/ says Pmdkxp Dixit, Rajeevk younger 

brother, £I le needed my brother* My brother needed 

a platform, which Ramdev offered in the form of the 

channel A&srtha/ 

Two men, one with a message, the ether with a 

medium, began plotting a revolution through their new 
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national grassroots movement ™ Bharat Swab hi man 

Andokn - which they hoped would grow into a political 

party over the next few years* and maybe even become 

powerful enough to contest die 2014 general elections, 

Dixit was now shaping Ruindev^ poiiticaBeconomic 

messaging. T Had witnessed Dixit discuss swadeshi. 

economics with Ramdev on the porch steps of Ramdcv's 

cottage in Yog Cram, a yoga and Ayurvedic retreat 

established by him in HariUwar, while reporting a story 

tor Mint in 2008, Ahead of the 2009 general elections, 

RiimJevs political ambition was guarded* yet palpable, 

Rumdev spelt out his goal during our interview in bite 

July 2008, A year later he would launch his first political 

yatra in September 200R Rani dev had declared then his 

intention t:n field candidates in every constituency in the 

country hi the 2014 dections/My mission is to remind 

Indians of who they are* their heritage and he proud of 

in By next year, my Bharat Swab hi man Andolan will 

have reached 50 erore people. And then, there will he a 

revolution,1 Raindcv had said* 

Within months an opportunity to lead a political 

movement presented itself 

The Vishwa Hindu PurUh&d (VIIP}> buoyed by 

their successful campaign to protect the Ram Setu in 

2007, had set their sights on protecting the river G&nga, 

Ahead ol the 2009 national elections, the issue was ripe 

for political picking, AshokTripathl, the then president 
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of the Ganga JVlahasabha, an organization working to 

preserve and protect the river, recollects: 'Under the 

leadership of the VH P president Ashok Singhal, Hindu 

organizations were all coming together to demand two 

things — that the Ganga he called a national river, and 

that it he made free of all checks and dams/To this end, 

a meeting was called in H arid war. 

Ramdev, quick to see an opportunity, hurried to 

offer his stage — the Patanjali Yogpeeth and Aastha 

channel — to rouse mass support for the movement/We 

met in June 200S, All the stakeholders, representatives 

of the Hindu communities, leaders, scientists and 

conservationists were there at the meeting, Jt went on 

for three and a half hours. He [ Ramdev] spoke for most 

of the time from the dais and became the self-appointed 

convener of the Ganga RakshaManch/recollects Ashok 

Tripathi who witnessed that meeting. ‘I remember 

telling Ashok Singhal at the end of that meeting — Baba 

Ramdev has just hijacked your movement.1 

Tripathi was right. Viewers watching national 

Hindu leaders gathered in Patanjali Yogpeeth listened 

to Ramdev speak about the need for a movement to 

protect the Ganga on Aastha channel, synonymous 

with Ramdev. It looked as though he was the creator 

and leader of the campaign. 

The Ganga movement galvanized hundreds of 

thousands of people. Ramdev showed his political 
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canniness by focusing only on declaring the Ganga a 

national river, and not on the demand to free it of dams, 

for which it would have been much harder to get the 

government on board. 

In November 2008 Ramdev met Prime Minister 

Manmohan Singh and brokered a deal: the government 

agreed to declare the Ganga a national river. Of course, 

the issue of checks and dams was relegated to the back 

burner and never mentioned. Ramdev had achieved his 

first political victory. 

llianks to Ramdev, this was also a win of sorts for the 

VHP-battered Congress. Ihe ruling party had already 

lost ground with Hindus on the Ram Setu issue the 

year before* Now, with Ramdev’s aid, they had not only 

diffused another ballooning issue, but also managed to 

score some brownie points with an irate community. 

Ramdev was in a rare position of having friends on 

both sides of the aisle* lie was now planning his next 

move. 
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The Aastha Takeover 

Huridmar, Nwtmhir 2009 

As Rarndcv expanded their presence in the public space, 

foraying successfully into politic^ Acharya Balkrhlma 

was consolidating that expansion, .In February 2009 

Pataujali Ayurveda began constructing the 95-acre 

Pataujali Knud Bird Herbal Park on the outskirts of 

llaridwar. 

Another major game was afoot at this time: the 

takeover of Aastha TV„ But first aomc background; 

When, in its final order on the Aastha case, in January 

2007, SEBI permanently fmze 93 per cent of Aastha s 

shares from being sold, making them totally worthless 

and prohibited Aastha from raiding money on the capital 

markets, Ramdev had come to a dejected Kird Mehtas 

aid. According to a bitter and broken Mehta, now 
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wheelchair-bound, his body ravaged by a stroke, Ram dev 

bad offered to buy - through Vedic Broadcasting — a 

significant portion of his shares that could still be traded. 

Remember, only 93 per cent of Aastha’s shares were 

frozen, the other 7 per cent could still be bought and 

sold. Ramdev, says Mehta, reasoned that if he were to 

come on board as a major shareholder, it would be easier 

for him to lobby government officials and judges to help 

Aastha out.The officialdom, Mehta claims Ramdev told 

him, would be sot ter and more amenable to offering 

Aastha some relief if Ramdev was seen as a major 

player in the channel. And so, Mehta asserts, Ramdev 

offered and he agreed that ior the sake of appearances 

Ramdev would incrementally and over a period of time 

buy a sizeable portion of Mehtas non-frozen shares for 

Rs 10 erore. 

In the meantime, Mehta still owned and ran Aastha 

International, which in turn owned Aastha USA and 

Aastha UK. As mentioned earlier, Aastha International 

was broadcasting Aastha India’s content on its American 

and British channels - though, apparently, no formal 

paperwork was done granting Aastha International this 

right. Since Mehta was the chairman and managing 

director of, and the main force behind, Aastha India, 

this didn’t seem necessary to him at that time - maybe 

he did not see the point of funnelling his own money 
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through Aastha International, a solely owned company, 

into one that was also owned hv him, alheir not entirely, 

and one that was also in trouble with the law. 

Around that time Mehta was putting all his energy 

into growing and nurturing Aastha International. 

According to him, since he had been spending an 

increasing amount of time in the LIS and UK on Aastha 

International work, his second-in-command, Pramod 

Joshi, liaised with Ramdev, In his absence, Ramdev 

also became dose to Hiren Doshi, the broker who was 

a minor shareholder in Aastha India, and the legal and 

commercial brains behind the company's formation. 

Ramdev’s increasing interaction with Doshi was 

ostensibly because of the complex and multi staged sale 

of shares between him and Mehta. But Mehta darkly 

alleges that Ramdev gleaned much intelligence about 

him and his businesses through Joshi, Doshi and S.K. 

Jain, the other major shareholder in Aastha India, and 

managed to get them to turn against rnc\ An alliance, 

he asserts, was formed against him in Harklwan 

According to Mehta, given the multistage share 

transfer that was taking place between Ramdev and 

him, and given that he was spending much time abroad, 

he had left several undated, signed and unsigned, share 

transfer documents in his office.These, he alleges, found 

their way into Ramdev s hands, and were used to transfer 
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his shares to Vcdic Broadcasting Ltd; in some instances* 

his signatory was even forged on the documents, Mehta 

says no consideration was paid on these transfers that 

were done behind his back* He adds that he wasn't even 

paid the agreed market price for the shares that were 

legitimately transferred to Vedic Broadcasting. 

When Mehta found out about what was going on, 

he was predict ably furious and demanded payment for 

his shares. Around this time Mehta also decided to sell 

the rights to broadcast Anstha India's content to the 

highest bidder in the US and UK. As men honed, these 

rights were being exercised by Mehtas company Aastha 

International till then/1 his*Mehta alleges, Ramdev was 

dead against since he wanted to keep Arts ribas UK and 

US rights within his reach. 

When Framed Josh/ 11 iron Doshi and SdU Jain 

caught wind of Mehtas phm ro sell the international 

rights, they asked him to go to Haridwar with them, 

on the pretext that they would get Ramdev to clear all 

payments that he owed Mehta. 

A meeting was set up in PatanjaU Yogpecth I on 

15 November 2009, according to Mehta, He got on a 

plane with his son Chetanjoshi and Doshh Jain flew 

in from Kolkita/AU three of them were, mstnimeiital in 

bringing me to HarkJwanostensibly to discuss accounts 

with Raiiidev. Otherwise, 1 would not have gone.1 

As the lot of them entered Raoidcvh room on the first 
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floor ofPatanjali Yogpeelh I, where Ramdev was waiting 

with Balkrishna, Mehta says he sensed an immediate 

ehilL Something had shifted and Mehta realized he had 

no allien m the room, Mehta says Ramdev. paranoid 

about secret recordings asked to see Ids pen to check if 

it had a hidden atineni/lhen*Ramdev was in full rudra 

swaroop ,. , furious, livid at me. He was screaming ♦ . ♦ 

shouting .,. beside himself with rage that I could even 

think of selling the international rights of Aastfmf 

recollects Mehta. 

Next Ramdev made a curt demand: 'Please tender 

your resignation fas chairman and managing director 

of Aastha India] right now/A resignation letter dated 

13 November 2009 was put before Mehta as Ramdev 

commanded him to sign it, Mehta recollects, 

Mehta had come to Haridwai to collect the money 

he says was due to him. But here he was being deprived 

of the little power and control he had over Aastha 

India, According to Chetarn diadjust stood there, not 

saying yes, not saving no, .1 kept urging him not to sign 

anything. 1 could see fear in his eyes/ 

Mehta says, helpless and fearful, he ultimately 

signed the document, 0 was crying over there * *, and 

Pve not stopped crying inride, A man I created! How 

can someone do such a thing?* Kirit Mehta now had no 

power in Aastha. He had lost most of his shares in the 

company and his place as CMDJf was all over for him. 
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Mehta still owned Aastha International, and the 

TV channels Aastlva UK and Aastha US. But since 

there had been no formal agreement allowing Aastha 

International to broadcast the content of Aastha India, 

those rights were still technically held by Aastha India. 

Mehta could only have sold them in his capacity as 

CM!) of'Aastha India. Now, by removing Mehta, 

Ramdev had ensured that the international rights would 

not, in fact, be sold. 

According to Mehta's daughter Bhakti, within days 

of this, Ramdev s people took over Aastha’s website, 

and email addresses and cut off the Mehtas'access to 

the company and its employees. 

Just two days after that fateful meeting, fearing 

for their lives, the Mehta family fled to Dubai on 17 

November 2009. They decided to carry on their fight 

from there and continued to broadcast Aastha India's 

content as usual on their US and UK channels. But since 

Aastha India technically owned these rights, Ramdev’s 

advisers filed cases accusing the Mehtas of piracy in the 

UK and US. 

Tie [Ramdev) knew , . . that everything he had 

achieved was because of Aastha - the channel that gave 

him the power to talk to two erore viewers every day/ 

says Mehta. Tie wanted me to simply hand over the 

channel ... I will pay you later or whatever [ have to 
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do for you, l will do later. But you give me the channel 

today . *. that s just the way he operates/ 

On 20 November 2009, Mehtas resignation was 

submitted to the Registrar of Companies in Mumbai. 

The letter reads, T* Kir it Chandulal Mehta, due to 

iny personal reasons and other occupations, unable to 

continue as Chairman and Managing Director of M/S 

Aastha Broadcasting Network Linntcd/That same day 

Shiv Kumar Garg, a minor shareholder in Ramdev s 

Vedic Broadcasting Ltd, was appointed to the post of 

chairman and executive additional director. Four months 

later Garg was elevated to the position ol chairman and 

managing director 

There is no evidence on the public record to corroborate 

Mehtas version of events or confirm any wrongdoing 

on the part of Ram dev or his associates. While Mehta 

had initiated legal action against Ramdev in Mumbai 

shortly after he left lor Dubai* he withdrew the ease after 

his wife fell gravely ill and was diagnosed with cancer 

in 2012, partly hoping tor an out-of-court settlement. 

Such a settlement never materialized. 

Whether Mehtas version of events is true or not, 

what is clear is that Ramdev leaves in his wake a series 
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of bad relationships and lingering questions. The bad 

blood between the Mehtas and him is not unique - it 

is just another example in a succession of partnerships 

that soured terribly. 

Today, Vedic Broadcasting Ltd, that is. Baba Ramdev, 

is the sole owner of Aastha. S.K. Jain and Hiren Doshi 

continue to remain directors on its board and Pramod 

Joshi is its chief operations officer. 
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Mystery 3: The Mentor s 

Sudden Death 

Haruhvar, March 2010 

Just months after taking over Aastha, the rival Sanskar 

channel came up for sale. ‘Swamiji asked rnc to buy 

it, so I did,’ says K.K. Pittie, one of Rarndev s biggest 

supporters. After he bought it Pittie ran the channel 

with Ramdevs advice, effectively putting Ramdev in 

charge of content on the two most important religious 

television channels in India. 

Although Pittie had bought Sanskar channel at the 

behest of Ramdev, the issue of ownership began to strain 

relations between the two. Ramdev seemed to want to 

own the channel, not just call the shots. So Pittie handed 

it over to Swamiji as he valued their old relationship too 

much to ruin it over something like a channel. 
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In RamdevH trademark barter style ot operarinn, 

Pirties young, dynamic non was given a range of 

distribution rights in return, something he feels very 

grateful for. 

Meanwhile, by January 2010* the newly constructed 

Rttanjali food park was opened. Ihc park was expected 

to generate employment for 7000 people, and would be 

a runaway success;. 

As CMI) of Fiifanjah Ayurveda overseeing the 

founding of the Panmjjali Pood and Herbal Park, 

Bjiknshna had his hands full He found his day™to¬ 

day management duties were keeping hl.ru away from 

Ramdev, the power fulcrum in Haridwan Earlier, 

in October 2007, when Balkrishna was appointed 

managing director of Patanjali Ayurveda (though he 

was not emided to draw a salary), it had intensified the 

rivalry between hhn and Ramdev s brother Ram Bharat, 

which was always hobbling beneath the surface. Now 

the two rivals would unite against a third ascendant 

force: Kajeev Dixit, 

The man always standing beside Ram dev now 

was Rajeev Dixit, national secretary of the Bharat 

Swabliiman Andolarn 

As mentioned earlier, R&mdev hoped to eventually 

convert the Bharat Swabhiman Andolan, technically a 

trust/into a full-fledged political party With Ramdevs 
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ballooning political ambitions, Rajeev Dixit's importance 

also grew, I Ie was now tbe key man, at the heart oh all 

the action - adviser to arid architect of Ramdevh soeio™ 

political messaging, 

Raikmhmt and Ram Bliaial looked on resentfully as 

Rajeev Dixit, a suave outside^ hit belter educated and 

articulate than cither of them, usurped their positions as 

advisers and became Ramdevs trusted political mentor. 

Such was the animosity between them that Dixit and 

Ralkrbhna would sometimes be hi the same room and 

not acknowledge each other 

At the same time, Dixit's popularity was such that. U 

was beginning to steal the limelight away from Ranulcv 

himself Yashdev Sirasfri, Ramdevk brother-in-law, was 

also jealous of Dixit, and bad allegedly warned Rani dev 

not to give Dixit too much air HmcPOr people win lorget 

you and start following him/ 

People familiar v/ith the dynamic at the rime say 

that Dixits meteoric rise within Patanjalihad begun to 

not only inspire internal jealousies and bitter rivalries 

but uko help forge new all knees between old rivals 

Ralkrbhna and Ram Bharat. Facing the common threat 

of Dixit, they came together against him. 

Roopesh Pandey a former aide of Rajcev D.Uits, 

remembers getting a call from Ram Bharat sometime 

iti 2009: /He wanted to know more about Rajeev 
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Dixit's antecedents, He wanted to know bow did a new 

guy like Rajeev Dixit become so close to Ramdev so 

qukkly ., * he thought because I had left Rajeev Dim V 

organization, I must have had a falling out with him and 

could be a source oi damaging information/says Pandey 

Dixit lived in a room not far from Ramdevfr 

residence, and kept busy hv travelling around the country 

on lecture tours. Even though he was estranged from his 

organization in Wardha, Dixits old support base was 

fir from lost to him. He had hundreds of thousands of 

followers across India. 

About a year after founding the Bharat Swubhirnan 

Trust, in March 2010. Ramdev kept his word and 

launched a political party Under Dixit*5 guidance, the 

party made fighting corruption and black money the 

centrepiece of their message. When Ramdev unveiled 

his Bharat Swahhiman Party in New .Delhi, he declared* 

*1 will held candidates from all the 543 constituencies 

of India and then there will be a revolution/ 

Shortlyafter founding the party; in September 2010, 

in a hid to increase its membership* Ramdev and Dixit 

planned the Bharat Swabhiman y&tra* where both 

leaders farmed out to various districts around the country' 

to raise awareness for their movement and its goals. 

But Dixit was not unaware that his presence in 

Uaridwar and closeness to Ramdev was causing 
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unpleasantness. Madati Duhcy,a long-time associate of 

Rajeev Dixit who continues to propound the views of 

the Azadi Baehao And ohm, says, ‘He must have been 

troubled , >, because that July |2010] when J asked him 

,., if I should also sign up to become a member of Bharat 

Swabhiman Andolan, he told me to wait. He told me 

be was not sure .. . and that made me think there was 

something going on.’ 

Betmlara, Naivmber 2010 

On 30 November 2010, two months after Rani dev and 

Rajjeev Dixit began their nationwide Bharat Swabhiman 

yatra to drum up support for their party, Dbdt was dead. 

He died on his forty-third birthday. 

After a massive cardiac arrest, Dixit collapsed in a 

locked bathroom in an Arya Samaj guest house in the 

remote town of Bemetara in Chhattisgarh where he was 

delivering a lecture. Although he was rushed to a nearby 

hospital, he did not last through the night. According 

to Ranidev, Dixit had refused to have the medicines 

prescribed to him by the local doctor. 

Pradcep Dixit says,‘The Bharat Swabhbnan Andoko 

workers who were in Chliattkgarh with Rajeev called 
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me when they were taking him to the hospital. I could 

not speak to him because they said he was not in a 

condition to talk ... By the time 1 reached him early 

the following morning, my brother was dead/ 

But in a televised address on Aastha channel, 

Ramdev said that while he was not: present with Dixit 

in Bemetara, he had spoken to him over the phone. 

Not just that, they had spoken for a whole hour about 

Dixits poor health and line of treatment: 'Mai fie karih ek 

ghante. tak unko sum]hat a mha, ekghante tak! Bhai Rajeev, 

ah shareer mein dikkat aa rahi hai to . . . unko shay ad ye 6 

genetic himari thi . . « BP ki, sugar ki, heart ki* * . teeno/ 

(1 kept trying to explain to him for an hour, a whole 

hour! Brother Rajeev, there is a problem in your 

body *. * I Ic probably had a genetic condition of blood 

pressure, diabetes and heart disease *. * all three.) 

Bradeep Dixit cannot help but wonder now: how 

had his brother, who Ramdev’s men had told him was 

in no condition to speak on the phone, managed to have 

an hour-long telephonic conversation with Ramdev 

about die ideal line of treatment? He also asserts that 

his brother suffered from no ailments and had never 

taken medicines for diabetes, blood pressure or a heart 

problem. 

After Dixit died, a seemingly grief-stricken Ramdev 

had spoken to the family over the phone and requested 

them to allow him to arrange for the last rites on the 
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banks of the Ganga in order to honour him.'Ihe stunned 

family went along with Ramdevs plans. So, instead of 

taking Dixits body back ro Wardha where it would 

otherwise have been flown to, it was transported to 

Haridwar on a chartered plane. 

By the next morning, hundreds of swadeshi activists 

from around the country were making their way to 

Haridwar to pay their respects to their leaden One of 

them was Mad an Dubey. It had been nearly eighteen 

hours since Dixit’s death when Dubey went to offer 

condolences to the family Dixit’s body lay in the Great 

Hall of Patanjali Yogpeeth II - an enormous space 

designed to allow thousands of people to do yoga 

together. 

As an aside, Patanjali Yogpeeth II was an enormous 

campus with multiple auditoriums, nearly a thousand 

rooms to accommodate people, a tree-ot’charge hospice 

for a thousand people, a canteen, a museum, a food 

court to feed visitors, residential apartments for senior 

citizens, a sales outlet of 11,000 square feet, and the 

Bharat Swabhiman Trust office. Adjoining this campus 

lay another sprawling campus, Yog Gram, over 100 acres. 

In the hall, mourners sat on mattresses and stood 

around in groups. Dixits body lay on a block of ice, 

draped in white and orange. Marigold garlands and 

wreaths covered him. Only his face was visible, two balls 

of cotton stuffed into his nostrils. 
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Hut somethingwas unsettling the onlookers: Dixit’s 

face lwas unrecognizable *. , a strange purple and blue* 

His skin was peeling strangely/lhere was some black, 

blue blood around his nose/Dubey remembers* People 

huddled discussing Dixit s sudden death and the strange 

colour of his body. As more and more people streamed 

in, conspiracy theories about his death began to swirl 

wildly. Soon people hegan diseussing the need for a 

postmortem* 

Dubey finally said out loud what many were 

whispering: ‘There has been foul play . . . I want to 

know if anyone else feels that a postmortem should be 

conducted*5 

He asked those who raised their hands to sign a 

petition addressed to Ram dev, demanding a postmortem 

before the cremation. By nightfall, there were fifty 

signatures on it* 

At six the next morning, a group of nine men 

walked through grey winter mist to take the petition to 

Ramdev, only to be stopped by the guard who refused to 

let them enter the two-storey building complex where 

Ramdev used to live at that time. Dubey told the guard, 

All right then, please go and tell Babaji that if he does 

not meet us, Dixit s dead bodv will not be allowed to 

be cremated*' 

Finally, Ramdev relented to a meeting at 7,30 a,m., 
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and called in Dubey and his associates but 'only after 

taking away our cellphones, to make sure nothing was 

recorded/ Dubev recalls, a fear that even Kirit Mehta 

referred to during his fateful encounter with Ramdev. 

Dubey sat closest to Ramdev —he had been appointed 

the speaker for his party. £I gave him the petition, signed 

by fifty people, asking for a postmortem/ says Dubey. 

According to Dubey, this is how that meeting unfolded: 

Ramdev asked,'So what do you want?’ 

Dubey replied, 'All of us are trustees of the Azadi 

Tiachao Andolan and we want a postmortem/ 

‘What, is the need for it? Ihis is a natural death/ 

£ We have our doubts. So, let s get a postmortem done* 

It s very simple/ 

lBut I spoke to the doctors myself. [ have reports 

from the doctors that he had a heart attack and all that/ 

£We don't trust it. We want a postmortem/ 

‘No, no ... I know it was a natural death/ 

‘I low can you know? You were not there. You were 

only talking to them on the phone. How can you he sure 

there was no conspiracy?' 

‘But why will anyone conspire like that?’ 

‘There can be many who might. You are well aware 

of it/ 

Ramdev was growing angrier by the minute at what 

he must have seen as Dubeys insolence. lie tried to 
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rule out a postmortem saying it was against 'Hindu 

dhurmah But Dubey dismissed this objeerion saying* 

1 fe [Rajeev Dixit J had no dfotrma, His d harms was the 

service of his country- He never called himself a mar, 

ol any religion. So don't worry about Hindu dlvanmt 

znd get the postmortem done. It m good for you and 

\t h good for us that all this becomes clear. Otherwise, 

lingers will be pointed . . / 

But Ratodev was equally insistent* According to 

Dubey, he said/Such cutting and chopping is not done 

hr Hindu dharma* A man is sent back the way he earned 

Tt seems to me that you dorft want the postmortem 

to be done/ 

‘Why would you say that?' 

It was at this point that Du hey claims he became 

incredibly hltml/Rajeev Dim did have fights wkh some 

of your people* didn't her Your people had differences 

with litnydidift they? J know they were upset that some 

outsider like Rajeev Dixit came out of nowhere and 

became the national secretary of the Bharat Swabhiirmn 

Andnlan* They were jealous that thousands of people 

mud to come to meet him/ 

Thh hack, and forth went on for over an hour, says 

Du bey* Finally, Ramdev suggested that rhey all go to 

the hafi where Dixit’s body lay, and ask the people there, 

and the Dixit family, for their opinion.Tills sounded like 

a reasonable thing to do. 
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But while Knrndcv sat in his ear with his people and 

sped oii; Dubey <md the others in his party followed on 

foot to the ball that was a twenty-minute walk away, 

Before Ditbey and Company could get there, a 

visibly angry Ram dev stormed into the hall, took the 

microphone and said, 'Some people have come from 

Mumbai, dhey want me to do a postmortem , , , stick 

cutting (of a dead hotly| is not permitted in Hindu 

dli arm a.’ 

One of the mourners present in the hall, a Dr Suntan 

from Haryana who was closely involved with the work of 

the Bharat Swahhitmti Andolan and Rajeev 1 foot,stood 

up ami said,‘So why a tart you getting it [a postmortem] 

done?’Rarndev was livid at being openly questioned, and 

was in no mood to answer. 

Turning to his men, be commanded,'Get the body 

ready tor Its final journey.’The cremation was original! y 

scheduled tor 11. n.m. It whs still onlv nine. 

Ranirievb men got the body readv tor cremation, 

quickly earned it into an ambulance, and set off tor the 

cremation ghats/We were just arriving at ihc hall after 

our walk from hH house when we saw the ambulance 

driving away with Rajecvbhais body in it/ remember 

Duhey, ‘We panicked and tried to stop the ambulance 

from leaving because we knew that once the body was 

cremated, oar questions could never be answered/ says 

Duhey, hb voice still filled with regret. 
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As the convoy drew up to the cremation ghats, where 

thousands of people had already gathered. Rain dev 

turned to Pradcep Dixit and suddenly said, ‘Look, if 

you want, we can do the postmortem.’ 

Taken aback, Dixit said/Swarniji, all these people arc 

already here. You have taken a decision for all of us not 

to do the postmortem. 'Ihere is no point talking about 

it now, is there?’ 

When asked why he said this, Pradeep 1 )ixit explains, 

‘What was I supposed to say? Everyone had reached the 

cremation ghat. I didn’t know what to say... People were 

whispering all kinds of things to me. If they were true 

then what was the guarantee that the postmortem report 

would not he doctored? ... I was nor in a condition to 

duly him/ 

The rumours Thai began that day have followed 

Rarmlev ever since. On multiple occasions and at press 

conferences, he has addressed them head-on on A&stha, 

calling them an ‘irresponsible, wicked eonspimcyhig&m$t 

him. 

Dubeyot lifelong friend and men tee of Rajeev IJnatT 

says he will regret die moment of his cremation till his 

dying breath,'After the cremation, when Ra|eevhhais 

laptop and his two phones were returned to his family 
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they ciiscovcr^i tKijt till ttircc devices were oonipictcly 

wiped dean. All data on all three devices had been 

erased.! saw Rajeevji’s room in Ilaridwar in a ransacked 

condition, tilings and documents missing from his room 

alter his death ... I've felt absolutely sure that there was 

km! play in Rajeevhh.u s death ... I know it. I saw the 

body. I will never stop saying It,’he asserts. 
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The Anna Movement 

New Delhi, 2010-11 

R&jeev Dixit may have gone hot Ramdcvs political 

ambitions were more alive than ever, There wm no time 

to mourn hh late adviser* 

In mid November 2010, Open magazine published 

the Nhni Radia tapes, recordings of a corporate lobbyist 

talking to some of Indians top businessmen, journalists 

and politicians, in which she seemed to be lobbying mr 

ministry allocations, and also engineering the sale of 

2G spectrum. Hie spectrum sale, overseen by die UFA 

gowrnment* was believed to have caused a loss of Rs 

1.76 trillion to the national exchequer. 

But things had been nosediving for the government 

for a while before this. Since 2009 the list and scale of 

scandals it .was embroiled in had been growing longer 
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and more spectacular Corruption was becoming a 

key electoral issue. By the end of 2010 the catalogue 

of scandals included the Salyam scam of Rs 14*000 

crore, the Adarsh Housing Society scam where select 

government officials abused their power to subvert rules 

and regulations and grab prime government land for 

personal benefit, and the Commonwealth Carnes seam 

of Rs 70,000 erorc. 

Amid the widespread dissatisfaction among the 

people, a day after Rajeev Dixit s death, a budding 

anti-corruption movement spearheaded by seventy- 

three-year-old Anna Harare, a celibate former truck 

driver in the Indian armv; a former income tax officer, 

Arvind Kejriwal; a former police officer, Kiran Bedi; and 

Supreme Court lawyers Shanti and Prashant Bhushan, 

unveiled its version of the Lokpal bill: the Jan Lokpal 

bill. 4he government's draft of this bill to establish 

by law an anti-corruption watchdog or ombudsman 

was rumoured to be utterly toothless, while the Anna 

movement s bill gave the Lokpal sweeping powers. At 

that time the Lokpal was widely seen as a panacea for 

corruption, and the rage against the IjPAs wheeling 

and dealing was channelled into the desire to build a 

strong Lokpal. 

4he kindling was readv, awaiting the match to be lit. 

And that match in those months of the Arab Spring 
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was Anna Kazares movement that electrified people 

across India. 

The leading lights of the movement were insisting 

that 'representatives troin civil society1 — this really 

meant just them — should be included on a drafting 

committee to overhaul the Lokpal hill that the 

government would then take to Parliament, In March 

2011 Prime Minister Manna oh an Singh even met Team 

Anna but didn’t give in to their demand and the issue 

reached a stalemate. 

Finally, on 5 April 2011, Hazarc began a protest 

fast at Delhi's Jan tar Mantar/lhe country watched 

the septuagenarian fight and struggle on their behalf! 

a tableau that many were touched by. As the hours 

of his fast ticked by, millions of Indians in 200 cities, 

from every class and religion, began to take to the 

streets. Defiant marches and vigils were held across 

the country in support of Hazare. dhe air was tense 

and volatile. 

The anti-corruption plank of Ramdev's Bharat 

Swabhiman Andolan had already drawn him close 

to Team Anna. But it was now that Ramdev made a 

flamboyant entry into the campaign and on to the centre 

stage of a national political drama. 

Two days after the fast began, the quiet, drained 

Anna Ilazare, was eclipsed by the colourful, orange- 
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robed Ramdev wha had a knack for drawing and 

mesmerizing an audience. Striding and swishing on 

the stage, Ranidev exhorted supporters with cries of 

'Anna dage tamo, hum tutnbare smtb Ai ft/(Anna, charge 

ahead, we are with you*) 

lie kid mural claim to sharing the stage whh Anna 

Harare by joining him m hi sting. Ramdev announced: 

'Anna is not the only man fasting today I have fasted 

with hint since the first day and I'm fasting today too/ 

Then, pulling his orange shawl aside, he bared his torso 

and sucked in his stomach until it was a pit framed by 

his ribs. He told a wild audience, 'Look, you can check 

it if you likefThe crowds cheered and even those on the 

stage smiled. Ramdev laughed with the crowds. 

In the face of mounting public pressure, the 

government blinked. On 9 April it issued a gazette 

nutiheanon agreeing to n joint committee of civil snetely 

and government representatives far drafting a more 

effective Lokpal hill. Anmi Harare - and Ramdev - 

could break their fasts. 

Ramdev had flawlessly managed to inveigle himself 

on to a national stage and establish himself as an 

integral leader oflndias antftoormptkm movement He 

smoothly abandoned lift old allies in the Congress who 

had helped him build Patanj&lh Yet another affiance, 

with a powerful national political party, which had 
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helped Rarndev liecomc a major national player, was 

soon to come to a hitter end* 

RumBfa grounds* 4 June 2011 

The first meeting to draft the new Lokpal hill took place 

in North Block, which houses the ministries of finance 

and home, on 16 April 2011*a week after Anna Harare 

had broken his fast- Harare* Arvind Kejriwal^Pfashant 

Bhu&han, Sfomti Bhushan and justice Santosh Ilegde 

were now member of the joint committee tor drafting 

the .Lokpai bill. Peace had, at least temporarily, been 

restored* 

But while the country waited for the government to 

draft a new kgisktion, Kaimlev added hh own demands, 

to the ones made by Team Anna - that the government 

nationalize black money unlawfully sent abroad by 

Indians and also declare such transfers prosecutable as 

treason* 

Given Ramdev s popularity rhe government couldn’t 

ignore his demand for the return ofblack money to India. 

They had to respond) even if only to discredit Ramdev. 

His former allies in the powerful Congress patty now 

accused him of land grabbing* corruption and money 
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laundering through donations received by his trusts. 

In May 2011 Digvijay Singh called him a ‘thug’ and a 

‘money-laundered. He belittled - and underestimated — 

Ramdev by saying, £Manv people turned up to persuade 

Anna Harare to give up his fast. It is possible that no 

one might come to the aid of Ramdev. It will be better 

if he does not observe the fast/ 

Ramdev, of course, launched a vigorous defence: 

in a televised interview on Aaj Tak, he energetically 

dismissed the allegations as baseless. Such accusations 

were not unusual for a person such as himself, he 

asserted* 'Take Bhagwan Ram, Bhagwan Krishna, 

Prophet Mohammed, Adi Shankracharya or Swami 

Dayanand Maharshi... now I sit in front of you. History 

shows everyone who led movements against injustice has 

faced charges,! can respond if the allegations have some 

basis. What do 1 say to baseless allegations?’ he asked 

the audience. Ramdev wasn't about to back down and 

held increasingly aggressive press conferences. 

Though Ramdev shared the stage with Anna Hazare, 

his movement was seen as distinct from Harare’s, which 

was all about the Lokpal bilk Ramdev, on the other 

hand, was making more radical demands on black 

money. To bolster his movement, he made overtures to 

some members of Annas former team, including Justice 

Santosh Hegde, who refused to join his movement* 

But Ramdev soldiered on, and served the government 
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an ultimatum. He would begin an indefinite fast in 

Delhi on 4 June 2011 until the government acceded to 

his demands on black money, Ramdev was anxious that 

his fast also draw as large crowds and be as visible and 

popular as Annas had been. 

While Congress spokesperson Digvijav Singh 

attacked Ramdev in public, the party was rattled enough 

to send envoys to him in private/I used to go all the 

time to talk to Ramdev to see if we could find a peaceful 

solution to all this/remembers Suhodh Kant Sahay, then 

minister for food processing industries, under whose 

watch Ramdev had acquired permissions for his food 

park. 'Bur there was a growing belief within the party 

that Ramdev was not acting on his own. There was a 

belief that politics was driving his agitation.1 

Ramdev was aware of these suspicions, and even 

told K,N. Govindacharya not to meet him while the 

agitation progressed 'because he did not want to send 

the wrong signal | that he was in cahoots with the RSS 

and BJP] to the Congress parry1. Govindacharya agreed 

to this, 'because even though we were not a part of his 

agitation, we certainly wanted him to succeed ,,, as did 

the rest of the country'. 

On 1 June, as pressure on the government built 

up, a chartered plane took oft from Ujjain in Madhya 

Pradesh with Ramdev on hoard. Around noon, major 

news networks covered its landing in Delhi because, in 
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an unprecedented gesture^ Four senior cabinet ministers* 

Pran&b .Muklicrjee, RIC Ikmsah Kapil Sib&l and Suhodh. 

(Cant Sahay* were waiting at the airport to welcome 

Ramdev - so territkd was the government of Ramtkvh 

hunger strike-This Ramdevb shining moment, a 

moment that affirmed how powerful tie had become - a 

high-profile contingent ol the Union cabinet had been 

dispatched to plead with him to cull off his agitation. 

They talked for two boors and agreed to meet again 

the next day* 

From this point on the story becomes hazy. Kadi 

player asserts a different version of the truth. 

Despite hectic back-channel negotiations in the 

following days, Ramdcw declared his intentions of going 

ahead with Ins fast on 4 June, 

Platoons ofhis followers began arriving at Ramlils 

grounds in the national capital hi anticipation of 

the fasGunrewdeatfo On D-day, after a series of 

long, rambling speeding towards evening. Ram dev 

announced to the rentfii! of about 40,000 followers 

that the government had acceded to his demands, but 

he did not call olf his fast. 

Apparently, an informal agreement - expressed in a 

handwritten ami signed letter hvTiffkdshna *** had been 

reached between the two parties at the Ckridges hotel in 

Lutyens' Delhi the previous davThis was to be iranskted 

into a form ah binding agreement in order for the fast 
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to be culled oft. But this form ill agreement was never 

finalized — even after Ranulev agreed in private to call 

oft' hh fust* It was almost as though neither party trusted 

the other to keep its word. The situation deteriorated 

into a hitter exchange of accusations and counter- 

^animations between the government and Rumdcvc A 

furious- Ramdcv accusal the government of betrayal 

and foul play. And the government* fed up with having 

to grovel to Ramdev, charged him with backtracking 

and having a political motivation that went beyond his 

purported fight against corruption and black money. 

Within hours of this war of words, the police began 

gathering at the vemie of Ramdevs protest. An hour 

after midnight, they swooped down on the sleeping 

protesters* forcibly evicting them with tear gas and a 

lathi -charge. Tu the ensuing chaos Ramdcv. believirig his 

life was in danger* leapt off the stage and melted into the 

crowds below. Borrowing the clothes of'a close female 

aide* he drew under the stage turd hurriedly disguised 

him self as a woman - bushy beard notwithstanding. 

Then, dressed in a white salwar ktunecy. and with a 

clupatta covering hh fkee, lie tried to escape from the 

protest venue, Unsuccessfully, 

Ranidev was arrested while trying to escape posing as 

an injured woman, his arms draped over his companions 

shoulders, dhe police gave him a fresh set of orange 

clothes and put him on a plane back to Dehnidun with 
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the instructions that he should not m™c.nter Delhi for 

fifteen days. 

But when Ramdev got oiT the plane to waiting 

cameras in Hand war* he was still wearing the white 

salwar kanieez. During Interviews he repeatedly stood 

up to show reporters the indignity he had been reduced 

to m order to escape the UFAh brutal crackdown. In the 

days to come he ‘would even accuse the government of 

trying to kill him. 

Ramdev seemed to have been truly rattled. I It- had 

lost his sharp political instinct and couldn’t see how 

silly he looked. He had instantly gone from national 

anti-corruption warrior to laughing stock. 

The agitation had haled and he had made a 

formidable enemy Ihe Congress would likely never ally 

with him again/lhis must have been a new feeling for 

Ramdev since he was used to always being friends with 

those in power. It must have been terrifying fo think 

that the state was going to come after him, 

lie had made his play and it had gone horribly wrong. 
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Ncitix, Oif6ivr2Q.il 

Although Kaniowecr had a yoga t:ump going un in 

Noida, he delayed his arrival hi Delhi by a day l le dearly 

wished to avoid being in the city on a day Ramdev 

was also scheduled to be there Tor Ion own yoga camp, 

i thought if f delayed my arrival in the city. I would 

manage to avoid him [Ramdev] entirely/ Kar&mveer 

recalls. 

A few months after Ramdev tried to evade arrest 

by cross-dressing, television stations were still running 

humiliating footage of him in womens clothes every 

time his name came upT 

Karamveer, his former mentor, triend and adviser* 

felt oddly pleased. Butin the face of a government keen 

on revenge, Ramdev was reaching out again, desperate 
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to meet, Kara m veers phone kept ringing, Ramdev was 

nailing irux^sanriy* Rat Karamvccf was equally desperate 

to avoid meeting Ramdev; For him, their parting in 2005 

had been final. 

The government had trained its guns on Pat&njali and 

seemed to he running a smear campaign against Ramdev 

and hLs associates. On 20 July201.1 Aeharya Balknshna 

was arrested - and shortly after let go - by the CRI for 

allegedly using forged documents to acquire an Indian 

passport* Hie CB1 claimed that his ‘Purva Madhyannf 

(high school degree) and Shastri (a Sanskrit degree) 

from Sam puma Nand Sanskrit University were fake. 

On 24ju)y the CBI. registered a case against him under 

sections 420 (cheating), 468 and 471 (forgery) and 120- 

B (criminal conspiracy) of the Indian Penal Code ami 

for violating section 1.2 ok the Passport Act (knowingly 

furnishing false documents to get a passport). Hie very 

next morning* Balkrrihna disappeared from the Kankhal 

ashram, and resurfaced only after the Uttarakhand High 

Court granted him a stay on arrest, Rut Ralkrhhna could 

not evade arrest forever: in July 2012 he had to spend 

a month in jail before the courts granted him bail* The 

case Is still ongoing in the Uttarakhand High Court* 

Ramdev; with his trademark energy, cried foul and accused 
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the government of manufacturing cases against them* But 

this did not stop notices from flying at them, thick and 

fast - from the Allahabad High Court issuing a notice 

to R&mdcv in July 2011 to respond to charges of making 

derogatory remarks about Buddhism to a September 

2011 investigation by the Enforcement Directorate 

agaimi Ramdevfor Forex Exchange Management Act 

(PEM A) violations Jn September 2011 the government 

also issued a notice to Ramdev asking for information 

about the foreigners living in his ashram* alleging that 

he ivas sheltering tinre-ported Bangladeshi nationals. 

The government also issued a tax evasion notice to one 

of R&mdevs trusts* demanding Rs 5 crore payable as tax 

on fees collected from those learning yoga* 

Allegations of PEMA violations, land grabbing, 

money blundering all swirled in the media too* It was 

impossible to sort truth from falsehood and even ardent 

followers began wondering about the bona fides of Baha 

Ranidev* 

One of the allegations* made by Congress minister 

Dfgvijay Singh, was that Ram dev was a Thug' and 

that They* (Ramdev and Balkrishna) had stolen from 

Shankar Dev and K&rnmveei; both founding members 

of their first trust* Divya YogMaiidir* Shankar Dev h$d 

disappeared! in a trailing cloud of mystery but Kanimvseer 

was still around* Ramdev must have thought that he 

could he used to fight this new onslaught* 
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Ilk back against the wall, Ram dev understandably 

felt it necessary ro combat these allegations by a show 

of friendship and solidarity with Kan-tmveer, He must 

also have realized that if he could denrioiisTnite that one 

of the government^ many allegations against, him whs 

fake™™ and therefore motivated ^ then he could convince 

people that the rest were untrue too. 

To this end, he now needed his old friend Karamveer 

more than ever before. But Karamvccr had left in a huff 

seven years ago, never to return* If only Ram dev could 

convince Karamvecr to share the stage with him doing 

yoga for a few minutes, say they were still friends, he 

would have a fighting chance/ihereihre, the incessant 

ealk to Karamvecn 

Karamveer's plan of avoiding Ramdev in Delhi did 

not work. Ramdev coaxed amt cajoled Kanunveer by 

citing the enormous I rouble he was in until Karamvcer 

finally agreed to attend his yoga camp. Perhaps 

K a ram veer agreed for old times' sake and lor t lie 

affection he may still have had for his proteges, perhaps 

he was just too kind not to help someone in distress or 

perhaps he too felt the government was witch-hunting 

Ramdev, 

Next. R&nidev began rework on Kanxmvccr to sit on 

the stage with him and to stay the night at die camp. 

Kara m veer flatly refused. But Ramdcv w&sfft one to 

listen Jn the dead of night there was a huge commotion 
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at the gate to Karamveefs own yoga camp. Ramdev and 

liis people had come to fetch him! 

'We were so surprised to see that Baba Ranidev and 

Rome of his people had come to usd remembers Vlpin 

Pradhurg K.aruni veers nephew, Pradhsn conti mics to 

live in the Hand war area and helps his unde with yoga 

camps whenever he. cam 

'My unde was . , * concerned for Ramdev s safety/ 

Pradhan recalls, 'But 1 knew why Baba Ramdev Sr ad 

come — he was there in our camp only to ensure drat 

my uncle kept his word and went to his programme 

the next day/ 

Hhat was how and why I was on his surge that day/ 

says Karamveen During his televised talk at the eampn 

Ramdev addressed thousands of attendees and called 

it a historic day, 'because for the first time after 2005F 

S1 iraddh eya SHri Kara mvee r j i ,Vlal land has joined us 

again on stage. Please welcome him, so that he feels 

the welcome is not from hundreds, thousands or lakhs, 

but he feds the welcome oferores of Indians who have 

joined our cause. w e were together then* we are together 

now and wo will be together until out last dying breath/ 

With that Digvijay Singhb allegations - regarding 

Karamveer at least - seemed to have been successfully 

neutralized. 
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A few months later, Karamvccr got another burst of calls 

from Ramdevand Balkrishna. Ramdev's desperation to 

defend himself was mounting as the government refused 

to abandon its pursuit of him and his empire. Ramdev’s 

movement against corruption had also by then devolved 

into a one-point agenda — Congress hatao, desk hachao 

(Remove the Congress Irom power to save the country). 

Again Karamvccr relented, and agreed to he seen 

with them in Delhi/Things seemed to have come lull 

circle. At the beginning of their association, Ramdev 

and Balkrishna needed Karamveer to give them the 

legitimacy of his learning and character. In 2011, again, 

they needed Karamvccr s goodness to reflect well on 

them. 
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IlaridimiTy 2011—14 

S,K. Patra, a jovial, balding man with discoloured 

teeth, remembers a sudden summons from Ramdev 

when he was CKO of Bhanu Farms, a food processing 

venture in Jabalpur owned by the Kolkata-based Bangur 

conglomerate, one of Asia's richest, with expertise in 

commodities such as cement and jute, and, of course, 

food processing. ‘Ramdev had gotten to know about 

my antecedents and was very keen that I come and 

join them,1 says Patra, slightly self-important though 

an undeniably credible witness.. 

In the five years since the formation of Patanjali 

Ayurveda Limited in January 2006, the company had 

undergone a metamorphosis, Patanjali had moved from 

being a yoga-events-based company and Ayurvedic 
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pharmacy ro debuting in food processing* Its units 

processed juice from am fa, apple and aloe veng as well 

as processed corn,soyabean, barley, oats and millets, and 

produced packaged spices and soaps. Patunj&li Ayurveda 

was growing stunningly; On d'i March 2011, the last 

day of the financial year 2010-11, die company reported 

its first douhlmg of revenues from Rs 167 erore to Rs 

317 owe. 

Rot the company was about to hit u roadblock, 

Ralkrishna* under Ram dev V dUrction, had fried to put 

in place the nuts and holts for the PatanjaSi food park. 

Rut in April 2011 a host of top employees managing 

the food park suddenly - and mysteriously - quit the 

company.Tliis included the 11M-educated CEO of the 

food park, C.L. Kama!, who had been with Patanjali 

since 2009. 

With the core leadership team gone, the nascent 

Pafcmjali food park tmderstandahly began to flounder. 

Pa tun jail Ayurveda also had to indefinitely hail its 

ambitious plans to expand into activities related to die 

manufacture of dyes and painty clothings and power 

generation and distribution. If was then that a desperate 

Ramdev called Patra. 

Patnfis credentials were unnnpeaehahle. An HT- 

trained engineer, he had had a Song and successful career 

spanning four decades h\ post-harvest technologies 

and food processing. While Patra was reluctant to 
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meet Ramtlev and rake his offer any further* 1m wife, 

impressed with Ramdev's work in the ongoing arm- 

corruption movement, insisted that Paira should at 

least meet him* But once he reached ILmdwar, one 

thing led to another and Patra never looked hack: he 

was seduced and coaxed by Rani dev into joining him, a 

decision Patra came to regret deeply. It seems hard for 

people to refuse Ramdev. 

As Pam wandered the halls of Patanjali Yogpeerh 

that April, took in the scale of Yog Gnxm, watched the 

riatiook leaders quaking in tear of Ramdev, it mmt have 

been tempring to ally with him. Little dkl Patra know 

that dongs were about to change dramatically* 

Within days of the midnight police swoop at his protest 

site in June, Ramdcv was, as mentioned earlier, clobbered 

by political controversies and notices from various 

government agencies including the Reserve Bank of 

India and the Enforcement Directorate* On 7 June 2011 

India Ihdny reported that the CBI and the income tux 

department had launched probes into Ramdevk thirty™ 

four companies* 

The CBI enquiry into B&lkrblmak passport followed 

fmir weeks later and is still ongoing, as h the Enforcement 

Directorates investigation into REM A. violations ami 
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charges of money laundering. If the FEMA violations 

are proved, they would only carry a financial penalty 

hut if the charges regarding Balkrishna’s passport are 

upheld by the court, he rnay be imprisoned for two years* 

Ramdcv’s fallout with the government also resulted 

in the reopening of investigations into the disappearance 

of Shankar Dev by the CRh Ramdev appeared on a 

l imes Now show in conversation with Arnab Goswarni 

and said that the reinvestigation was a part of the 

Congress conspiracy against him using its ‘dirty tricks 

department’. He alleged that the government was 

conspiring to fabricate evidence against him to implicate 

him in murder and a 'drugs, sex and tax racket'. 

The debacle at the Ramlila grounds had derailed 

the momentum that Ramdevs Bharat Swabhnnan 

Party had gathered. It seemed that Ramdevs political 

career was finished* For anyone else this rnay have been 

a reasonable conclusion to draw* But Ramdev has a 

remarkable ability to fight back, Ihc hoy from Said 

Alipur had not come this far by being a quitter. He’d 

taken on the government and very nearly brought it 

down. With his television channels* he could easily do 

this again. When he told millions of people across the 

country that the government was unfairly persecuting 

him, most believed him. Undeniably, the government's 

relentless pursuit did have the whiff of vindictive 

persecution. 
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Ramdev became the rallying call of a resistance 

movement. It brought him new allies who were 

powerful, politically savvy and waiting in the wings to 

seize power in New Delhi. 

But while Ramdev was scheming and strategizing, 

and Ralkrishna was fighting serious charges of forgery, 

neither had the mental bandwidth for business. 

When Ramdev bullied Patra into joining Patanjali 

Ayurveda Limited and help rim the new food park, 

Ramdcvs empire consisted of four trusts (with a 

declared turnover of Rs 11.00 crore), thirty-four 

companies whose fortunes were largely tied to each 

other through a complex web of financial dealings, 

and large landholdings in various people's names. It is 

difficult to put a precise value to this nest of companies, 

with its shared group of directors and shareholders and 

co-dependent revenue streams, hut a good guest! in ate 

would he somewhere in the ballpark of Rs 250 crore in 

2010-11. Ramdev was ridiculously lucky to have Patra, 

a complete outsider, at the helm of his empire. 

Patanjali Ayurveda Limited and the food park were 

in a dire situation indeed, says Patra. With CBI and 

income tax notices flying thick and fast, the task of 

establishing a food park must have seemed daunting 
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to Fa mu Uc government has enormous powers to 

harass the unfriendly, and so Patau} di would sec the 

environment ministry send it a notice for pollution one 

day, and a boiler man shew up and threaten to shut down 

the factory the next. 

R&mclev and Ralkrrihiia defended themselves by 

repeatedly pointing out that hundreds of Pub’ll?]all's 

employees would he out of jobs if they were out of 

business. But the government seemed to he on a mission 

to destroy them. 

Within weeks of joining Ramdcv's empire, Patra 

realized he was PafmjaUV chief firelighter. Recalling 

his curly days there, Patm says, M found myself holding 

their Pitanjali h&hy/Two weeks after the Ramliia fiasco* 

the government threatened to withdraw its approval for 

Rarndcvh food park,saying that the parks activities had 

to remain separate from those of Patanjuli Ayurveda 

Limited, Patra hud to go on a charm offensive, and 

somehow convince govern me nr officials that the food 

park was, in fact, their baby. Patna who had long years 

of experience working with the government, convinced 

the bureaucrats that he was their niun hi PatanjaJi and 

knew how to dean up the mess the food park was in 

and get it off the ground. 

But the government was not the only stumbling 

block; Raimlev s enterprise was facing some funcJamau-al 

challenges, While R&mdcv certainly has a shrewd 
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business sense,. his expansion till then had been 

haphazard and lacked a cohesive; strategic vision. 

Tie went for many plants. Because he was flush 

with funds and he was itching for investments „ „ , A 

ehawanpmkh plant, one flour factory came up almost 

instantly. He began importing really good machines 

from all around the world - extraction units* colour 

extractions and packaging for bottles, cartons. He 

manufactured his own packaging/Patra says* admiring 

of Ramdevk vigour but emkat of his overextension of 

PatanjulL Most of the new machinery had not even been 

unpacked, A brand-new juice plant was lying unused, 

there were cold storage issues, and huge inefficiencies 

m the usage of food processing units - for instance, a 

flour null with a capacity of pnxiucing 100 metric tonnes 

of flour a day was producing only two metric Tmmes a 

day The reason for this investment spree, according to 

Patra* is that Ramdcv was looking for an outlet for all 

the disorganized fiirulf be was getting through his yoga 

programmes and donations, 

Ihe company was plagued by a lackofpn ecssionafoim 

Pa tan jail products were yet to undergo tests and get 

quality control approvals, and most of their employees 

were untrained, A cjIturn of debating product feasibility; 

market research and com petit ion analysis was lacking. 

Rather than first deciding what they wanted to produce 

and then building the infoasrrueture to support if* 
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Ramdev was used to first pumping to raw financial 

power to build generic FMCG'related plants and 

purchasing machinery and only then asking what they 

really wanted to make with it, 

Parra remembers Ramdcvs overwhelming urge to 

produce and marker absolutely everything that a person 

consumes or uses throughout the day. "Toothbrush, 

toothpaste, juices, daliya?.salt jsoaiydetergenus.eosmetie^ 

, * * Baba wanted to make it all/ 

So Patras hirst order fd'business was fairly clear: dean 

up the mess. To begin whig lie needed to disentangle 

one company from another. Not only did several of 

Ramdevk companies share ihe same mamdaeturing 

and office space - this was the governments objection 

regarding the Patanjuli fond park, technically a separate 

company - but they also gave contracts to each other 

and had a tangled web of ownership. 

Pairm engaged hordes of chartered accountants 

whose sole job was to segregate the companies. He 

also physically separated the food park from the other 

Patauja.H companies to address the governments 

concerns. 

By August 201.1 Bjlkrishoa had struck a tentative 

truce with the governmetiL He returned to focus on 

Divya Pharmacy and the .manufacture of Ayurvedic 

drugs - these were activities that didn't come under 

the Patanjali Ayurveda Limited or Patanjali food park 
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umhrel.bg Patras domain. The pharmacy was thriving. 

Ramdknym the meantime, was iheusmg on. A&stha and 

yogaf and, of course, Ids anti-Congress and pm-B]P 

political agenda. While Ramdevh brother Earn Bharat 

was involved with Pauanjali Ayurveda, Parra had a free 

hand in the day-to-day funexinning, lie had to run 

only major business decisions past limmlcv. According 

to Piitn, Ramdev took a huge personal inrerest in bis 

products. I Ic would tryout his new products personally 

and give fcedhark/Baba has ,, . robust common sense, 

business sense that I mysi admire/says Patra. 

But Ramdev was also given to hyperbole, which 

irritated Paine ilc did not know his own numbers. 

I led throw whatever number came into hh head. With 

a 100 awes turnover, he used to say “Main Hhidmiau 

Lever ko bhagii doongth /7T1 ka pbtfgtf dmnm*. 1111 make 

I lindustan Lever and ITC run away* |"1 le used fo keep 

talking like that, big fiery speeches against mulbnatuma! 

companies*’ Patra sighs. But when Patm said it was 

hue tu demon i/,e the multinationals but it was their 

procedures -and professionalism that Pat an j all had to 

adopt, Ranidevwas astute enough to realise the value of 

that advice/1 hag Patra said, was the only way to succeed. 

Soon an overhaul of Paomjah was under way, 

Patra invited expert from niuttmutiomd companies 

and gave them targets to build standard operating 

procedures (SOP) lor each machine in each plant. The 
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SOP guidelines directed plant managers 4bout the 

smallest of details - from how to cheek raw mute rial 

quality to how to teed it into the machine* at what time, 

at what temperature, etc- Constrained by an ill-trained 

workforce, Patra wan trying to build a framework so that, 

the quality of the end product was assured. Products 

were standardized according to quality norms laid down 

by the government 

It took about a year, but in the end the SOPs were 

printed - ‘Big* big books, hke hihleV recalls Surest 

Kant hairy*!, who worked closely with Patra during those 

days. Simultaneously, Patra had been busy hiring highly 

trained technocrat*-managers* new factory workers who 

were intensively briefed before they were sent out to 

work on the factory floor. 

But SOPs are no magic bullet and Patra had to 

constantly rally his troops to fellow the procedures! that 

had been so painstakingly laid out* 

After much hard toil, the nuts and bolts seemed to 

be in place- 

According to Patra, his success and Ramdcvs increasing 

re ha rice on him were, as usual, sparking jealousies 

in R&mdevs imicrrno&t circle: Balkrishna and Ram 

Bharat. And despite Patras efforts at professionalizing 
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the enterprise and following industry best practices, 

cronyism was still rampant at Patairjah Ayurveda 

Limited, People up and down the organization were 

drawn from Ranidcv s family networks. Ramdev's 

‘kitchen eahjnctAjf svcopliantsi created daily confusion 

and had neither vision nor skill to see the organization 

as a whole* 

It was chaos every days Product ion guys saying 

the ingredients are not there, sales guy yelling that 

inventory was not in place* quality control guy then 

stop? production somewhere * * * it just could not work 

like that! .says Paine looking exasperated even after all 

these years.. 

During im tenure with K,K* Birks Ch&mhal 

Fertilizers and Chemicals 1 U:d, Patna had learnt to make 

a daily summary of the organization through a unique 

network of cross-dune tional committees. Drawing from 

that idea, Patra set up thirty eomrni trees covering every 

aspect of the business from purchasing and production 

to market research ami canteen management, and 

created a schedule for their mandatory meetings* At 

the end of each meeting, minutes would he laid before 

Patra, and if there were any disputes* they would he 

settled by him, hMy joh became very simple then,*Patra 

explains, satisfied that he had ironed out the kinks in 

the day-to-day functioning of such a huge conglomerate* 

It is not possible to scale something as vast. *. without 
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the skeleton, the bones in place to allow it to function 

seamless I v.’ 

4 he production safe taken care offPa£rah next msk 

was to an end to marketing and sales. Up rill then, 

Ham dev used to advertise his products for free on 

Aasdm* And the stiles outlets were mostly run by people 

known to him, including sonic removes- 

Patm was determined to change this- An KMCG 

giant amnot be built without a solid distribution and 

retail network, or without advent mg budgets* F&tra told 

Ramdcv treat if he wanted to go from revenues of Rs 

250 cm re a year to Rs 1000 nrore, he would have to shell 

out some money for marketing and advertising, Ramdev 

agreed to grant Fatra a marketing budget ui Rs 20 crow, 

Ibis was still a measly sum and Ramdev only really 

started advertising properly much later, around 2015, 

Hue having somewhat understood the significance 

of advertising, Rumdev also used his connections and 

his earthy business style to clinch deafo He bartered, 

for instance, excess ehawunpnish inventory worth Rs 2 

erorc to a well “Connected newspaper proprietor in return 

for Rs 4 erore of advertising in his papers, Fatra recalls 

with grudging ad mi radon, ft he newspaper proprietor 

-Apparently planned to distribute the chawanprash to 

thousands of his employees across the eouatryJ 

Armed with Ids marketing budget- Parra set about 

hiring a sales force of 200 people post™haste* 
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Part of the secret of Patunjalik success kits threefold 

distribution network that Parra helped build Parra 

analysed the distribution contracts of the large FMCG 

multinationals and finally created Paninj&lfs own model* 

Ihey deckled to have super distributors, who would 

oversee five or six distrihmots who would in turn each 

manage fifteen to twenty retailers, '"The advantage oi 

it super distributor was that* unlike the model others 

followed,, he bought the goods outright and they were no 

longer Fatanjahk responsibility'Ibis distributor-super 

distributor network was built in addition Hun existing 

network of 5000-odd seva and arogyn kenclras that 

functioned as Ayurvedic doctoral ink's* pharmacies and 

retails points ft.it Patanjali Ayurveda products. 

But in lik ellom to streamline Pu tumuli Ayurvedas 

distribution Patra again came up against entrenched 

interests, Unril then, distribution was limited to 

people close to Rauuiev. When Parra opened it upy 
the entrenched insiders opposed the move, 'There 

was internal political pressure on the Baba, So I met 

with the Baba ami tok! him; "Baba, take mme ol their 

rev.ommet>dations. Make me vour vilkin/IVfl thcm/I 

dmft know anyth mg* lick just none it/Otherwise this 

Is not going to work. Every other person will have some 

agenda and try to influence you .. Just blame me,** Parra 

recalls suggesting to Ram dev 

‘There Is a critical time in the life afevery organizntioii 
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that determines if what you have built is going to take 

off or not.'This was that time for Patarqdif says P;Mnv If 

was also going to determine if he cocdd make good on 

hh promise to Ramdev and drive up turnover by nearly 

five times to Rs 1000 crore. 

Patra appointed some of ins top people m liaise 

with the new super distributors m help diem find their 

bearings. Then began die appointment of distributors 

under the super distributors For the first three months, 

they hud no sales targets at db AH Patra asked his 

employees was: ‘How many super distributors did yon 

nuke? How many' distributors? How many retailors?' 

He saysdl hat was their performance yardstick.. , those 

months I did not care at all if inventory was moving or 

not, A network had to be built up first/ 

Patras efforts began to pay off almost immediately: 

Patanjnli Ayurvedas turnover increased ro Rs 446 crore 

in 2032. from Rs 317 crore at the end of 201 (Ml- 

Ramdbv realized that they could realistically touch the 

Rs 1000 crore mark soon and that was their ne?a target. 

Ifie ensuing plan to power such growth required 

another distribution channel, apart from the arogya 

and Beva kendras, and super distributor network — a 

network of Ire eh nee retailers, A new network of one 

lakh kwadeshi ken dr as' was to be established. These 

Swadeshi kendras were pre-existing stores that would 

lease part of their shop floor space for PuDin.ja.li products- 
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In retiirn they would he allowed to use Ramdev’s 

image for their store branding, Ordinarily, art existing 

network of distributors and super distributors would 

have protested such an infringement on their rights,but 

P&tanjali Ayurveda cleverly offered them a 1 per cent 

commission on all sales made by the freelancers. 'Hie 

idea was a hit. After all/Jt was monev without work tor 

fheiBj so they agreed** says Pato soiling. 

However, irandaring such an ambitious idea into 

reality was not easy That is when the Bharat Swabhiman 

Andobmh membership was sought to he harnessed. 

With Rarndevh political future in question, the 

org;mination huid been ai a loose end* 

One thousand of their mem hern were given a salary 

of Rs 5000 a month and sent off to help PataajaH 

Ayurveda establish a network of freelance distributors 

Ohe idea of serving the country by promoting swadeshi, 

sJLsl Patanjali products Bred the Bharac Swahhiman 

sevaks, 

(Amend ar Kapur, a lead nig retail and con sinner 

executive who had worked for over a decade at Unilever 

before joining as CKO ami president of .Reliance 

Retail commended the structure: "His distribution is 

very different, I le has these dedicated distributors and 

franchisee stores. He puts an Ayurveda doctor in rhe 

shop, who prescribes things also available there,* 

With these measures in place, distribution simply 
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exploded. Pictures of Ram dev loomed over cities, 

towns and villages, Ayurveda was also catching up in 

popularity. It had never before been propagated in such 

an (organized fashion, Ramdev was now associated with 

everything healthy, everything diiciiiui'ands automatically* 

every!lung he sold was seen ns wholesome, pure and 

good. It was no surprise then that in some places even 

stores that were not officially carrying Patsnjall products 

put up fds pictures over their shopfronts. 

Production could hardy keep up and battalions of 

trucks left Patau] Ji bietories loaded with products night 

and day. Red i dog he'd begun paying truckers a small 

fortune. Ram dev set up his own logistics company. 

So imw even most ol the trucks ferrying his products 

belonged ro him, 

MA cry thing became perfectly streamlined and 

formalized - stocking, processing, product ion ro march 

d e m a n d rr> su p piy,* re rn c i n be r >; Patrm $ tt II d d i gh te d wl th 

how it had all worked out perfectly, like clockwork. 

By the time 2013 rolled around, Pataujaii Ayurveda 

factories were churning Out 500 productvaiid hundreds 

of new products were being tested. Thirty scientists at 

Patanjidi. laboratories were innovating food products* 

Ayurvedic medicines and cosmetics every day. A steady 
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stream of products went into R&mdevl office for his 

personal inspection and approval 

dhen, according to Parra, came a big hang - honey. 

'We dimply bought, honey from many different suppliers, 

refined it, processed iff packaged it, pot our label and 

sold it. As Pa tan jab honey was the cheapest it quickly 

swept up the marker/says Palm, explaining that it was 

the success of honey rhat made him think of ghee - a 

product that was destined to catapult Pa ran j all info rhe 

big league. 

When he found a ghee producer (who worked earlier 

for a competing brand, Gowaidhaiff Patra hired his 

plant at first. If took him only days to re a live the demand 

was explosive. LWe needed to expand production within 

days!! We started sourcing white butter *. Jn truckloads 

* < * A tew hundred tonnes was produced at first. Now, 

every day, Ramdev is manufacturing 100 tonnes of ghee. 

Can you imagine? And every ghee bottle is giving him 

a profit of fifty to sixty rupees. Each one/ says Patra, 

Starch ugly, according to Patra, what' Pamnyali often 

sells as Vow’ghee is not cow ghee at all It is actually 

ghee that h made from white bur ter that ff in turn, 

made of the milk at various uni muff not just cows, 

that is procured from small and marginal producers 

in various parts of the country, including Maharashtra 

and Karnataka, (White huner precedes ghee in the 

production process and is not as nutritious. While 
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white butter contains butterfat and milk solids, ghee 

contains only butterfat. If white butter is cooked until 

all the milk solids are caramelized and strained, you get 

ghee. Ghee, now proven to be lactose- and casein-free, 

is not only a stable, nutrient-rich fat, but also a source 

of good cholesterol.) 

Nandini, for instance, a milk brand owned by the 

Karnataka Co-operative Milk Producer’s Federation, is 

reportedly one of the largest suppliers of white butter to 

Ramdev. It collects milk from 23 lakh milk producers 

in 22,000 villages of the state and does not separate 

milk based on its source (as cow milk, buffalo milk or 

goat milk). 

So the white butter that reaches Ramdev s factories js 

derived from the milk of not just cows but buffaloes and 

goats too. All that Ramdev does to it is melt the sourced 

white butter, strain it and add some herbs to it to convert 

it into ghee. Ramdev claims this is all cow’s ghee .. .but 

who knows? Is it cow ghee or buffalo ghee or goat ghee 

... even Ramdev docs not know! He cannot know! Rut 

there it is . . . 1500 crore ol his business,5 remarks Patra. 

Ramdev goes one step further He sells his ghee as 

desi cow ghee. The distinction of the source of milk 

is important and has far-reaching ramifications on 

health. According to Keith Woodford, professor of farm 

management and agribusiness at Lincoln University in 
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New Zealand and author of Devi! in the Milk: Illness, 

Health and Politics of A1 and A2 Adilk, there is a clear 

link between the milk we drink and a range of serious 

illnesses such as diabetes, heart disease, autism and 

schizophrenia. Woodford asserts that mixed breed cows, 

such as jersey cows, contain the A1 beta-casein which 

triggers an adverse reaction in the human body when 

digested. On the other hand, the milk ol many herds 

ot Asia (including local Indian pure breed cows such as 

the Bos indices) contain A2 protein — which is safer for 

human consumption. 

Yet when Rarndev sells a kilo of what he calls ‘Desi 

Cow Ghee’, not only can he not be sure that it is 4desf 

- he cannot even be sure that it is cow ghee. 

As mentioned earlier, Rarndev s vision for Patanjali 

is that he wants to produce everything that an ordinary 

Indian needs from sunrise to sunset. Patanjali Ayurveda 

even produces salt. Salt is a 10,000-crorc-rupec 

organized industry in India. Under Patra, Patanjali 

Ayurveda tied up with a salt producer in Gujarat. 

Rarndev began ro buy in hulk from them, iodize and 

pack the salt, and sell it. Today while a one-kilo packet 

of Tata salt costs Rs 20, Aashirwad Rs 18 and Saftola 

Rs31, Patanjali sells it for Rs 12. 

So what s their secret? According to Patra, 'Baba 

never cared about what the market prices were. Kor any 
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product pricing, he was personally involved. Me would 

ask how much it had cost to produce something. Then 

with a slim margin - he just wanted to sell/GuneridftF 

Kapur agrees, 'He doesn't seem to care much about the 

money, he cares about his own legacy His margins are 

very very low. For forms!, companies a profit a Her tax of 

less than 15 per cent is too low Their investors will not 

be happy with that kind of a pafomianec - , - Ramdbv 

does not have such z limitation.' 

But it h not as though Ranidev does not care about 

profits at all Some of lm products have premium prices: 

ghee and toothpaste, far instance, One litre ot Paranjali 

ghee h nearly 25 per cent mme expensive than one litre 

of ghee from leading rmil brands such as Aifh.i1 or Gns* 

Similarly now piked at Rs 75? Patanjahb JDant Kami 

toothpaste is about 42 per cent more expensive than 

Colgate Ci hacks Vedshako. 

Patra had taken the business to great heights. But by 

the end of 20 FT little over two years alter taking over as 

CEO of Paranja)i Ayurveda and the Patanjaliibod park, 

the trouble and friction started. Until then Ramdev was 

focusing largely on an kOianee wadi the BJRaod making 

sure that the party- won the 2014 general elections. He 

was fdco able to spend more time on his companies 
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and the free rein that Patra had been given began to 

be tightened 

dhb was not a pleasant experience for Patra. Earlier, 

whenever Rarrsdev arrived at the company, Parra would 

he expected to touch Ramdevs feet and sit on the 

floor under long just like all the other etuployee^/ihis 

had always troubled hint a little, became it meant his 

subordinates viewed him as a gtini-bh&f (disciple- 

brothcr of the same guru)* rather than as their boss. 

Yet, Pair a had tolerated it because Raindev was hardly 

ever around* But now, he found himself more and more 

olieu at Rvmidevk feet. 

Hut it was not just the compulsory obsequiousness 

that Patra found disconcerting. Ram dev and he had 

fundamental disagreement over immey/lhoiigh Patra 

was doing wo jobs - he was CKO of Paranj&H Ayurveda 

and was also overseeing the food park - Kamdev was 

paying him tor only one role, according to Patriy 

Keen that was after a hard-fought battle, and Ram deg 

says Patnq was itching to stop that salary payment too, 

Rarndev termed, and viewed, die labour of Ins employees 

as hevaf or setvSac Ihe idea of renaming work as seva 

was an organisation™ wide phenomenon at Pa tan jail 

Ayurveda, says Patra/Hiis renaming may seem trivia! to 

ai\ outsider, hut it cleverly docs two things: first Jr makes 

workers feel they are part of something bigger, serving 

their country through Ramdevs swadesbi campaign* 
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Second, it makes it more difficult for employees to 

demand raises as the pervading seva culture make them 

feel selfish for asking for this. 

Remember, the trouble with Brinda Karat and CITU 

had also begun over low wages given to factory workers 

in 2005. But other than the poor remunerative terms of 

employment there were other problems. Employees bid 

to hand over personal cellphones when Out entered the 

premises for work. Any infraction or wrongdoing was 

severely punished- T remember a normal, regular man 

went into a candy plant and ate some am hi candy. Ram 

Bharat and Ids men from Haryana heat him up so much. 

The man came to roe and stripped himself to show me 

his wounds — he was black, blue, red ail oven 1 told Ram 

Bharat, “What are you doing? If you feel a follow has 

to be punished* report him to the police! Why ate you 

indulging in this sort of viol cnee?"' recalls Patra, 

?Not that Ram Bharat, flush with the success of his 

brothers enterprise and at the helm of all its tmane.esj 

was listening. 

Many of the problems in the company have not gone 

unnoticed publicly: analysts from various leading banks 

around the country have visited Ramdevfo factories with 
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mixed results. Amind Shah, who works ar Imtituriona.1 

Securities, Kotak Sceuriries Ltd, said the team saw 

‘things that were not great . . . The facilities for the 

ghee and honey plant were not good - in terms of the 

hygiene standards, Kven the ghee manufacturing is 

entirely outsourced. They only get butter from Amul 

and Nandkn'i, their two major suppliers, and they only 

convert the butter to ghee. That’s all. They don’t have 

anv hack end/ 
■/ 

dbere have been problems with distributors too: levs 

than two years utter being appointed .super distributors 

of P&tanjuli Ayurveda in the Bhopal, Gwalior -Arid 

Jabalpur vxmes of Madhya Pradesh, Ram Narayan 

Agrawkil found Ids super distributorship abruptly 

suspended. In a desperate email to Patou beseeching 

him to act, Agmwai claimed that m> notice was ever sent 

to them officially lermmalmg the dj&trihutundiip and 

even eight months after dispatches stopped, payments 

of Rs 9,46*100 were nor made. 

Within weeks of that, Patru received another email 

from Bh&gwandas Mahande, a supplier in Buldtmna 

district of Maharashtra, who claimed that, after giving 

him an order to produce jaggery diased sugar worth Rs 

22 umre for Patanjaif the company never picked up the 

order and drove him out of business. Like several others, 

he too Initialed civil proceedings against Baba Ramdev 
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and Acharya Balkrislma, Patra soon realized that these 

were not isolated instances, but formed a pattern of 

breached promises. 

Patra says he himself exited the company after an 

extremely unpleasant face-oft with Ramdev over the 

money that was owed to him. 

'When the news spread, people began coming to me 

within hours that my life was in danger.. .that I should 

leave 11 arid war area immediately. Knowing what I did 

by then, 1 left/ says Patra. It marked another departure 

from the Patanjali fold. 

Two things are clear from the string of unhappy 

exits from Ramdcv's empire: nobody who is a threat to 

the power of Balkrishna and Ram Bharat ever lasts in 

Patanjali. And Ramdev is happy to take other people's 

help - hut only on his own terms. 
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While Ramdev s and Balkrishmfs lives had been minutely 

examined and pored over by the UPA government after 

Ramdevs conflict with them, his mercurial brother 

Ram Bharat, riding atop the Patanjali juggernaut and 

in-charge of its finances, remained shadowy and fairly 

unknown - until his short temper landed him in trouble 

with the law and, despite Ramdevs best efforts, drew 

the spotlight on him* Confrontational and violent, his 

actions made a bad situation worse for Ramdev 

First, on 16 June 2010, Ram Bharat, the tall, beefy 

man with a handlebar moustache, lost control of his 

Toyota Innova and ran into two people walking on the 

street. An NDTV report quoted eyewitnesses claiming 

that a dozen vehicles from Ramdevh ashram came to 
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the spot instantly for damage control. Ram Bharat was 

taken into police custody, hot his victims sustained only 

minor injuries and the whole incident was chalked up to 

Ram Bharat losing control of the ear due to a tyre hurst. 

After that first relatively minor public brush with the 

law, Ram Bharat landed in serious trouble three years 

later. On 18 October 2013, he allegedlv kidnapped and 

tortured a termer employee, Nit in Tyagi, resident of 

Rai village in Miizaffarnagiu district of Uttar Pradesh, 

who had apparently stolen money and supplies worth 

R% 25 lakh from the company while working there as 

a watchman, Ty&gi alleged that Run Bharat and four 

guards locked him in a room inside Patanjali Yogpeeth II 

for four days and tortured him. After Tyugis grandfather 

filed $n KIR, the police stormed the premises and 

rescued him. I lours after being hooked for the crime* 

Ram Bharat absconded, injuring a statewide man burn- 

tor him and a non-bhlahle warrant tor his arrest. 

Ever glib, Ram dev called a press conference and 

attacked the Congress government at rhe Centre and 

in the state lor fabricating the incident and conspiring 

to defame him. He also asserted that his brother was 

not absconding and that he had not been called by the 

police in the first place. 

Ramdevk obfuscation notwithstanding, the police 

investigated the case, and it seemed like the end of 

the road for Ram Bharat But then the witnesses in 
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the case mysteriously and spectacular!)? turned, Tyngih 

grandfather, who had filed the FIR, suddenly claimed 

that he had done so only under police pressure. Tyagi 

himself signed an affidavit stating he had not been 

kidnapped at all.'She arrest warrant was revoked and 

Ram Bharat was safe again. With the witness turning 

hostile, the Uttarakhand High Court dismissed the ease 

on 24 December 2014. 

\ lowcvei, this strapping man was not so lucky the 

next tunc. 

A hoti t eighteen months later, in May 2015, a scuffle 

broke oiit between Putdnjali staff and local truck 

transporters at the gate of the food park. It ended with 

one dead and eleven injured. Ram Bharat was caught on 

CCTV cameras not only instigating his security officers 

to attack the protesters hut also indulging in violence 

himself, and was promptly taken into judicial custody 

for fourteen days. The police recovered illegal weapons 

- five rifles, 12 bore cartridges, gunpowder, cane shields 

and several lathis from the guards’mom inside the food 

park,The guards apparently belong to Huanjals’s secret 

private security force called the 'Bharat Sena Suraksha 

Ball In another search two days after the incident, the 

police recovered a sword, helmets and fifteen spears. 

According to an .Indian Express report dated 1 June 

2015, the police sent two notices to the management, 

asking them to disclose the names and addresses of 
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the ‘personal security guards’ .hired by them* since the 

firearms and ammunition recovered from their rooms 

were illegal. The notice also stated that the police were 

in possession of a register that contained a few names 

of the guards under the title 'Bharat Sena Suntksha 

Bui\ According to Senior Superintendent of Police 

(Haridwar) Sweety Aggarwaf the report said, about 80 

per cent of the gourds were from Haryana, 

When the Express reporter reached out tu Balkmhm 

fora quote,he denied the presence oP&rty such personal 

guards’and satdd We have hired guards only from private 

security agencies. Since this is a 100™acre premises* there 

arc at least 500 security guards from these agencies,They 

have licensed weapons. There is no question of hiring 

any more personal security guards, 1 am not oven aware 

of this ^ Bharat Sena Surakshu Bai”. When we have such 

a large contingent of security guards why would wc hire 

any mote?* 

While Balkrishna brazenly denied the existence of 

any such security force, and the management never 

explained what the weapons, licensed or not, were doing 

on their premises in the first place, Aggarwal accused 

Patanjali staffed deliberately hiding evidence and said, 

’Wc will he taking everyone involved in the clash and 

the cover-up into custody, fcveryone involved in the 

cover-up will also be charged/ 

In typical Ramdev style, he accused die police of 
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acting at the behest of their political masters - basically 

accusing the RJP, his allies ai the time, of orchestrating 

the law enforcement action against him. There was no 

evidence of any such political conspiracy, 

A week after the investigation, the police stated that 

it 'was the truck union workers who launched the first 

arrack and also sought to charge them with attempt to 

murder, 

Ram Bharat is still on trial at the Ilaridwar court as 

a co-accused in the case. He faces charges of criminal 

conspiracy and in stigation to murder under section 302 

of the Indian Penal Code. 

Ik? 
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Patanjali Ayurveda Limited 

On 4 May 2017 the Piilanjali group of companies 

doubled m revenues to Rs 10561 erore in one year, 

milking it the second largest FMCG company in the 

country,second only to l iiiidusLm Unilever, which leads 

the sector with revenues of Rs 30,782 cmre. 

But Unilever should not he complacent, Ramdev is 

coming up fast? and has u new target: he promises to 

double revenues to lls 20,000 orore by May 201R. fn a 

single year Ramdev has already leapfrogged past giant 

companies siu:h as ITC (Rs 10?339 erorc in revenues). 

Nestle India (Rs 9159 erorc), Godrej Consumer Group 

(Rs 9134 crore), Britannia Industries (Rs 8844 crore), 

Dabur (Rs 7691 cforefTata Global Beverages (Rs 6963 

erorc)* and Marico (Rs 5918 crore), It is now far bigger 

than industry stalwarts Colgate-Palmolive (Rs 4010 

eroreh GSK C Vmumru;! Healthcare (Rs 3/84 erorc). 
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Emamj (Rs 2552 erore), P&G Hygiene and I kaitheure 

(Rs 2388 orore) and B&j&j Co ip (Rs 791 ciore) that have 

been around tor several decades, 

Ramdevk bcai'^t’lVing produce included ghee, leading 

revenues at Rs 1467 erure, Dant Kami toothpaste at Ri> 

940 cm re, Ayurvedic medicines at Rs 870 erorty hair oil 

at Rs 825 cm re and herbal soap at Rs 574 wore. 

So how has this happened? Ramdev Intscaimihulkcd 

the market shares of the top-selling products \>f the 

blue-chip FMCG companies -■■ in product segments 

that are last-selling to begin with such as honey (top¬ 

selling Dahur product), toothpaste {top-selling Colgate 

product}, noodles (one oflMestles bestsellers) and ghee 

{competing with Armih Gowardhan), and carved a 

place for Patunivdi on the shelves next to these products. 

Ramdcv promotes most of diem as‘natural'aItenKitives 

lo the chemical™infused counterparts peddled by 

mulrination&i corporations. 

Once lie is on the shelf, the high level ot public 

recognition ot him and trust in his brand propel him to 

the top, allowing him to skim from the lmiitinationals, 

whom he indignantly brands m kmii-national?There is 

a cerium guilt hek managed to create about buying from 

multi national companies, when there is a perfectly g;ood 

indigenous alternative available/ says Gunendar Kapur. 

At the other end of the product spectrum, where 

margins are not all that high, Ramdev is making a 
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massive splash in food staples such as wheat flour, 

imiiri-grain Hour and cooking oils, Promising to deliver 

consistent, adultemtion^free qualttyjie has easily drawn 

customers away from their local haniya, or grocer, who 

sells tmhnmded produce. 

Rarndev has managed to keep his prices spectacularly 

low for the following reasons. 

First, because of cheap iahonr/Ihe average Pataojali 

worker on the factory floor cams Rs 6000 per month tor 

twelve-hour shifts, six days a week As mentioned before, 

Riinidev terms working for Patanjali as seva for the 

benefit of the nation, of swadedih of''Indian heritage. 

The ordinary rules of the labour market: dorft apply here. 

Second, owning two television networks has granted 

Ramdcv a fern fie advantage, keeping his advertising 

expenses low. In an April 2017 article. The Ramomiti 

wrote, 'The company h able to after customers good 

value partly because it spends only 2-3% of revenues on 

advertising [consumer firms typically spend 12-18% I, <, 

PaiaLijali grew by word of mooth and sells everything 

from detergent to cornflakes and hair nil under its own 

named But it dkl not just grow by word of mouth. Aastha 

and San ska r take him hi to the living rooms of his target 

audience every day, aO day 

Ihird/he keeps Ms margins 1ow\exphiins Gumiukr 

Kapur. W hilc most multinational companies nectl ;i 

tmu'gin of 50 per cent to recover high advertising costs 
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and post a 15 per cent profit (after tax), ‘Ramdev’s 

margins can be as low as 2-3 per cent’, he says. 

'Companies in the organized sector cannot afford to 

function like that.' 

Last is the groups general disregard for the law. 

Ramdcv made a telling comment during a ‘Nation- 

Building Meet’in Delhi in March 2013. Addressing 

eminent citizens, which included BJP member and 

eminent lawyer Ram Jethmalani, Ram dev lamented the 

state of the nation where it could take up to seven years 

forTatas to get permissions’. He continued, laughing, 

'Ha mein to permission milti hi nahin ha i... hinapermission 

ke hi kaam kar rahe hainb (I don’t get any permission at 

all. I am working without them.) But while Ramdcv 

laughed as if it were a joke, the intellectual elite of 

Delhi were not amused. Sensing the disapproval of his 

audience, he tried to explain himself, 'Tala ko agar mat 

saal lagenge, to Baba ko to sal tar saal iagjaymge* Tab tak 

to mein marjaaongaf( Ifit takes tbeTatas seven years to 

get permission, it will take Baba seventy years. By that 

time, 1 wall be dead.) Ramdcv laughed again, a little 

uncomfortably, hoping to get someone in the audience 

to respond with a chuckle. No one did. 

3hat unguarded comment, so unusual for Ram dev, 

the master of optics, was revealing of his general 

disregard of legal boundaries. His long years of practice 

of performing for the cameras had trained him to know 
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what to say and when to say it, For instance, on 16 

April 2014, at an electoral rally, Mahant Chandnath, 

a candidate standing lor election in Alwar, Rajasthan, 

leaned towards him on a rally stage and said, 'Wane 

kin ne kahin se pai.se lani mein badi dikkat ho rahi hai 

. . . hurmirepak.de hhi gaye.r (Someone is having a lot 

of trouble bringing some money . . , some of ours got 

caught too,) Not knowing the cameras were picking up 

every word, Ramdcv tapped his hand to stop him from 

speaking and wrhispered smilingly,1Chup who. Yahan hunt 

mat karo, r . haw re ho kya? Yahan haat mat karo. '(Keep 

quiet. Don’t talk here. Are you crazy? Don't talk here.) 

I knvever well he may ordinarily package himself, it 

is well known that Ramdevs enterprise has fallen foul 

of the law several times. Perhaps the best and latest 

example of this is the ease ol Patanjali noodles. On 

15 November 2015 Ramdev announced the launch of 

Patanjali noodles that he claimed were healthier — and 

cheaper - than Nestle's Maggi noodles that had a market 

share of Rs 2000 crore. One of Nestie’s top-selling 

products, Maggi had run into controversy earlier that 

year when the Indian food standards authority said it 

had higher than permissible lead levels and unlabelled 

added MSG. Two days after their launch, Patanjali 

noodles ran into trouble. 

The Indian Express reported that the Food Safety 

and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) licence 
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number 10014012000266, printed on the noodle 

packets, was fraudulent. On the newspaper's website 

was a picture of a letter written by a harassed sounding 

FSSAI chairperson, Ashish Bahuguna. Ilis letter,dated 

17 November 2015 and marked to FSSAI directors 

in charge of legal, enforcement and product approval 

departments, read, 'While our attention has been 

occupied by the Maggi case, it has been reported in the 

press that Patanjali have launched or are in the process 

of launching a new brand of noodles without obtaining 

proper approval for the same. Please take appropriate 

action in this matter/ Bahuguna also reportedly said, 

1 Hi at approval was not taken. 1 don’t know how the 

licence was procured/ 

Ihen Ramdcv weighed in and tried to turn the 

matter on its head by saying there had been some 

misunderstanding on the issue because the regulators 

'themselves have not been able to make their own 

clear regulations on noodles, instant noodles’. It was 

impossible not to think back to his 2013 comment: that 

he did not wait for little things like permissions. 

While a Tribune article says the law was not clear 

about how Patanjali should have acquired the approvals 

in the first place, the FSSAI issued a show cause notice 

to the company demanding an explanation on 21 

November 2015. 
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On 21 November the FSSA1 issued a showcause 

notice to the company demanding an explanation. 

Hut the noodle saga was to drag on. On 7 December 

Vinod Kumar, resident of Narwana town in Haryana, 

bought a packet of Ramdev’s newly launched 'healthy' 

noodles, lie cooked the noodles the next day only to 

find dead worms in them* 1 .coking inside the packet, 

he found worms there too. 

Faced with charges lie could neither duck nor bury, 

Ramdev screamed blue murder* At a press conference, 

he accused multinational consumer goods companies of 

conspiring against his company and hatching a plot to 

hurt his business - just like he did when Brinda Karat 

asked him uncomlortablc questions. Ramdev made a lot 

of noise, but did not present a shred of evidence. 

Ramdev’s success has been spectacular, indeed, but it 

also seems tentative* Fundamental questions linger 

about his products. In December 2016 the H arid war 

district court slapped a fine of Rs 11 lakh on Patanjali 

Ayurveda for misleading advertising and passing off 

products manufactured by others as their own. But such 

deception is nothing new. Ramdev has being doing so, 

according to H arid war residents, from the days when 
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he fiist set up his 'clinic5 under Kalknshna in Shankar 

Devs Kripalu Bagh Ashram* 

On 18 April 2017 the Indian Express reported 

that the Food and Drug Administration of Haryana 

had found Patanjali cow ghee'to he ‘substandard and 

unsafe Vlliey had conducted the tests in October 2016 

and revealed their reports only in response to an RT1 

filed by the newspaper. Any other company would have 

been scrambling to do damage control and recalling 

products from the m-arket* In May 2015* when Nestles 

Maggi noodles were dubbed funsafe and substandard* 

because of the presence ofoVISO and lead in fo Nestle 

responded with a recall of products worth Rs 320 crony 

an apology to its consumers, and a reUcrnition that the 

company wanted to make safe products for its customers. 

In other words* the company took responsibility for the 

situation. On the other hand. Ram dev seemed to have, 

no intention of accepting responsibility* 

A Mmf article reported thataPatanjali spokesperson 

had seofied that the report Viid not make seose'bceause 

the existing standards set by FSSA1 ‘are based on 

available products and not cow ghee. Con terns m cow 

ghee arc different from the ghee other companies 

self We are the first company to bring cow ghee in 

commercial market. There is no standard for cow ghee 

, . „ so it does not make sensed Fatmijali had decided to 

brazen it out* 
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The spokesperson's comment do not respond to the 

charges that their product was found to he substandard 

and unsafe1, instead he lied: die Dot is that sever ill other 

companies do produce cow ghee - Gowardhan,Mother 

Dairy, Anik, Madhusuilan, Milkfoodk Health aid, 

Gopajjee Amanda* Nestle> Britannia and Amul. And, 

finally can the company that procures tens of thousands 

of tonnes of white butter a year from millions of milk 

producers around die country he completely sure that 

their ghee is 'cow gheehir all? The simple reality is that 

there u a srandard for ghee - cow ghee or otherwise 

- and m April 2017 Patau julih ghee failed in meet it. 

A week hirer* on 24 April 2017, the Economic Times 

reported that the Canteen Stores Department (CSD)t 

selling 5300 products to 12 million consumers serving 

hi or veterans of India’s defence forces, suspended the 

sale of Patanjali Ayurvedas nmla juice from their 3901 

stores, ft had done so after dm Central hood Laboratory 

in Kolkata tested samples and deemed it dm fit for 

consumption. 

The company^ official response wars classic Pa tanjob: 

they claimed that since amla juice is a medicinal product, 

it should have been rested according to the standards of 

the ministry of ayuslg and not the FSSAI regulations. 

Vet, common sense suggests that the rules governing 

medicinal products arc likely more stringent than rides 

governing loud products. 
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These are only three instances of Ra.indev running 

.into trouble with the regulators*There have been many 

others* including sh: run-ins with die Advertising 

Standards Council of India for u n subs tan tiuted and 

misleading advert! si rig. 

Everts say that a company cannot grow at such a 

pace without having issues of this kind. The problem is 

not just the fact that there are such Issues* It E hmv the 

company chooses to respond to allegations of any kind 

that is troubling counter-allegations of unfair tests, 

and conspiracy and foul play. 

Despite these constant question marks over Patanjak 

products, Indians continue to place their trust in the 

company, filch: faith in the s,tilnm-iobed Ramdcv 

remains intact because he repeatedly, sell-assuredly 

and charmingly reassures them that lie, in the great 

tradition of Hindu sadhus, is punning tins company as a 

service to the nation.'I sleep on the door, 1 am a fakir,.. 

ail the profits are going to charity. I don’t own 

anything in inv name ,. .don't trust the multinationals 

or stooges of other corporations who defame me. 

'Jhey are doing so because they cannot stand the success 

of Patanjali,' 

In the end, Paranjali has been a powerful disruptor. 
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a true game changer for Indian consumers. Ramdev 

Iras reinvented the rules of the game. lie hay expanded 

and deepened the market in places that no one eke 

ad noticed before. A new consumer from the lower 

middle classes is in the market who perhaps cannot 

afford the expensive products ot the iVINCs* but can 

buy Beha Ramdevk products at a cheaper price. There 

arc others from various? other classes of society who buy 

Irk products because their Swadeshi* nature appeals to 

their Indian spirit. 

Yet, the advantage of the first mover is beginning 

to wane for PatnnjalL The corporates and other babas 

arc coming into his domain, Colgate has launched a 

herbal toothpaste, Unilever bought an Ayurvedic hair 

oil company (Induieklu) and is doing test™runs: tor its 

own Ayurveda brand, Ayush* in south India. Dabur is 

reinventing itself and its packaging along with other 

Indian companies, readying to dud with Pa tan jail tor 

the swadeshi turt 

Other less controversial godmen have taken notes 

roo. Sri Sri Ravi Shankar has hum died his own 'Divine 

Shop" that produces premium health supplements* 

honey, coconut oils* green gram* a non "fluoride 

toothpaste called Sudan fa and cos m erics. Sadhguru 

Jaggi Vasudevs Is ha store sells: Ayurvedic and siddha 

medicines* food supplements and a cosmetic stun am 

powder tha! promises to control body odour and prevent 
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slrin ailments, Even though they do not offer half a& 

many products, both their websites arc more refined 

and attractive than the P&turijali. website ~ a clear signal 

that their target audiences may come from a different 

social strata. 

Ramdevhas come a long way* protected by his orange 

robes and all that they signify to believing Hindus. 

He may have come this far by not paying attention to 

boundaries, but ho will not be able to go further without 

playing by the rules. I le h too visibles too big now to take 

risks. Already in the villages oi 1 Ruyana* lie is popularly 

known as LaU Ramdey, kk being a derogatory term for 

it businessman. 

With other god men also getting into (he games 

there Is no doubt that they will raise the hag that 

the protection of saffron he has relied on will be less 

effective. Ram dev needs to be ready tor this. 
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My Kcaivhlor the people who had worKed with Ramdev, 

who were presumably inspired by him, Ins vision mid 

his empire, was interesting *hkI rewarding. Of course, 

( Unmd many vyho were energised ami muihaued hy 

Rumdev and his story. But ihe man also leaver behind 

a trail ot a diflerent sort, 

A trad o( people whose goodwill or firm hies he used 

to further his own enrichment and pursue his own 

agenda, people who were left by the wayside after they 

had served their purpose, A trail of people who either 

vanished into thin aipor died mysterious deathsorlive 

on in utre r fear of him. A trail of decisions and political 

machinations driven not hy the principles he espouses 

but by expediency A trail blazing into the post-truth 

world where reality was mutable and the trusting 

millions who believe in him could be manipulated 
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through his television channels. Finally, a trail of shirked 

responsibility. For every negative event surrounding him, 

he has consistently yelled foul, always choosing to lay 

the blame at someone else’s door — the government s 

or his detractors', accusing them of conspiring against 

him and fabricating evidence to pull him down. On 

some occasions, he may have even been right, but he 

has overused the argument to such an extent that it has 

lost its credibility. 

All Ramdevs former allies, aides, supporters and 

mentors who had watched him rise hut had fallen hv 

the wayside at some point seemed to have been waiting 

for a call like mine, from anyone at all, asking them 

about their time with Ramdcv. They were all ready to 

tell their stories. 

Yet for all the dubious choices he has made since his 

rise to tame and fortune, no one can take away or belittle 

the legacy of this farmers son. Raimlev took yoga and 

Ayurveda out of the restrictive realm of religion and 

made if an accessible practice of preventive health care 

tor millions of Indians. He reminded them that the 

pursuit of spirituality has little meaning if the body is 

unhealthy. Even today, despite the pressures of running 

a growing business, he continues to hold yoga camps in 

I lurid war. I Ie?s still on television every day, thanks to a 

combination of reruns and fresh shoots. 
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Most important, he drew attention to India's own 

health care heritage - Ayurveda, Leaving aside how it 

was ill executed, Ramdcv 's charisma reminded people 

that not every ailment needs a modern doctor.There are 

other options that are less intrusive. 

Today, preventive health care is the new buzzword 

for the health-care industry globally. Prevention is better 

than eurc may be an old adage, but India’s beleaguered 

60-billion-doliar health-care industry, groaning and 

creaking under the staggering pressure of 1.2 billion 

people, is recognizing the worth of that ancient wisdom 

now* Ramdcv has undoubtedly played a vital role in 

making Ayurveda and yoga relevant and accessible to 

millions of Indians* 

In pursuit of that goal of offering healthy living 

options to the market, his astute business instinct 

has also spawned India's fastest-growing company. 

The sheer speed of growth of his company and the 

breathtaking ambition of it as he chases another 

impossible-sounding target of doubling revenues 

to Rs 20,000 crore in 2017-18 will always inspire 

entrepreneurs* Whatever the future may bring for 

Patanjali, young people without degrees and money 

will draw inspiration from its dazzling ascent. The tales 

of how a homegrown company shook up multinational 

corporations out of a stupor, forced them to change 
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their strategy, take notice of Ayurveda as a source of 

new products will also endure. 

Nothing can take this legacy away from Ramdev, It 

is his to keep. 

While Ramdevs legacy relating to television, 

Ayurveda, yoga and business is fairly clear, what is his 

political legacy? Every venture he lias touched in his life 

has been a success hut popular opinion may suggest that 

he failed in his political ambition, 

Ranulev strayed into politics accidentally, not 

by design. After he met Rajcev Dixit, it just sort of 

happened: he tried to harness his fame as a sadhu-cum- 

yoga-teaeher to propel himselt on to a larger platform 

and dreamt of his own political party. Hut somewhere 

along the way Ramdev seems to have decided against 

trying to become a mainstream political player and 

instead use his political power - and it is undeniably 

clear that he does have political power thanks to his 

popularity among people - to further his business 

interests. Ramdevs politics now plays a supporting role 

tor his business empire — and that 's not a failure as much 

as a sensible, pragmatic realignment. 

But pragmatism and taking utilitarian, hard-boiled 

de visions is second nature tor Ramdev, It is easy to forget 

that Ramdev was not always a BJP ally. Once upon a 

time he was the protege of the Congress, willing to 

hij ack the VHP— RSS agenda to hand over a victory to 
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allies in the Grand Old Party. Without his old Congress 

allies, and their largesse - land discounts, permissions, 

loan approvals — Ramdev could not have hecome as 

powerful as he had in the first place. Yet when he realized 

the Congress was a sinking ship and fell out with his 

earlier godfathers, he negotiated a safe landing space 

with the VHR RSS--BJP combine. 

Smoothly, courageously, he abandoned the Congress 

party, becoming part of the battering rani that brought it 

down. Ramdev is said to have helped the BJP with the 

2014 general election campaign and is now apparently 

reaping rewards tor that service. In May 2017, a 

Reuters article alleged that according to (unpublished) 

documents examined by them, Ramdev has received 46 

million dollars in land allocations and discounts from 

BJP -led state governments. 

But do not take this to be a permanent realignment. 

Ramdev is a hardbeaded ally who can blow hot and 

cold at will. 

Today, even as lie reiterates Ins support for the 

BJP government, Ramdev is quietly mending fences 

with his former allies-turned (oes, holding public and 

private meetings with Lulu Prasad Yadav, Akhilesh and 

Mulavum Singh Yadav and the Congress politicians. If 

he ever needs to abandon the BJP, his old alliances may 

well be restored enough to make the transition possible. 

Ramdev s ability to nurse new dreams, pursue them 
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and abandon them if needed, his fluidity, makes it 

impossible to categorize his political flirtation as a 

complete failure. His ability to adapt and respond to 

changing landscapes is formidable — and admirable. 

When denied politieal domination, he chose to harness 

polities to seek economic dominion. 

Yet, Ramdcv and the empire he has built now stand 

at a crossroads. However beguiling it is to believe in the 

fairy tale of one mans ability to build an empire from 

nothing in almost no time, his success is far from assured, 

A seething rivalry between his brother and his deputy 

threatens lhs empire. Ram Bharat and Balkrishna, who 

always banded together against any third ascending 

power in Ramdevs empire, do not enjoy a close 

relationship. One gets the impression that for Ramdcv 

blood is thicker than water and so Balkrishna, given 

to insecurity and jealousy, has long been envious of 

Ram Bharat — lor instance, all those years ago, when 

Karamveer was still around, Balkrishna was upset with 

Ramdcv for buying Ram Bharat a bike and a house. 

These two men have long been Ramdcv s lieutenants, 

executing his orders on the ground. Ram Bharat has 

always been in charge of the purse strings. Balkrishna 

oversees the Ayurveda and to lesser extent the FMCG 

side of the empire, under Ramdevs watchful eye. 

But Balkrishna, a man who knows everything about 

Ramdcv, is also seen to be attention-hungry and desires 
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a prominent public profile,like Ramdcv’s - that’s why he 

is so active on social media, building lus own brand, even 

making claims of discovering the mythical sanjeevani 

buti, the herb described in the Ramayana as one that can 

raise the dead to life. Ramdev and Bulkrishnas shared 

history apparently forced Ramdev’s hand to give him 

space on the masthead of the company and on their 

advertisements. 

But don’t he fooled into thinking theyVc equals. 

Ralkrishna is without a doubt Ramdev’s pliable and 

controllable deputy. It was nothing hut expediency 

that led Ramdev to put 94 per cent of Patanjali in 

Balkrishnas name - his long-standing subordinate could 

be controlled as neither Ramdev nor his family could 

sit at the helm without a backlash. 

It is generally speculated that Ram Bharat is not 

particularly thrilled with this arrangement. Yet, because 

he continues to control the finances oi the company, he 

is mollified/lhis division of real and perceived power 

keeps their rivalries from spilling over, For now. 

But it is hard not to feel as though this house of cards 

may come crashing down* 

For Ramdev, the stakes have never been higher. And 

there are some questions he needs to consider. Will he 

find the courage to distance his unpredictable family, 

particularly his brother, (rom the company? Will he 

be al^le to stand up to people within his organization 
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iirui firevcnr them from pursuing unfair trade practices 

with his distributors and suppliers? Cm he rein in his 

adverbsingjriggerimit from misleading and mis-selling 

to i be public? Is he willing to own the mistakes made in 

the past and correct them? Most important, is he willing; 

to play by the inks of the society lie lives in and hold 

himself up to the laws that ordinary businessmen have 

fo adhere to? Is he ready to stop using his saffron robes 

as a holy shield against public scrutiny? 

Ramdev will need every ounce of his formidable 

imagination and lamed stubbornness to hx his mistakes 

and take the hard calls needed to make Pnranjali 

Ayurveda Limned a truly world-das^ organization. 

It tie does do so, bin dream of spawning an Indian 

multinational company could well Transform into reality 

If not, it will remain just that, A dream. 
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